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PREFACE

This resource guide contains a series of seven modules designed
to acquaint occupational and special educators with a systematic process
for developing instruction for special needs learners. The modules
are designed to be used in an inservice setting. They are intended to
help practicing teachers, consultants, and work coordinators plan,
implement, and evaluate individualized educational programs for special
needs learners.

The instructional development model presented in these modules is
directed at special needs students who are enrolled in occupational
programs at the secondary school level. Most of the suggestions and
example materials are focused on students with mild or moderate
learning, physical, or behavioral problems.

The modules may be used individually or collectively in both
individual or small group inservice activities. The concepts,
procedures, and suggested resource materials enable the user(s) to
design and develop a comprehensive instructional program. The products
which are developed in each module represent one component of an
individual educational program for a special needs learner.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

The purpose of this resource document is to improve instructional

programs and services for special needs learners. The concepts, resources,

and suggestions presented here are desiL;ned to help teachers improve the

planning, implementation, and evaluation of individualized educational

programs at the secondary level. Although the suggestions and resources

are integrated in a series seven sequential modules, it is not mandatory

that all modules be used, nor that they be used in their numbered sequence.

There are numerous and complex considerations to be made in developing
-

instruction; and because of the vast range of differences in instruc

tional situations and teacher needs, it is anticipated that each reader

will find a different way in which to use the information in the Guide.

( Individual Use'l

If you are reviewing or using this resource guide informally, here are

a few suggestions that may be helpful in getting started.

1. The following section, AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM, will give you a graphic and narrative over
view of the basic process fur instructional develop
ment used in this Guide.

2. For more specific information on the Modules, Inservice
Experiences and resource materials contained in each
module, review the MODULE DESCRIPTIONS in a following
section.

3. If you are wondering about who are "special needs
learners," a brief description of the concept of
special needs and a definition are provided in the
section entitled SPECIAL NEEDS LEARNERS.



When you.are ready to consider using the modules, it
will be helpful to complete the SELF-DIRECTED NEEDS
ASSESSMENT. This checklist will enable you to identify
one or more modules which'are particularly appropriate
for your situation or needs.

If-you decide to complete a modureor-series of modules
you will generally-find-it helpful to iaerk with-at-leaSt
one other petson. The guidelines and suggestions in
most of the modules call for the cooperation of occupa-
tional educators and special educators. If you are an
occupational educator, it will be. important to get advice,
reactions, and assistance from a special educator as you
develop a special needs learner's instrUctional program.
If you are a special educator, it will be important to
obtain assistance and cooperation from persons in occupa-.
tional programs to insure that your studentS-1.4ill be
vocationally prepared.

( Small Group/Team Use

During the field testing of these,Materials, several of the participants

worked in small groups. The groups were composed of occupational and special

educators working as a team to design an instructional program for an

individual learner or a Small group of special needs learners. This arrange-

ment provided for a great deal of positive interaction, and resulted in

several new and productive experinc-es for_the teachers invo.lved and their

special needs learners.

Each Inservice Experience can be completed by either an individual or
_ ......

an instructional team. On several of the instructional planning forms that

are to be completed, space is permitted for the names of the cooperating

Anstructional I'dm members who,A;lexeinvolved in compiling the information.

, .

Module 2 is designed to4dentithe,persons who would be appropriate

members of the instructional team.

Priat.,4to Selecting or initiating any of the modules, the first four

steps described above under IndividUal Use should be completed by the team.
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(.:Colored Sheets

In each module there are several sheets of yellow paper which present

resource materials or example forms. These are designed to supplement the

guidelines and suggestions in each Inservice Experience with example

documents.

(Coding

A multiple digit code is used to identify and organize the modules,

inservice experiences, and resource materials. An explanation of the

code is provided below:

III. 2. 3

I\
Instructional Planning Forms

,. ...1

ModUle 3

Inservice Experience No. 2 in
Module 3

Resource material/example No. 3
in Inservice EXperience 2

In all but two of the 16 Inservice Experiences there is an intructional

planning form to be developed. In Module 1, for example, the secona Inservice

Experience focuses on Developing a Learner Analysis Profile. A completed

example of the profile is included (yellow sheet) in the Inservice Experience.

The guidelines and suggestions for the Inservice Experience outline a number

of considerations and procedures for diweloping the profile. A blank copy

of the profile form to be used by the inservice participant(s) is included

at the end of the Inservice Experience. After completing or compiling the

instructional planning form a self-evaluation checklist can be used to

obtain feedback. 16
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The modules in this Guide represent the major components of a system for

developing and managing instruction for special needs learners. This section

briefly explains how the modules "go together" to provide a functional

system for developing, implementing, and evaluating instruction and

supportive services.

The figure on the following page illustrates the system and identifies

each of the modules. Ideally, this system would be used with individual

special needs learners because all of the seven components are essential in

an effective pro-ram. However, some of the components are less critical

for individualization than others. Identifying Instructional Resources

(Module.3) and the Cluster and Content Analysis (Module 4) modules, for

instance, are not directly focused on the individual student, but instead on

the existing school and community resources and the cluster of occupations

being analyzed.

Most teachers and coordinators are already designing and providing

instruction in a manner similar to that suggested by the system, The basic

functions and ideas suggested by this system are not new to education.

They are basic, fundamental components for providing effective educational

programs. There are, however, several special features of the system which

make it appropriate for special needs learners. The system for developing

instruction begins by identifying and analyzing the special educational

needs of,an individual learner. Once these needs are clearly identified,

a cooperative instructional arrangement involving occupational educators,

special educators, and other key professionals is organized. This coopera-

tive instructional team then addresses the identified educational needs.

In the later stages of the system, following the collection of information

4
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on resources which are available and the competencies required in the world

of work, an individual program is planned, implemented, and evaluated by

the cooperative instructional team. During and following the learner's

program, evaluations of progress are obtained. Evaluative information is

continuously fed back to each of the components to improve the input provided

by the component for a particular learner, as well as future learners. For

instance, if sufficient educational progress was made over a semester or

school year so that the learner is no longer considered handicapped, this

information, when processed through the feedback loop, would alter the

learner's identification status. Similarly, if a special needs learner

was assisted by funds from a new, private foundation, this information would

be fed back so that the name of the foundation would appear on the list of

instructional resources and be used as a future reference.

There are, of course, other ways in which to arrange the components

of this system. Some educators would sugp-.. =hat the system begin with

identifying the available dnstructional resources or analyzing the knowledges

and skills needed for employment. However, based on the field testing of
. ...

the module series by teachers and coordinators, the system presented here

provides a feasible and productive plan of attack for designing and

implementing programs and services for the special needs learner.

A full description of each of the system components and sub-components

can be found in the Module Descriptions on the following pages.

18
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MODULE DESCRIPTIONS

A series of seven modules is included in this inservice resource

guide. The modules are designed for use by teachers, coordinators, and

consultants from occupational education and special education programs.

Each module focuses upon one function in developing instructional programs

for special needs learners.

Included in the front section of each module are the following:

(1) an introductory statement, (2) case studies describing special needs

students and their teachers, (3) module goals statements, and (4) a

description of the inservice experiences included in the module. From one

to four inservice experiences are included in a module--with 16 inservice

experiences in total. Procedures for completing each inservice experience,

resource materials, instructional planning forms, and completed example

forms are included in each of the 16 inservice experiences. Once you have

completed an inservice experience a self-evaluation checklist is provided

along with a resource bibliography.

Module 1:

Learner Identification and Analysis

This module includes three inservice experiences which outline pro-
cedures for collecting learner identification information and.analyzing
the strengths, weaknesses, and functional problems which the identified
learner exhibits. Utilizing the assessment information to develop a
prescription which describes "how the student learns most effectively"
is also included. The three inservice experiences included are:

o Collecting Learner Identification Information (I.1)

o Developing a Learner Analysis Profile (I.2)

o Developing a Learning Prescription (I.3)

21
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Module 2:

Cooperative Instructional Arrangements

Module 2 involves identifying other teachers and specialists"who work
with selected special needs learners. In .order to plan_and_implement an
effective programfor a special needs learner, the cooperative involvement
of several professionals is required. Thig module enables ,the user to
identify and astablish.a cooperative, working arrangement with other pro
fessionals who work with the learner ona,regular basis.- The only inservice
experience in this module is entitled:

Developing a Cooperative Instructional Arrangement (II.1)

Module 3:

Instructional Resources

The full and efficient use of the personnel, services, and resources
which are available in the school and community is highly important in
providing instructional programs for special needs learners. This module
describes techniques for identifying school and community resources which
are available for special needs learners and their teachers. Several
guidelines for establishing and using a program advisory.committee to
assist in identifying community resources are also included. The two
inservice experiences in this module are:

o Developing a Special Needs Resource Inventory (III.1)

Establishing and/or Using a Special Needs Advisory
Committee (III.2)

Mbdule 4:

Cluster and Content Analysis

This module outlines procedures for identifying and analyzing a cluster
of occupations. This step is extremely important for identifying the skills,
knowledges, and basic competencies the special needs learner will need for

----employment-and independent adult living. Occupational training which is
based on the skills needed in a cluster of occupations will provide the
learner with more than one,career option'once he enters the world of work.
The two inservice experiences in this module outline procedures for:

e Identifying Career Clusters (IV.1)

o Conducting A Career'Cluster Analysig (IV.2)

8
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Nodule 5:

Instructional Planning

The planning and sequencing of individual modules or units of instruc-
tion is described in this module. The units or modules are based on a
"task" (such as Completing a job application form) which the student is to
perform at the completion of the module. When the unit or module is developed
it identifies the: occupational performance objectives, basic skills and
concepts required (such as measuring), and Instructional activities and
materials to be used. Two inservice experiences are included:

a Developing Instructional Modules/Units (V.1)

o Sequencing Instruction (V.2)

Module 6:

instructional IMplementation

This module includes four inservice experiences which outline considera-
tions that are important in various stages of implementing an instructional
program for a special needs learner. The four inservice experiences include:

o Analyzing Instructional Materials (VI.l)

o Providing Reinforcement and Feedback (VI.2)

o Modifying the Learning Environment (VI.3)

o Planning and Coordinating Work Experience Programs (VI.4)

Module 7:

Evaluation of Learner Progress

During and at the canpletion of instruction, evaluation of the learner's
progress is essential. Techniques for measuring and profiling the attainment
of objectives and basic skills are included in this module, along with a pro-
"cedure for conducting a learner follow-up survey. The two inservice experiences
in this final module are:

o Developing a Learner Performance Profile (VII.l)

o Conducting a Learner Follow-up Survey (VII.2)

23
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SPECIAL MEDS LEARIERS

"Special needs learner" refers to those individuals who have tradi-

tionally been identified as handicapped or disadvantaged. It is important

to note, however, that the term "special needs" identifies the learner in

a completely different way than do the terms "handicapped or disadvantaged."

Instead of identifying the learner as a person with a deficit, problem, or

inadequacy, we are identifying the person simply as someone who has a dif-

ferent set of needs. This set of "special needs" which the learner exhibits

requires us, as educators, to modify our instructional programs and provide

additional services in order to meet those needs. The special needs learner

is someone who requires additional, intensive instruction and supportive

services before he can succeed in an educational program. The individual

with special needs is defined by what he requires from us, and not by

medical or psychological labels.

The following definition can be used to identify the population of

learners for whom the ideas and techniques in this Guide are intended.

Someone with Special Needs

. . is an individual who is having difficulty succeeding in a regular or

special, career-oriented educational program due to the effects of a

disability, disadvantage, and/or dysfunctional schoOl placement, and who

requires:

1. individually prescribed, unique and more powerful teaching

techniques,

2. supplemental or supportive services which vary in type and

extent depending on individual need, and

3. additionaZ resources from society for his education and for

his acceptance by society.



SELF-DIRECTED NEEDS ASSESSMENT

The Self-Directed Needs Assessment is designed to assist you in

selecting modules and inservice experiences which are appropriate for

meeting the inservice education needs of teachers and other professionals

working with special needs learners. It can be used by individuals or

teams to assess: (1) the importance of a series of professional tasks

in their local program situation, and (2) to what extent they feel they

need to know more about the tasks.

A series of 24 professional tasks are listed on the assessment check-

list to be reviewed. For each task the reader is asked to consider two

questions. Based on the response to these questions, suggestions are made

which direct the reader to specific modules and inservice experiences which

pertain to the task.

Once the inservice experiences have been completed, the Self Needs

Assessment can be used again to determine the amount of information gained.
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Name:

Potation:

School:

Date:

SELF - DIRECTED NEEDS ASSESSMEN1

Directions: This checklist is designed to help you (or you and your colleagues) select modules and in
your neede and interests. For each of the tasks listed in the left hand column, you (or 1
If you do not perform the taek leave it blank. After completing the checklist, add your c
in the example. You may want to discuss the results with your inservice director.-

Professional Tasks

L Collect and use available assessment
information

L Collect and use available assessment
information

! Collaborate with other educators,
specialists and parents in evaluating
the learner's educational needs

Question 1:

How critical-is successful
performance of this teak of the
overall effectiveness of your
program?

Question 2:

I feel a need to know more
about this task?

Unim- Impor- Extremely
portant tant Critical

1

4 5

2 3 4 5

3 4 5

I Develop an individual learning pre-
scription describing optimum conditions 1 2 3 4 5
and media for instruction

Design and implement a system for
monitoring and feeding back learner
progress and achievement on a regular
basis

Identify resource personnel (e.g.
reading specialists or bilinguists)
capable of providing supportive help

Formalize a cooperative, team teaching
plan for serving special needs learners

Identify a variety of community and
governmental agency resources in
planning instructional programs and
services

Establish and/or use program advisory
committees

Identify occupations and clusters of
occupations .

) Analyze occupational/career clusters to
determine competencies needed in the
world of work

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4

No Yes, a
bit more

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

1 2 3

2 3

Yes,

much more

0 5

4

4

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4



Profsional Tasks

11 Identify the basic aptitudes and

competencies (e.g. finger dexterity

or sequencing skills) required for

employment in a given career.

12 Plan a sequence of modules or units of

instruction according to the learner's

needs

13 Identify modules or units of

instruction appropriate for special '

needs learners

.

.14 Coordinate.occupational and academic

instruction

15 Develop performance objectives and

goals

16 Identify instructional activities

appropriate for special needs learners

17 Employ teChniques or principles of

special instruction (e,g. discrim-

ination learning or cue redundancy)

18 Evaluate and select instructional

materials appropriate for special

needs learners

19 Provide reinforcement for learning

20 Manage and modify when necessary the

tools, equipment, facilities,

materials, and conditions in the

learning environment

21 Plan and coordinate off-campus work

(on-the-lob) instruction

22 Plan and coordinate en-campus York

(on-the-job) instruction

23 Use a variety of performance me sures

to assess a learner's progress

4 Obtain Iollow-up information on

) special needs students leaving or

w.t.' graduating from school programs

how critical

performance

overall

question 1:

of the

of your

(juestion 2:

more

Cumilative

Score

Suggested Modules.is successful

of this task

effectiveness

1 feel a need to know

about this task?
If the cumulative score

for a task-is 7 Or greater,

you shouldconsiner review-

jand ilinesefrliCoewieuxgpentroidenC::,

prmam?

L07.

portwit

Impor.

tant

Lgremely

.':',itical

do. Yea, a

bit more

Yes,

much mom

1
. 1

Module 4; I.E. IV.2

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4, 5 Module 5; I.E. V.2

2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 Module 5; I.E. V.1
,

Module 5; I.E. V.1
,

_
2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 Module 5; I.E. V.1

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 Module 5; I.E. V.1

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 45 Module 5; I.E. V.1

Module 6; I.E. VI.2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
-------

Module 6; I.E. VI.1

,

3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 Module 6; I.E. VI,2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2
Module 6; I.E. VI.3

1 2 3 65 1 2 3 4 Module 6; I.E. VI,4

I 2 3 4 S 1 2 3 4 5 Module 6; I.E. VI.4

Module 7; LE, VIM

/-

2
Module 7; I.E. VII, 2



M ODULE 1:

LEARNER IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

One of the first and most important considerations in developing cur-

riculum or instructional plans is the target audience which will be served.

Assessing the learner's level of educational, psychological, physiological,

cognitive, and social development is an important initial activity for voca-

tional and special educators. Recognizing the unique characteristics and

special needs of individual students is essential in determining what

instructional content is appropriate and which teaching methods and materials

can be used effectively.
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Overview )

This module describes three activities which are critical in the process

of idenEifying.and analyzing the needs of special learners. Each activity

is aimed at collecting and compiling information to answer these basic

assessment questions:

1. What is the general nature of the learner's educational problem(s)?

. What specific learning weakness, problems, and strengths does the

learner demonstrate?

3. What types of materials and methods and learning situations are

most appropriate for this learner?

First, some basic identification information is needed to determine the

general nature of-the learning problem. Often this information can be found

on referral forms which describe the student and tell "why" he or she is in

need of special services. While such information is usually collected for

administrative purposes, it can also be helpful to the instructional

development team of occupational and special educators as well.

Once the special needs learner is identified through the accumulation

of basic referral information, a more detailed analysis of the student's

learning strengths, weaknesses, and special problems needs to be under

taken. This learner analysis is based on information from documented sources,

as well as observable learner behaviors, and provides an overview of the

learner's unique characteristics in a variety of different performance areas.

The third basic type of information is provided in the form of a learning

prescription. Based on available diagnostic information and the learner

analysis profile, a description should be prepared to provide information

on the individual's learning style. A learning prescription outlines the

instructional techniques and materials which are most appropriate for the

learner being served.

16
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Finally, it should be pointed out that learner analysis is a continuous,

olL-going process rather than solely a One-time assessment activity. Frequently,

teachers, psychologists, and others consider this activity to be a staffing

uhere test data and student records are reviewed. To be effectively utilized

learner analySis profiles and learning prescriptions must be reviewed and

up-dated at least every two months. The cooperative team shoule review the

learner's progress relative to gains and improvements made in each of 'the

analysis profile areas. The ultimate goal is to remediate and minimize

the learner's special needs to a level where he or she can be productively

employed and economically independent.

.\

John: A Case Study )

John and his family recently moved to the community. He"is 16 years old

and will bc beginning the 10th grade in the Fall. In his previous school he

was placed in a classroom for the educable mentally retarded. After reviewing

John's records, the school psychologist and director of special education

decided to conduct an educational assessment and a placement staffing. This

is a common practice in most school districts for new students who have

transferred from special education p'srograms in other districts, as well as

for students in the district who are referred for special education services.

Tnis school district, like others in the state, is required to conduct an

assessment and placement staffing for each special needs student at least

once a year and more frequently if necessary.

The school psychologist assembled and reviewed all of the information

from John's previous school records. Based on the available test information

and other data, the school psychologist evaluated John using a series of

aptitude tests and interest inventories.

17
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For the first two weeks of school John was placed in several regular

classes and in a special education resource room. The resource rocm teacher

used a number of diagnostic exercises during the first two weeks of school to

assess his skills and aptitudes in: basic math and measurement, verbal com-

munication, writing, sequencing, spatial perception, and a number of other

areas. Ms. Galli, the resource teacher, also closely observed the develop-

ment of John's social relationships with his fellow students. In addition to

being placed in English, American history, and General Math, John was also
- -

enrolled in an introductory auto mechanics course. Each of these regular

class teachers was asked by Ms. Galli to provide John with as many exploratory

experiences as possible during the first two weeks.

During the third week of school the Assistant Director of Special

Education for the school district scheduled a meeting of John's teachers, a

counselor, the school psychologist, and his parents. At the meeting the

psychologist presented and discussed the information he had accumulated from

the records and through testing. Ms. Galli indicated that the diagnostic

exercises in the resource room had shown John in need of extensive additional

help in basic math processes (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division), and in writing. The auto mechanics teacher, Mr. Laird, noted

that John is extremely interested in working on small gas engines because he

has a mini-bike. Mr. Laird felt that with some extra help in math and

measuring John can continue in the regular class.

During the discussion John's problems and strengths in different basic

skill areas were recorded on a Learner Analysis Profile chart. After 45

minutes of discussion a comprehensive "picture" of John begins to appear on

the profile chart. John's parents and teachers are able to see graphically

the areas from several presented on the profile, in which John will need

3 3
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special assistance. Based on the profile and the discussion which has taken

place, the group decides to keep John in the five classes in which he is

presently enrolled. However, the director suggests that the group meet

again after the first semester to review John's progress.

As the meeting comes to a close, the teachers appear to express a common

interest and concern for John. The auto mechanics and resource room teachers

decide to schedule a'weekly meeting to coordinate some of the resource room

instruction in basic math with the applied math John will be learning in

the auto mechanics class. By listening to each other's experiences with John,

both the teachers and his parents feel that they have a more extensive and

thorough understanding of John's educational needs. His parents also feel

quite satisfied that the school is making an extended effort to address

their son's individual needs.

Goals

Condition: Given the responsibility to initiate and deveop career-
oriented educational experiences for special needs learners,
upon completion of this module the inservice participant
will:

Performance
Competencies: 1. Compile an identification/referral information form

for at least one special needs learner.

2. Collaborate with other educators in the development
of a learner analysis profile for at least one special
needs learner, describing the learner's strengths and
weaknesses.

3. Develop a learning prescription for at least one
special needs learner, describing optimum conditions
and media for instruction.

19
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Inservice Experience Descriptions )

Three inservice experiences are included in this module. Each of these

inservice experiences may be used in either individual or small group

instructional situations. In either case, these activities are designed to

acquaint the inservice participant(s) with procedures, criteria, and guide-

lines for identification and assessment of special needs learners.

Inservice EXperience 1.1:
COLLECTING LEARNER IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

This experience involves collecting basic information on each of the

special needs learners as they are referred or informally identified. The

basic student information is collected from student files and personal

interviews. The product from this experience is a completed student infor-

mation form on each student.

Inservice Expereince 1.2:
DEVELOPING A LEARNER ANALYSIS PROFILE

This experience enables the members of the cooperative instructional

team and other supportive personnel to develop an individual profile on

the special needs learner to be served. This profile analysis provides

an assessment relative to eight basic skill areas (e.g., quantitative skills,

verbal skills). The product from this experience is a completed learner

analysis profile.

Inservice Experience 1.3:
DEVELOPING A LEARNING PRESCRIPTION

This experience focuses upon using the identification and profile

information to suggest instructional techniques and materials which may

he appropriate for the learner. The product of this experience is a

description of the media, methods, and instructional situations which

will be most appropriate for the special needs learner.

3 o
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".\

Inservice Experience Selector )

Following consultation with the inservice director; I (we) have decided
to undertake and complete the Inservice Experiences which,are checked (i)
below for Module 1.

"Inservice Experience 1.1: Date:
Collecting Learner Identi-
fication Information

Inservice Experience 1.2: School:
Developing a Learner
Analysis Profile

Inservice Experience 1.3:
Developing a Learning
Prescription

Participant Name(s)

Inservice Director:

3 6



INSERVICE EXPERIENCE 1.1:

COLLECTING LEARNER IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

The first step in the process of identification of a special needs learner

involves the collection of certain basic information about the student. Most

school districts have established a referral process which is used to identify

students in need of special services. In the past, Ohen teachers or other

professionals have felt that a student is having problems which require

special attention, the student has frequently been "referred," and subsequently

taken out of the regular instructional program. In some cases, the resulting

placement in special classes has proven to be productive, while in many others

it has been shown to be of little benefit for the mildly or moderately handi

capped student. In either case, the identification and referral process has

often removed the student from the peer group, and negatively labelled him or

her to both the student's peer group and the teaching staff.

The current trend in providing special services is to decrease the number

of "referrals out" of regular programs. The aim instead is to minimize

labelling, utilize the "least restrictive placement" for the student, and

provide special assistance for both the teacher and student in the regular class-

room (whenever possible). When managed properly, this arrangement can provide

an optimum and productive learning environment for the student with reduced

opportunity for the stigma of labelling to occur.

However, some basic information is needed before the special services can

be provided to the student while he/she is enrolled in either regular or

speciallydesigned occupational programs. The identification referral

process usually begins when a teacher or parent feels it necessary to bring

3 7
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to the attention of other teachers, specialists, coordinators, and administrators

the fact that a particular student is having difficulty. The first step in this

process involves collecting some basic information to verify that the student

is indeed having such difficulty that further professional attention is needed.

(Guidelines and Suggestions,
....___ ,/

The following guidelines provide several procedures and suggestions which

can be used for collecting student identification information. These sug-

gestions will enable you to become familiar with the referral and identifi-

cation process used in your school district, or to develop one for your,

program if it is needed. After reading this section you should complete a

Student Identification Form for at least one special needs learner with whom

you will be or presently are working.

1. Review any existing identification criteria, procedures
and/or forms used for the referral of special students
in the district. It is important that you are familiar
with any existing process so that the identification
process developed or used here does not result in a
duplication of effort.

2. It is also important to consider the state department's
identification criteria as well. Often times in order
for the district to receive state grants or reimbursement
for services to special students, certain identification
information is required. Depending upon the local district's
plan for providing this information, it may or may not be
necessary to consider this in collecting student identifica-
tion information. A sample of the identification information
required in Illinois for reimbursement of vocational educa-
tion programs for disadvantaged persons is provided on the
following page.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Identification of a Disadvantaged
Person (State of Illinois), Form 1%1.1]
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3. The third step involves deciding specifically upon what type of
identification information is important and essential to collect.
Most student identification or referral forms include the

following:

Name, age, birthdate, sex, school and grade
placement of student

a Name, address, and phone numbers of parents

or guardians

e Date on which the information is submitted
for review

o Name of referring teacher or teachers, or,
in some instances, parents

45- Reason for the referral (usually a detailed
description of the specific problems the
student is encountering)

e Special services the student is already receiving

Type of action the referring professional
suggests as being appropriate

a Name and title of the individual to whom the
identification information is submitted. This
is usually the building principal or director
of special education.

The sample student identification form (1.1.2) provided on the fol-
lowing page illustrates a form that is currently used for this
purpose. This form was prepared by the counselor when our example
student, John, enrolled at MacArthur High School. After reviewing
this form, you should carefully consider the exact information
you feel is needed for the identification process in your situation.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Student Infbrmation/Identification Fbrm,

Form 1.1.2]

4. Careful consideration also has to be given to how the student identi-
fication information will be collected. Questions of who should
compile the information, and which information sources are to be used
will also influence the identification-referral process. In some

instances parents will point out the specific problems to individual
teachers or counselors, and request that a referral be initiated.
In most cases however, teachers or other school personnel will
initiate the referral and utilize their observations as an information
base when compiling the necessary information. Parent and student
interview school records, and numerous other references can and'
should be consulted for background information.

24
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Form 1.1.1

IDENTIFICATION OF A DISADVANTAGED PERSON (State of Illinois)

IDENTIFYING DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS

Proper identification of disadvantaged and handicapped persons
facilitates occupational education program planning; evaluation;
reporting and funding; and accountability at federal, regional,
state, and local levels. Each local educational agency should
establish its own identification system based on the definitions
and the criteria as explained in this chapter.

The identification process is an annual activity. A person who
has overcome his disadvantagement or handicap during one school
year should not need special services the next year to succeed
in an occupational program. Therefore, he should no.longer be
identified as disadvantaged or handfcapped. Also, a student who
has been identified as disadvantaged or handicapped in the program
in which he was formerly enrolled may no longer be so identified
if he changes to a program in which be can succeed without
special assistance.

Identification of a Disadvantaged Person

A disadvantaged person is one who has an academic, socioeconomic,
cultural or.other disadvantagement which prevents him from succeeding

410efinition in a regular occupational program designed for a person without such
a disadvantagement, and, who for that reason, needs a program modifi
cation, supplemental services and/or special educational program in
order to benefit from occupational :ducation.

Disadvantaged persons shall be identified by one or more of the
following criteria or other similar documented criteria:

Are overage for grade by at least two years

Criteria For Have difficulty communicating in writing or speaking
Identification

Are frequently absent from class or work without
apparent cause

Have a reading level at least two grades below
grade placement

Have a mathematical ability at least two grades
below grade placement

Exhibit hostile or apathetic behavior

Need economic assistance to continue their educational
programs

25
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Porm 1.1.2

SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAM - STUDENT INFORMATION/IDENTIFICATION FORM

Directions: Please complete as much of' .he information below as possible. Sources
of information to be used in completing this form include: pupil school records,
classroom observations, and individual counseling with the student.

Student Name: Grade Referral date

Address: //,2 (53 4.244,7. sex Birthdate

Age: /6
Reason for Referral Action:

PARENTS: Father's Name:

Address:

4.1e4Ae.--4,t#

/1'? IV. L&,.; , t
y

c-cy Cg

Mother's Name:

Address:

Telephone: 73Y-6/4.7

Telephone:

Guardian's Name:

Address:

Relationship:

Telephone:

EMPLOYMENT: Father:

(occuoation Mother:
and place
.of employ- Guardian :

ment)

C

PARENTS CONTACTED: t.-7 Yes No

STUDENT E:MLOYMENT GOALS:

SPECIAL SERVICES BEING RECEIVED: /e.t.:4/.,e, /1,-27'

RECEIVED BY:

ACTION TAKEN:

joir,/,/,40t1L*

! (Title) :y

/

ZL-4

27 4 1



Form 1.1.2
Reproductson Mdster

SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAM - STUDENT INFORMATION/IDENTIFICATION FORM

Directions: Please complete as much of the information below as possible. Sources
of information to be used in completing this form include: pupil school recoras,
classroom observations, and individual counseling with the student.

Student Name:

Address:

Age:

Grade

Sex

Reason for Referral Action:

...

Referral date

Birthdate

PARENTS: Father's Name:

Addrei;s:

Mother's Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Guardian's Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Relationship:

Telephone:

EMPLOYMENT: Father:

(occupation Mother:
and place
of employ- Guardian:.
ment)

PARENTS CONTACTED:

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT GOALS:

Yes No

SPECIAL SERVICES BEING RECEIVED:

RECEIVED BY: , (Title): (Date):

ACTION TAKEN:
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Recently numerous questions and discussions relating to the con-
fidentiality of student recotds have emerged from court rulings.
It is important to determine your school district's policy
regarding the use of information in student files for purposes
of referral-identification.

6. Vihen an identification-referral form is developed or adapted
from an existing one, it should be reviewed by other staff
members and tried out on several special needs students.

7. Once the student identification information is collected and
summarized, it must be submitted to the appropriate person
for action. As suggested earlier, this will usually be the
building principal or director of special education. However,
it is important that this individual have the responsibility
and authority to see that the referral-identification is
acted upon.

8. Depending upon the availability of special services and the
nature of the student's special need, a variety of actions
may then be undertaken by the principal or director of special
services. In some cases it may be appropriate to conduct a
meeting of the student's teachers to determine what special
considerations or modifications are needed in the student's
instructional program. In other cases it may be necessary
to have the student's hearing or vision tested, or to have
a diagnostic-prescriptive assessment done to detenaine more
specifically the student's learning problem(s).

J. In summary, the identification-referral process can easily
become bogged down in paperwork and exhaustive procedures.
It is best to keep it as simple and as efficient as possible.
Collect only the information needed to have the student
formally identified as a special needs learner. To accomplish
this the information collected on each student should reflect
the identification information needs of:

the cooperative team of teachers who will be
or are working with the student.

tne state and/or federal agencies who may
provide reimbursement or special funding on
a per student basis.

u the local special education program identi-
fication criteria.

4 3
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(Self-Check Evaluation /

Inservice Experience 1.1: Collecting Learner Identification Information

Directions: This 'self-check is designed to heZp you _evaluate_yourperformance___
for this -inserviee experience. For each of the items below, rate the student
information-referral fbrm which you have compiled fr a special needs student.
EXpand or revise the fbrm or the information presented following this evaluation.

1. Describes the learning
problem only superficially

2. Descriptive information on
the student is incomplete

3. Descriptive information
on the parents/guardians
is incomplete

4. Referring teachers or per-
sonnel are not identified

5. No suggestions are pro-
vided on possible special
services needed

1 2 3 Accurately describes the
general learning problem
encountered by the student

1 2 3 Descriptive information on
the student is complete

1

6. NO indications as to whether 1

parents were or should be
notified

Comments:

Descriptive information on
the parents/guardians is
complete

Referring teachers or per-
sonnel are identified

Clear, concise, and reasonable
suggestions are made on appro-
priate special services

Clear indication that parents
have or have not been notified
and supporting reasons given

Suggestions for Modification of the Student Identification Form:

4
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I INSERVICE EXPERIENCE 1.2:
I

DEVELOPING A LEARNER ANALYSIS PROFILE

NOTE: This-inservice-experience should be-conducted only
after the instructors have had some experience in
working with the special needs learner(s) who has
been identified. A minimum of two weeks of regular
classroom contact with the student is needed before
a realistic and comprehensive learner analysis pro-
file can be developed.

Once the student(s) has been formally identified, it then becomes the

responsibility of the cooperative instructional team (occupational and

special educators) to design and implement an effective instructional

program. One of the tasks which needs to be completed during the early

phase of instructional development is the preparation of a Learner Analysis

Profile.

The eearner Analysis Profile is designed to provide the cooperating

team with an overview of the student's learning strengths and weaknesses,

which, in turn, provides a basis for developing a learning prescription for

the student. It is important to note here that both strengths and weaknesses

can provide important diagnostic information for teachers, counselors, and

other personnel who have contact with the student.

In the past educators have typically looked at the problems of special

students and attempted to provide special remediation in discrete disability

areas, e.g., mental retardation or onotional disturbance. Oftentimes,

however, we have found that certain individuals have overcome their handicaps

by compensation. For example, many individuals have developed their cognitive

or intellectual abilities to a level where they are no longer vocationally

handicapped by their inability to walk. Thus, it is important to keep in

45



mind the learners' strengths, as well as their disabilities when developing

a Learner Analysis Profile.

The relationship between cause and effect of handicapping and disad-

vantaging situations is frequently unclear when a special needs learner is

identified. In order to be useful, a _Learner Analysis Profile must focus

upon the effects, and not the causes, of the educational situations which

require special attention. Simply because individuals are poor, visually

handicapped, or a member of a minority group does not mean that they can

automatically be classified as special needs learners. Instruction and

supportive services cannot be formulated on the sole basis that a person

is Black, Spanish, poor, a migrant, or for any other cause. In order to

be effective, instruction and special services must be designed to overcome

specific effects, such as academic deficiencies, motivational problems,

limited computational skills, and so on (U.S. Office of Education, 1972).

It logically follows then that a Learner Analysis Profile must focus upon

specific academic, behavioral, perceptual, or social competencies instead

of simply indicating that the learner is mentally retarded or culturally

disadvantaged. Without a Learner Analysis Profile which provides useful

information for instructional planning this activity of assessment is of

little value.

(Guidelines and Suggestions)\,

The following guidelines and suggestions provide procedures for developing

a Learner Analysis Profile. When you have finished reading this section,

you should collaborate with other teachers, if possible, and compile a

Learner Analysis Profile for a special needs student.

34
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1. An example Learner Analysis Profile, which was developed
by John's teachers, is provided on the following pages
(Form 1.2.1). This form is similar to several different
behavioral or developmental checklists that are commercially
available. It is important to remember, however, that the
specific format used for the Learner Analysis Profile
should provide a comprehensive, behavioral description of
the learner's strengths and weaknesses from an educational
point-of-view.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: .John's Learner Analysis Profile,
Form 1.2.11

2. Appraisal/Assessment Team: The members of the cooperative
instructional team should be the professionals primarily
involved in developing the Learner Analysis Profile.
Diagnosticians, psychologists, and other ancillary personnel
can provide interpretations of test data and other supple-
mentary information as needed. Parents should also be con-
tacted, informed, and invited to attend the learner analysis/
appraisal meetings where their son's or daughter's program

being discussed. It is essential that the members of'
the cooperative teaching team be directly involved in
developing the learner's profile from the available diagnostic/
prescriptive information, observation reports, and other
information and data. Their involvement will make the
resulting profile and learning prescription useful in planning
classroom instruction.

3. Special Need Indicators: Eight broad categories of special
need are identified in the Learner Analysis Profile. These
categories represent the major basic skill areas in which
the observable effects of handicaps or disadvantages tend to
occur. The general categories of special need indicators
include:

o Quantitative/Numerical Skills

o Verbal Skills

Cognitive Skills

o Perceptual Skills

o Language Skills

o PsyChmotor/Physical Skills

o Social Skills

a Occupational Interests

4 7
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..1.1.1a:

Jite:

ei2gYzzi XclA

Form 1.2.1

(1 of 3)

LEARNER ANALYSIS
Assessment/Appraisal Team:
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A general definition for each of these categories is proVided
on Form 1.2.2 on the following page. Within each of the major
special need categories several specific basic skills are listed.
There is also room provided for including additional basic skills
that are not listed on the Learner Analysis Profile form.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Special Need Indicator Categories
Form 1.2.21

4. Profile Ratings: For each of the special need indicators, the
assessment/appraisal team is asked to make a determination as
to whether or not this indicator identifies a strong or weak
area in the student's school performance. Through discussion of
documenting evidence and the noting of specific learner behaviors
which the team has observed, a consensus rating for each special
needs indicator is derived. This rating is made on a five-step
rating scale which ranges from "learning difficulty" to "learning
strength." Students who do not exhibit particular disabilities
or strengths with regard to the "indicator" should be rated in the
middle. When the rating is completed, the marks (checks or dots)
can be connected to provide a profile of the student's learning
style.

5. Specific test data found in the student's file and likely to
be of limited value in developing the profile. In recent years
formal testing of the paper and pencil variety has come under
t;evere criticism when used with special needs students. Intel-
ligence, aptitude, and achievement tests have been criticized for
their cultural bias, lack of content validity, and lack of appro-
priate norms or reference groups.

Another limitation is the testing media itself. When learners
have difficulty reading arithmetic problems on an aptitude test,
perhaps the test is providing indicators of reading ability
instead of numerical aptitudes. The most significant criticism
of testing programs has been the inadequacy of the results for
suggesting appropriate teaching methods or materials. Few tests
profiles can be readily translated into useful information that

. the teacher can use in planning or sequencing instructional
experiences.

This is not to say that all test results are useless. It is
important: (1) to recognize the limitations of the specific
test, (2) to know exactly what behaviors, aptitudes, etc. they
are measuring, and (3) to use the results in a prudent and
reasonable manner.

5 t
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SPECIAL NEED INDICATOR CATEGORIES

Special Need Indicator Categories Definition

Quantitative/Numerical Skills

Verbal Skills

Cognitive Skills

Perceptual Skills

Form 1.2.2

Involves the ability to count,
record, perform basic arthmetic
processes, measure and otherwise
use or manipulate numerical
information.

Involves the ability to com
municate in written and spoken
forms.

Involves the ability to follow
instructions, remember, sequence
information, plan., organize, and
make decisions.

Involves the ability to accurately
perceive colors, forms, spice,
sounds, and odors.

Language Skills Involves the ability to listen,
understand, and express oneself
using written and oral forms of
language.

Psychomotor/Physical Skills Involves the ability to coordinate
and perform physical movements.

Social Skills

Occupational Interests

Involves the ability to interact
with others and act independetly
in an acceptable manner.

Identifies the learnWs major
cluster of occupational interest
or preference.



6. Documentation for each rating made on the Learner Analysis Profile
is critical. In order to -Make sound and unbiased ratings, it is
important that both the special and occupational educators who are
familiar with the student, document or validate their perceptions
of the learning problems. Although collecting this type of infor
mation is less efficient compared to using tests, the validity
and reliability of decisions made in this way are likely to
be more accurate and effective over time.

A number of different information sources can be used for docu
mentation of strengths, weaknesses, or learning problems.
Several possible sources are listed below:

Teacher report/referral

Diagnosticprescriptive assessment

o Social service agency referral

Parent communication

o Employer/supervisor communication

o Work sample evaluation report/profile

Medical examination

o School,achievement/attendance records

Visual or hearing exam

7. Diagnostic information obtained from or through these sources
should be carefully reviewed before they are actually listed
as documenting evidence for a particular learning problem or
special need. Questions such as the following should be raised:

so How current is the information?

o Does it provide directions or suggestionsi for classroom
teaching which are useful?

ca Does it provide inforMation which is specific to the
problem?

8. Observed Behaviors: The need for teachers to work closely with
students aad observe their behaivor was described earlier.

Behaviors are observable, countable, and repeatable actions of
the learner. Behavior is "observed" by seeing and/or hearing
it. Behavior is. "countable" when it can be recorded accurately
and reliably by an observer.

5 6



'A "repeatable" behavior must be able to occur more than once.
Behaviors which are not repeatable are those which only occur
once, such as "disrupting the annual student art fair."
(Wallace and Kauffman, 1973).

Lilly (1975) suggests that the ability of teachers to describe the
learning and behavioral problems of students by specifying observable
behaviors which the learner exhibits, is a highly important skill.
The process of learner needs analysis can be greatly simplified,
and the problem more easily understood by recording: "Jane gets
out of the seat too often." This provides a clearer understanding
of the problem than if the behavior was described as "hyperactivity.'
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Learna:

Schaol:

Date:

LEARNER ANALYSIS

PROFILE

Yi

Form 1,2,1

(1 of 3)

&production :2stor

Assessment/Appraisal Team:

Special Need Indicators

-_________,

Learning Learning

Difficulty Strength
Documentation/Observed Behavior

QUANTITATIVE/NUMERICAL SKILLS

Count and Record

Add/subtract

Multiply/divide

Measure
,

General nuMber use

Money

Otaer quantitative/numerical skills:

,

VERBAL SKILLS

Read

Spell -

Record information ,

Verbal communication

Written communication -

Other verbal skills:

COGNITIVE SKILLS

_

Retention

Sequence

Attentiveness

Planning ability ---------------
Necha,:ical aptitude

Transfer

Other cognitive skills:
.



Special Need Indicators

PERCEPTUAL SKILL

Auditory discriminatio

Form perceptio

Fon, 4:4iscriminatio)

Space perceptio

Color perceptio

Touch discritrdnatioii

Other perceptual skills:

LANGUAGE SKILL

Listeninc,

'Nonveroal expressio

Technical vocabulary

Grammatical expression

Other language skills:

PSYCHATOR/PUSICAL SKILLS

Physical strength

hand.eye coordination

Nanual dexterity

Mobility

Other physical skills:

SOCIAL SKILLS

Cooperativeness.

Conformity:

Loyalty

Safety

Relzonsibility

Other soo.: skilld:.

Learning Learning

Difficulty Strength

11111111
1111111 MIMI
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,

III

Porl 1,2.1

(2 of 3)

Documentation/Observed Behavior
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Special Need Indicators

1.11111==11.1.10=.11.=a,

Learaing Learning

Difficulty Strength
Documentation/Observed Behavior

OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS

Agriculture/datural Recourcee

Automotive and Power Services

Constructionnufacturing

Graphics/Comunications

Food/Clothing/Child Care

ilea/Ca

Office/Business

Other or specific occupational

interests;
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CSelf-Check Evaluation

Inservice Experience 1.2: Developing a Learner Analysis Profile

Directions: Once you have compiZed a Learner Analysis ProfiZe, rate your
completed profile on each of the fbllowing items by circling the appropriate
number. Be sure to expand or revise the information presented on your
completed profiZe as suggested by the resuZts of this evaluation.

1. Too many or too few special
need indicators used

2. Insufficient or inappro-
priate documentation
provided for ratings

3. Only diagnosticians or
psychologists were
responsible for the
learner profile

4. Documentation included
categorical or medical
labels

5. Documentation and descrip-
tions were based on cause
of the handicapping con-
dition

6. The profile is of little
value in instructional
planning

Comments:

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Appropriate number of special
need indicators used

Appropriate documentation
provided for all profile
ratings

An instructional team was
involved in preparing the
Learner Analysis Profile

Documentation included
specific behavioral descrip-
tions of students special needs

Documentation and descriptions
were descriptive of the educa-
tional effects of handicapping
conditions

The profile content is helpful
for instructional planning

Suggestions for Modification of the Learner Analysis Profile form:



INSERVICE EXPERIEICE 1.3:

DEVELOPING A LEARINI/G PRESCRIPTION

A learning prescription is a description of the instructional techniques

and materials which are especially appropriate for an individual special

needs learner. Information describing the needs of a particular learner

can be obtained through developing the Learner Analysis Profile, which was

described in the previous inservice experience. However, the Learner Analysis

Profile has little benefit unless the information obtained from it is incor-

porated in instructional planning. One of the shortcomings of testing and

assessment programs is that they typically provide only marginally useful

information for teachers. Developing a learning prescription is one way

in which to compile instructionally helpful information. The educational

or learning prescription involves a learner-based description of:

al Which media will be most effective for the learner.

What types of clasSroom and interaction experiences
are most appropriate.

What general considerations are important in planning
learning experiences for this learner.

C
-..\

Guidelines and Suggestionaj

The following guidelines and suggestions outline a bet of procedures and

considerations for developing a learning prescription. When you have com-

pleted this section you should proceed with developing a learning prescrip-

tion for one or more special needs learners which you.have identified.



-1. An exaMple le-arning prescription form which was developed.for
John, our example student, is presented on the.following page.

-=1.R.$$OWN4MIALTOhilTd:Larnzng_prescription, Form 1.3.1]

2. Based on initial classroom observations of the learner and the
Learner Analysis Profile, it ig possible for the instructional
team,to develop a learning prescription which describes:

the most appropriate learning mode(s) for
the individual student

a the most appropriate interaction mode(s)
for learning

general considerations for planning the
student's learning experiences

This Learning Prescription can be used to guide the planning,
implementing, and evaluating of instructional experiences. It
is appropriate for in-school instructional programs, as well
as on-the-job work experience training.

The Learning Prescription, like the Learner Analysis Profile,
is in many ways a professional judgment regarding the needs
of a particular learner. As the school year progresses,
teachers need to re-evaluate both the Profile and the Pre-
scription, and modify and refine them accordingly. As learners
become accustomed to the teacher and other learners in the
class, the types of interaction/communication techniques used
by the teacher will change. Similarly, the appropriateness
for using different instructional media With individual
learners change.

4. One of the major benefits in developing a learning prescription
is that it forces teachers to be'aware of and examine different
media and approaches. By examining different approaches and
techniques teachers become sensitive to using different
techniques which match the special needs and learning styles
of the individual.

5. The Learner Analysis Profile can provide several clues for
selecting the appropriate learning modes. John's profile,
for instance, suggests that he has difficulty with form and
spatial perception. Thus, the instructional team would not
designate for John lab exercises or activities which require
complex perceptual skills. This is not to suggest, however,
that activities requiring lower levels of perceptual skills

54
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Learner:

LEARNING PRESCR IPTION

6e_zeSchoole,,Z2
Date: ele.,Zeteree

Instructional Team:

Form 1.3.1

A. Appropriate Learning Mode
Directions: Indicate by numbering, the three

learning modes for this student.
may also be appropriate.

/Audio/visual presentation
Observation of goal behavior
Interview/conference with
knowledgeable person

Experiment/laboratory ex-
perience/project

/Programmed instruction
Simulation/games

most appropriate
Check others that

Field experience(s)
Role playing
Reading
Audio recording
Other (specify):

B. Interaction Mode
Directions: Indicate below the situations in which th? student

will work most productively.

Independently (alone)
Peer/partner
Small group

C. Additional Learning Style Considerations:

Large group
k/Individually with teacher

or aide

-74_25r_

.eLte...Jer

eeeS-f.:Aelt-eA19

6 7
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are not appropriate. If the instructional team is interested
in remediating John's perceptual difficulties, some type of
perceptual materials will be required. The materials used,
however, must be adapted to John's level.

6. The social skills category of the Learner Analysis Profile
provides background information for selecting the appro-
priate interaction modes. In John's case, he apparently
has adequate social skills and can interact with his peers
without major problems.



Learner:

School:

Date:

LEARNING PRESCRIPTION

Form 1.3.1

Reproduction Master

Instructional Team:

A. Appropriate Learning Mode
Directions: Indicate by numbering, the three most appropriate

learning modes for this student. Check others that
may also be appropriate.

Audio/visual presentation
Observation of goal behavior
Interview/conference with
knowledgeable person

Experiment/laboritory ex-
perience/project

Programmed instruction
Simulation/games

Field experience(s)
Role playing
Reading
Audio recording
Other (specify):

B. Interaction Mode
Directions: Indicate below the situations in which the student

will work most productively..

Independently (alone)
Peer/partner
Small group

C. Additional Learning Style Considerations:

Large group
Individually with teacher
or aide

6 9



Self-Check Evaluation

Inservice Experience 1.3: Developing a Learning Prescription

Directions: Rate the Learning Prescription which you haye completed on eaOh
of the following items by circling the appropriate number. in the three-point
scale. After completing the evaluation you shouZd modify your prescription
as suggested by the evaluation.

1. Information presented on
the prescription is incom-
plete

........

2. Appropriate learning modes
are not identified

3. Appropriate learner inter-
action modes are not
identified

4. .Additional learning style
considerations are not
identified

5. Directions for completing
the prescription are
inadequate

Comments:

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3

17 2 3

1 2 3

The information presented on
the prescription is complete

Appropriate learning modes
are clearly identified

Appropriate learner inter-
action modes are clearly
identified

Additional :Learning style
considerations are identified

Directions are clear, concise,
and adequate

Suggestions for Modification of the Learning Prescription form:

-
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(..Resource Bibliography
,

The following are specific references of reading which can be reviewed

along with each inservice experience. These readings expand upon the ideas,

guidelines, and suggestions provided for each inservice experience.

Inservice Experience 1.2: Collecting Learner Identification Information

Lilly, M. S. Special Education--A Cooperative Effort. Theory Into Practice,
1975, (2), 82-89.

Lilly, M. S. Special Education: A Teapot in a Tempest. Exceptional
Children, 1970, 37, 43-49.

Wallace, G., and Kauffman, T M. Teaching Children with Learning Problems.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973.

Inservice Experience 1.2: Developing a Learner Analysis ProfiZe

Buffmire, J. A. Information for Inservice Training Development: A
Collection from Field Efforts of the R.M.R.R.C. Salt Lake City,
Utah: Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center, 1975.

Egner, A. N., Burdett, C. S., and Fox, W. L. Observing and Measuring
Classroom Behaviors. Austin, Texas: Austin Writers Group, 1972.
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M ODULE

COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

It has been widely recognized that instructional personnel from

occupational and special education must work together closely in providing

vocational preparation experiences for special needs students. As those

who have tried know, getting teachers and other professionals from two

fields to work cooperatively can sometimes be a difficult task. An

effective and efficient means of facilitating cooperation to some extent

is to develop a series of cooperative instructional arrangements for

individual etudents.

63
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Overview

A cooperating instructional arrangement is a vehicle for developing

and implementing a formalized, cooperative instructional plan for a

ocpdc lparner Fsseatially-it-is-a-plan for systematically

coordinating the personnel, resources, and services which are available

both within the school and community. The cooperative instructional

arrangement indicates which teachers, counselors, or work coordinators

currently are, or will be, working cooperatively to meet the educational

needs of the identified special needs learner. When necessary, coopera-

tive instructional arrangements can also involve agencies outside of the

school, such as vocational rehabilitation or sheltered workshops.

By developing a coPirerative instructional arrangement, a comprehensive

effort is made to fully utilize the resources available for the special

needs learner. Designing a cooperative instructional arrangement often

represents the beginning of a mutual concern for the learner. Professionals

who enter into_these cooperative relationships generally find it rewarding

and satisfying to share their.expertise in order to fully meet the needs

of the special learner.

Once the special needs learner is identified and his/her educational

needs assessed (Module 1), the next step is to identify a team of professionals

who can adequately fulfill thLse needs. Module 2 is designed to accomplish

this goal. The cooperative instructional arrangement developed in this

module will provide a vehicle for the instructional development activities

described in later modules such as instructional planning and evaluating

learner progress.

64
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\Juan: A Case Study_,/

Juan is the youngest in a large family of migrant farm workers from

Mexico. There are seven children in the family which lives in the South in

the winter and-moves northward during the growing seasons. Spanish is

the only language spoken in the home. Juan, who is 14 years old, has

fallen far behind in reading skills and expresses a definite dislike for

school. After being retained in the fourth grade for two years at his

home school he was referred for special services.

He is now in the seventh grade in the middle school and receives

individualfzed reading instruction for two hours a day in the learning

resource center. For the remainder of the school day he is enrolled in

regular classes, one of which is an industrial arts construction class.

Recently, the resource teacher, Lee Thompson, approached the industrial

arts teacher, Jim Spence, regarding Juan's reading difficulties. Mr. Thompson

asked to review,the lab manual and text used in the construction class

because Juan has expressed a great deal of interest in the surveying

unit they were completing in the construction class. After some discussion

the two teachers identified a number of basic printed and visual materials

which Mr. Thompson could use to expand the unit on surveying and, at the

same t:rte, work on remediating some of Juan's reading difficulties.

This cooperative working relationship extended into other units once

the surveying unit was completed. Three other special education students

in the construction class also received special assistance once Lee and

Jim became comfortable working together. As the school year proPressed,

Lee frequently provided in-class tutorial assistance for Juan and several

other students, and accompanied the construction class on two field trips.
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(/--Anni: A Case Study

Annie is 16 years (..)P and has been blind since the age of five. She

lives with her mother and stepfather during the summer months. Sinee the

fifth grade, wh:-.1n it became apparent to her parents and teachers that she

needed to become less dependent on others, she has attended the state-supported

residential school for the blind. In recent years she has come to fully

accept herhandicap and has demonstrated near-normal patterns of social,

emotional, and psychological development. While attending the residential

school she has learned to use a cane and has become quite independent,

priMarily as a result of attending the mobility training classes.

There are a number of occupational classes offered at the residential

school for the junior and senior high school age students. Annie, however,

has developed an interest in data processing, which is not offered at the

school. It.is available at the area vocational center, a public

school which is twelve miles away. After several telephone conversations

and an initial interview inVolving the counselor from the residential

school (Ms. Crawley), the data processing teacher at the Center, the

assistant director of the Center, and Annie, she was placed.in the

introductory key punching course. The counselor at the residential school

agreed to have the written materials for the course brailled or transferred

to cassette tapes for Annie. The costs for special equipment such as

modified key boards are reimbursed through the state-federal vocational

rehabilitation program.

Keeping abreast of Annie's needs and progress has required Ms. Crawley

from the residential school to visit the Area Center frequently. It has

paid dividends, however, because Annie adjusted well to the Area Center,

and will be working part-time as a keypunch operator at a local bank during
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the Spring semester. Ms. Crawley, the staff at the Area Center, and

Mr. ,Nelson from the local rehabilitation office are all extremely pleased

with Annie's performance to date, and plan to coordinate similar efforts

for students from the residential school-who are interested in attending

the Area Center.

Condition: Given the responsibility to initiate and develop career-
oriented educational experiences for special needs learners,
upon completion of this module the inservice participant
will:

Performance
Competencies: 1. Identify potential cooperative.instrucational

arrangements for serving speciAl needs learners.

2. Develop a cooperative instructional arrangement for
one or more special needs learners, describing the
team working with the learner and the services to
be provided by each team member.
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..)Inservice Experience Descriptions

Only one inservice experience is included in this module. Although
this inservice experience is simple and straightforward, after reading
the brief description below you may want to meet with your inservice
director to discuss this experience in greater detail.

Inservice Experience 11.1:
DEVELOPING A COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT

This inservice experience will involve you in identifying other
professionals, both in the school and in the community, who currently
have, or will have, direct contact with the identified special needs
learner. The product outcome of this experience is a formal indication
of what instruction and supportive services will be provided by whom
for the identified student.

(, Inservice Experience Selector

Following consultation with the inservice director, I (we) have
decided to undertake and complete Inservice Experience'11.1 from Module

Inservice Experience 11.1:
Developing a Cooperative
Instructional Arrangement

Date;--

School:

Participant Name(s) Inservice Director:
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE 11.1

DEVELOPING A COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT

As suggested earlier, one of the keys to effective instructional

development is inter-disciplinary cooperation. In order to be fully effec-

tive specific plans for cooperation on behalf of selected special needs

learners have to be formalized.

The Cooperative Instructional Arrangement (CIA) is really a tailor-

made, individualized plan for systematically coordinating programs, services,

and other inputs needed to provide comprehensive, well-rounded instruction.

The CIA essentially identifies.the members of the cooperative instructional

team. Ideally, every student would have a uniqUe cooperative team of

educators working on his/her behalf. If this is not possible, however, CIA's

can be developed small groups of special learners (not more than 5 or 6)

who will work with the same team of instructional personnel.

The basic cooperative team arrangement is composed of one or more

representatives from career-related instruction areas (auto mechanics,

health, home economics, etc.), and one or more representatives from special

education or special services (special education teacher, reading specialist,

speech therapist, etc.). For certain special learners it may be appropriate

to utilize additiona tovisions in the cooperative arrangement. For

instance, it may be appropriate or necessary to include work experience or

work-study coordinators, or supportive agency_personnel (e.g., rehabilitation

counselors) if the student works part of the school day.

The specific makeup and effectiveneSs of the cooperative instructional

arrangement/team will depend upon: (1) the placement and school schedule
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of the learner, and (2) the availability, willingness, and commitment of

instructional personnel to serve the special learner.

Administrative endorsement of the CIA is also critical to its effec-

tiveness. Since the CIA depends heavily upon optimum placement for

individual special needs learners and appropriate scheduling, it is highly

important that the administrator be involved in planning and formulating

the CIA.

CGuidelines and Suggestions

Several suggested procedures and guidelines are provided below for

developing cooperative instructional arrangements. After reading this

section of the module you should follow the guidelines in completing a

cooperative instructional arrangement form for at least one special needs

learner with whom you currently are or will be working.

1. Two completed examples describing the Cooperative
Instructional Arrangements developed for Juan and
Annie are presented on the following pages.

IRESOURCE MATERIALS: Juan's Cooperative InstructionaZ
Arrangement, Form 11.1.1
Annie's Cooperative InstructionaZ Arrangement, Form

2. There are four possible cooperating groups (provisions)
identified on the Cooperative Instructional Arrangement
form. Not all lour provisions will be necessary for all
students. The number_of cooperating parties (provisions)
involved will depend upon the school situation and the
severity of the student's special needs. Juan, for
instance, is served in one building by only two cooperating
provisions career-related instruction (the construction
class) and the special education resource room. Annie's
situation is somewhat mora complex. She receives the career-
related instruction at the area vocational center, work
adjus,tmcmt counseling and mobility training at the_residential
school, und supportive assistance under vocational rehabilita-
tion. A fourth critical person in her instructional team
is the coordinator and supervisor for her part-time cooperative
work experience at the local bank.
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Form 17.1.1

COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT

Career-Related
Instruction Provision

Title of course in which
student is enrolled:

for

Instructor(s):

y/

Location/Building:

Special Instruction or
Services Provision

Planning Period: ei?:

r

ICooperative Work
Experience Provision

Job Title:

Location of Work Station:

Work Schedule:

a.m.:

p.m.:

School Coordinator:

Planning period:

Job Superviso,-(s):

Type of instruction/service
provided for student:

Instructor(s)/Consultant(s)/Specialist(s):

Location/Building:

Planning Period: F:

Supportive Agency
Provision

Agency Name:

-

Contact Person:

Telephone:

Description of Specific Service or
Instruction to be Provided for the
Student:

ADMINISTRATITE ENDORSEMENTS
-

*School Administrator(s) : District: )7,a,-x
( 1 ) ny,

school (s )

(2)

Agency Endorsement (if needed):

*e.g.

Date:

Building principal, director of special eauc=cn, anci/cr
of vocational education
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Form 11.1.2

COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT

Career-Related
Instruction Provision

for

,-;

Title of course in which
student is enrolled:

Instructor(s :

Instruction or
Services Provision

Type of instruction/service
provided for student:

Instructor(s)/Consultant(s)/Specialist(s):

"7/,_//),,

Of

Location/Building:6,x CeilieZte. Location/Building:4s

Planning Period: //:/.5" - aff Planning Period: g: c:70 e..70

Cooperative Work
Experience Provision

Supportive Agency
Provision

Job Title
-.-]

Agency Name:

Location of Wak Stationr

Work Schedule:

a.m.:

prn.: 30
School Coordinator:

G0-1t:.047?2/7'rf.

Planning period: /1 : -A:7/(LS-

Job Supervisor(s):

61701/

ADMINISTRATIVE
*School Administrator(s):

(1)

Agency Endorsement (i needed :

Contact Person:

Telephone:

Description of Specific Service or
Instruction to be Provided for the
Student:

/-C11?-7,-177
(/../

ENDORSEMENTS
District: a4

School(s):440

Date:

*e.g. Building principal, director of special education, and/or director
of vocational education
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3. Under the career-related instruction provision, in-school
vocational or practical arts courses at both the junior
and senior high level should be listed.

4. The special instruction or services provision includes
such persons as special education teachers, reading
specialists, remedial instructors, speech therapists,
counselors, psychologists or any other persons employed
by the school to provide special or supportive services
to handicapped and disadvantaged students.

5. The cooperative work experience provision should identify
the school coordinator and job supervisor fbr the special
needs learner who is working'part-time either at the school
or in the community.

The fourth potential cooperating party, the supportive
agency provision, identifies a person(s) from an external
agency (outside of the school district) who are providing
some form of special assistance for the learner. Vocational
rehabilitation, sheltered workshops, manpower training
programs, or health agencies typically fall in this
category.

7. If the learner,is currently enrolled, one of the first tasks
is to obtain a copy Of the learner's class schedule and
attach it to the back of the CIA form. This will enable
you to identify which teachers with whom the learner has
daily or regular contact.

FRESOURCE MATERIAL: Juan's Class Schedule, Form 11.2.37

8. It is important to remember that only two provisions need
to be designated to form a minimal cooperative instructional
arrangement. It.is vitally important to remember that the
number of cooperators will depend upon the learner's school
schedule and the severity or nature of his/her special need.
If a learner is old enough to work in a work experience
program and has a disability or disadvantage that requires
supportive assistance from an external agency (e.g., voca-,
tinal rehabilitation) the cooperating instructional team
sh,Aild include the persons who provide this supervision or
assistance. In-addition, the learner may be enrolled in an
occupational class that is related to his work experience.
It is also possible that the learner may be enrolled-in
special education. If this is the case, there is a definite
need to coordinate to some extent the instructional experiences
being provided to the learner in each of these different programs.

9. In addition to identifying the professionals involved in the..
'CIA; the spetific 'services Or instruction to be provided
.by each .should be briefly described.
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10. ames, locations, and possibly phone numbers for each
member of the cooperative instructional team should
be provided.

11. In some situations it may be helpful to attach existing
training plans, supportive service agreements, or other
information pertinent to the special needs learner
identified'on the CIA form.

17. 'AdministratiIe involvement is critical to the success of
the CIA. Oftentimes only administrators can provide the
critical actions and resources necessary to make the CIA
function effectively. As the CIA is discussed among staff
members, administrative involvement is needed with the
understanding that such scheduling modifications as the
following may be needed for certain learners:

Extensions of time for program completion by
selected learners.

1 Open entry/open exit scheduling which permits
entrance/exit at different intervals as the learner
progresses through instruction.

,o Instruction on an individualized basis.

FleXible schedulingyith modular-based
instruction.

A Laboratory-type "hands-on" courses for extended
study or deficiency remediation.

13. In addition to scheduling modifications, administrators need
to recognize that other resources are -essential in implementing
the CIA. The involvement of administrative personnel in develop-
ing this arrangement will generate their support for: (1)

purchase of specially-designed textbooks, instructional materials,
and equipment, (2) modification of equipment or instructional
materials; and (3) providing the necessary supplemental educa-
tional services.

14. Copies oE the completed Cooperative Instructional Arrangement
plan should be made, and distributed to all individuals identi-
fied by the plan, as well as the parents or guardians of the
special needs learner.

8 3
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STUDENT CLASS SCHEDULE

School: Jefferson Piddle School

Student: Juan Semester: Fall

Form 11.1.3

Crad,i!:

Period Class Location Instructor

1 6:45 - 9:30 Industrial Arts-Construction 18a Spence

2 9:35 - 10:20 Learning Resource Center 43 Thompson

3 10:25 - 11:10 Learning Resource Center 43 Thompson

4 11:15 -- 12:00 Physical Education Gym Jenkins

5 12:00 - 1:00 Lunch

6 1:00 - 1:45 EngZish 36 Smithson

7 1:50 - 2:35 SociaZ Studies 39 TUrner

NOTE: The student's class schedule is attached to the back of the
cooperative instructional arrangement form.

8 1
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Form 11.21
Reproduction Master

COOPERATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGEMENT

Career-Related
Instruction Provision

AO,

Title of course in which
student is enroll-Art:

Instructor(

for

Location/Building:

Planning Period:

-------
coopet,T-'-e Work

[
Experiew-e Provision

Job Title:

Location of Work Station:

Work Schedule:

a.m.:

p.m.:

School Coordinator:

Planning period:

Job Supervisor(s):

ADMINISTRATIVE
*School Administrator(s):

(1)

(2)

Agency Endorsement (if needed):

Lycia. Instruction or
s Provision

Type of instruction/service
provided for student:

Instructor(s)/Consultant(s)/Specialist(s):

Location/Building:

Planning Period:

Supportive Agency
Provision

Agency Name:

Contact Person:

Telephone:

Description of Specific Service or
Instruction to be Provided for the
Student:

ENDORSEMENTS
District:

School(s):

Date:

ks.g. Building principal, director of special education, and/or director
of vocational education



Student:

School:

STUDENT CLASS SCHEDULE

Form 11.1.3
Reproduction Master

Semester: Grade:

Pericd CZass Location Instructor

8:45 - 9:30

9:35 - 10:20

; 10:25 - 11:10

1:15 - 12:00

.1

12:00 - 1:00

1:C0 - 1:45

1:50 - 2:35

NOTE: The student's class schedule is attached to the back of the
cooperative instructional L,rangement form.
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(l_Self-Check Edivation

Inservice Experience 11.1: Developing a Cooperative In9tructional
Arrangement

Directions: After having completed a Cooperative Instructional Arrange-
ment form you are now ready to evaluate your performance. Rate your
completed CIA form on each of the following by circZing the appropriate
number on the three-point scaZe. When you complete this evaluation it
may be necessary to revise your completed fbrm. If you rate below a
"3" on any of the items, revise your completed CIA as suggested by the
item.

1. Only one provision is 1 2 3

completed (filled in)

2. Incomplete or inaccurate 1 2 3

information is provided for

3. One or more of the identi-
fied provisions is of
questionable importance
in meeting the educational
needs of the student

At least two provisions
are completed

Complete and acc=ate
information is provided

9 3 Each identified provisl.nn
ds essential for meeting
the educational needs of
the student

4. No administrative endorse- 1 2 3

ments are provided

Comments:.

S,:ggestions for modification of the CIA Form:
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Printing Office, 1970.
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MODULE 3:

.INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

In order to effectively coordinate occupational and special education

instruction, tfie instructional team needs to be aware of and utilize the

resources and supportive services which are available. In this module

resources are defined as persons or agencies which can provide services and

other types of assistance for special needs learners. Resources are also

used to assist instructional personnel working with special needs learners.

As society has become increasingly concerned with the needs of individuals

with special problems, numerous programs and services have been established

by federal, state, and local governmental agencies, The business community,

industry, labor, civic gro'Ts and other public and private organizations also

provide numerous reso,xces for handicapped and disadvantaged individuals.

It is vitally important that these community resourcer, be used i,fficiently

and coordinated with the Tr.:sources available within the school district.

This. module provides several suggestions for identifying, coordinating, and

using the instructional resources available in the community and within the

school district.

31
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.

,

Overview )

___--

Two types of instructional resources can be used to facilitate pro-

gramming for special needs learners. School resources are those which are

generally available within the school or school district. When developing

indidual programs for special needs learners, the commonly-used school

resources include: (1) career-related instruction, (2) special or supportive

instruction (such as a classroom special education teacher), (3) special or

supportive services (such as a speech therapist or interpretor), (4) coun-

seling, and (5) cooperative w.irk experience instruction (usually provided

by a co-op or work-study coollinator).

With the development of the career education movement, using community

resources has become an important aspect of all educational programs. Com-

a' ity resources can be tapped to provide supportive assistance and services

bocl. special needs learners and instructional staff. Community resources

1.Yr 7opecial needs learners are generally available from: (1) fede.,:al, state,

and local gov Elmental agencies (such ns the Employment Service),. (2) com-

munity agencies and organizations (Goodgill Industries, for example). (3)

business, industry, and labor organizations or associations, and (4) citizen

or special interest groups such as the Lions or Kiwanis.

One means of identifying community resources is through the establishment

and use of an adViSory committee. Program advisory committees composed of

parents, employers, and instructional staff, once they are established and'

operating, also-c.an be extremely useful and helpful in the overall operation

of occupational programs for special needs learners.

This module will include two inservice experiences which are focused

on identifying and using re .)urcs. Imervice Experience 111.1 involves
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developing an inventory of the school and community resources which are

locally available. The second inservice exp,rience provides suggestions

and guidelines for establishing and using program advisory committees.

CDarlene: A Case Study

Darlene is a special needs learner enrolled in Mr. Lockwood's Commercial

Foods I class. She is well coordinated and has no dexterity problems but

has difficulty remembering instruction given in class. Mr. Lockwood has

found that in a one-to-one learning situation she is able to perform well.

Darlene is very interested in baking and seems to have an artistic

flair. She would like to work for a bakery and has expressed an interest

in cake decorating. Shc has a great deal of patience and is willing to

spend a considerable amount of time to accomplish the eflect she wants.

Because of her interest and ability in Commercial Foods she is doing

well in Mr. Lockwood's class. However, she is not interested or willing

to spend time in some of her academic subjects. In consultation with the

resource teacher (Ms. Grant) Mr. Lockwood has decided that some work

experience would help Darlene see a need for math ani reading.

Using the community resource data card incl,tx which they developed last

year (see Inservice Experience III.1), Mr. Lockwood and 14 . Grant identified

-a shurt term work station for Darlene. Karl Williams, who is the head'

paszry chef at the Vandervilt Hotel, is an excellent chef and has the ability

to relate well to students.

Darlene was pleased to be able d, - %x she did well and enjoyed.

She began to see the need for reading and math but still 17.3 difficulty in
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the classroom. Using the Special Needs Resource Inventory (see Inservice

Experience 111.1) Ms. Grant was able to locate individuals who could tutor

Darlene on a one-to-one basis in math and reading.

Darien, is progressing anJ, looks forward to Commercial Foods II class

'as well as a part-time co-op wevrok experience with Mr. Williams next year.

She is crying hard'in her academic subjects now so that she will be able

to graduate and take an apprentice position with Mr. Williams.

Cont.. rion: Given the responsibility to initiate and develop career-
oriented educational experiences for special needs
learners, upon completion of this module the inservice
participant will:

Performance
Competencies: 1. Organize and.develon an inventory of available

school and community resources.

2. Establish and/or use advisory committees to
identki} instructional resources.

'2,
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(I Inservice Experience Descriptions

Two inservice experiences are included in this module. Each of these
experiences may be completed by the inservice participants either in small
group or individual inservice situations.

After reading the following paragraphs and in consultation with the
inservice director, you should select and complete those experiences which
are relevant and pertinent to your program situation.

Inservice Experience 111.2:
DEVELOPING A SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCE INVENTORY

This experience provides -11e opportunity to review and summarize
available school and community ::Jsources. The product of this experience
is a comprehensive directory of available resources and supportive services,
which are locally available to support the educational program for special
needs learners.

Inservice Experience 111.2
ESTABLISHING ,:YD/OR USING A SPECIAL NEEDS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

This experience involves either establishing a new advisory committee,
or utilizing an existing committee to provide advice and direction for the
special needs instructional program. The outcome of this experience is at
least one advisory committee meeting in which educators, representatives
of business, industry, and labor, federal or state agencies, parents, and
learners collectively review and assess the proposed or existing program.

9 3
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rInservice Experience Selector)

Following consultation with the inservice director, I (we) have decided
to select and complete the following inservice experiences for Module 3:
Instructional Resources:

Inservice Experience 111.1:
Developing a Special Needs
Resource Inventory

Inservice Experience 111.2:
Establishing and/or Using
a Special Needs Advisory
Committee

Participant Name(s)
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School:

Inservice Director:



INSERVICE EXPERIENCE 111.1:

DEVELOPING A SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCE INVENTORY

An inventory of the available program resources is important in

developing instruction. An inventory of available resources provides

teachers, counselors, and coordinators from both occupational and special

education with an expanded awareness of the professional services which

are locally available for individuals with special needs, as well as services

available to educators involved in working with special needs learners.

The Resource Inventory can be broadly divided into two categories:

school resources and community resources. In the school resources cate-

gory, the available resources might include: occupational instructors

(e.g., _auto mechanics teachers), teachers and consultants providing special

services or instruction, counselors, work experience or work-study coordina-

tors, job placement personnel, teacher aides, diagnosticians, or any other

educator who has regular or frequent contact with special needs learners.

Utilization of community resources is also an importa,tt aspect of all

educational programs. Educators have recognized for some time the impor-

tance of utilizing community-based, specialized employer-employee knowledge

_he process of preparing students for active participation in the work

force. Through full utilization of community resources, the experietice

and knowledge of the citizenry can provide
, _alistic experiences for students -

both in school and on the job site.

Instructional resources or supportive services for special needs

learners can also be obtained from a variety of community resources. Such

community resources as: (1) federal, state, and local governmental agencies,
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(2) community agencies and organizations, (3) business, industry, labor

organizations, and (4) citizen and special interest groups can provide a

number of supplementary and supporting services.

IGuidelines and Suggestions
_____

The following s,igestions and guidelines will assist you in developing

a Resource Inventory for an'existing or proposed special needs program.

Once you have finished reading this section you should proceed with develop-

ing a resource inventory for your instructional program.

L. A suggested form for the Special Needs Resource Inventory
is provided on the following pages. ,This is only a sug-
gested form for compiling the Inventory and should be
modified to suit the needs of your program.

LTESOURCE MATERIAL: Special Needs FPsource Inventory,
Form, III.1.17

2. When developing a Resource Inventory it is helpful to
divide the resources to be surveyed into two broad
eategories - school resources and community resources.
You will note that on Form 111.1.1 the school resources
are identified on the front-of the sheet and the com-
munity resources on the back.

3. The Resource Inventory should be organized for an
individual school program or departments, such as
home economics or agriculture. Most school districts
and communities are iarge enough that they require some

.. specifics 'for deSignation of the ayailable resources..
..enerally, the resources which are available and appro-

priate occupational and special education programs
:in a community are numerous. For the purposes of organi-
zation and.efficient use, tho Resource Inventory to be
developed here should focus on one particular occupational
or speci441 education program. The example inventory
provided inForm 111.1.1 is for .the home economics
proram in a school district, and is used for all of .the
junior ancrsenior hi41 courses in the program.
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Federal/state'
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SPECIAL I;,EEIDS RE SOURCE INVENTORY:
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. Certain basic information is required in compiling and using
a resource inventory for any educational program. Since
most educational resources are identified by the individuals,
agencies, or organizations who provide them, the basic in-
formation should include the name of the resource person(s)
to be contacted. Additional essential information will
include:

title or position of the resource contact person

a short, concise description of the specific resource
or supportive service that is available

location (address) of the resource contact person's
office or business

s phone number of resource contact person

5. While developing the Inventory it is important to keep in
mind the information needs of those who will use it. The
primary user will likely be yourself and the other individuals
who are assisting in its development. In addition, however,
it may be a useful tool for counselors of various special
needs learners who may wish to solicit outside help in work
adjustment or vocational counseling for individual students.
Other teachers may also find the Inventory helpful in lo-
cating specific resources to assist with their career educa-
tion instruction.

6. When individuals, agencies, or organizations are contacted
in the process of developing the Resource Inventory, con-
sideration should be given tl involving such persons in a
program advisory capacity. You may wish to invite selected
individuals to serve as members of the proposed, or an
existing program advisory committee. Information pertaining
to the organization and use of advisory committeesjs pre-
sented in the following inservice experience (III.2).

7. Existing advisory committees are an excellent place to begin
the search for community resources. Since one of the recognized
functions of such advisory committees is to coordinate com-
munity resources, they can frequently, provide several excellent
suggestions and leads to locating specific resource persons
and services.

8. Several different types of school resources should be con-
sidered. Often educators are unfamiliar with the resources
in their own school district which can be tapped to assist
special needs learners. It is helpful to review a directory
of school district personnel to gain an overview of the dif-
ferent types of professionals who are employed either full
or part time by your district. Individuals representing
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the following general resource Categories should be con-
sidered in your inventory of school resources.

Specific Career-related Courses
(Instructors or aides who teach courses in
closely-rplated occupational programs)

Special/Supportive Instruction
(Classroom teachers and aides who work
exclusively with students having learning,
behavioral, or physical problems)

Special/Supportive Services
(Reading specialists, therapists, bilinguists,
interpreters, mobility consultants, and others)

Counseling
(Regular, vocational, or work adjustment counselors)

Cooperative Work Experience
(Cooperative work training, prevocational, or
work-study coordinators)

Other School Resources
(Administrators, job placement coordinators,
instructional mi,terials specialists, etc.)

9. Prior to identifying community resources you should attempt to
locate and review any community resource directories which may
already have been prepared. The United Way and similar social
service agencies usually have compiled directories of special
services that are availab.le from various organizations and
agencies in the community. Before adding these resources to
your inventory be sure to verify that ttiey are currently
available, and that the names of contact persons, phone numbers,
and other information is accurate.

10. In addition to school resources, a number of different community
resources should be studied, and included in the Inventory.

Federal and state agencies - Among the several federal
and state agencies with regional or local offices that
provide various supportive services for special needs
learners are the following:

Federal AgenCies

Vocational Rehabilitation
Empleyment Service
Comprehensive Employment & Training Act (CETA) Administration
Social Security Administration
JOBS - National Alliance of Businessmen
Job.Corps
National Youth Corps
Community Action Program
Veterans Administration
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Immigration and Naturalization Services
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State Agencies

Mental Health Agency
State agency Or school for the blind
State.agency or school for the deaf
Public health agency
Family service agency
Department of welfare
Governor's Committee for Employment of the Handicapped

o Community agencies or organizations - Numerous services
and resources are available from such sources as:

Chamber of Commerce
Mental Health Association
Mental Retardation Association
Crippled Children's Society
Goodwill Industries
YMCA/YWCA
Opportunities Industrialization Centers

o Business, industry, and labor organizations frequently
provide or sponsor specialized training programs for
individuals with special needs. They also provide such
resources as field trips, career speakers or classroom
presentations, plus occupational and instructional infor-
mation on various careers, career clusters, or industries.

Citizen and Special Interest Groups, in addition to
civic organizations such as Lions, Kiwanis, Rotary, and'
Elks, frequtntly offer special services or assistance.
Certain special interest groups co' :ribute in unique
ways to educational programs for the special needs
learner. These include:

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
Congress of Racial Equality
Urban League
American Indian Education Association
Indian Tribal Councils
League of United Latin American Citizens

11. These and other community resources may need to be further de-
scribed. If more space or information is needed to describe the
resource, it can be recorded on index cards for quick retrieval.
These resource description cards can be kept in a central file
for use by the instructional team. Two examples of such com-
munity resource data cards are provided on the following page.

IPTESOURCE MATERIAL: Community Resource Data Cards, Form III.1.27
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12. Once the Resource Inventory is compiled, administrators may
wish to duplicate it and distribute to the appropriate staff.

13. Keeping the Resource Inventory's information accurate and
up-to-date is important. A system should be worked out for
periodic review and updating of the data, and distribution
of revied versions of the inventory or directory to all
users.
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WM

COMMUNITY RESOURCE DATA CARDS

Instructional Resources

dol=1

Form

CAREER-RELATED INSTRUCTION RESOURCE

Career Cluster/Occupation:

Name of Resource Person:

Title: ZLt.7-i".g Zeig Address: 09

Phone: t, /, /-20-4rif

Appropriate for (sudents, grade level, .etc.):.

Type of Resource (check all that are appropriate)

v'''Field trip Speaker
Classroom consultant Individual student tutor
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(I-Self-Check Evaluation

Inservice Experience 111.1: Developing a_Special Needs Reeource Inventory

Directions: Now that you have compiZed a reSource inventory or set of
resource cards it is titre to evaZuate your performance. Rate your com-
pl,eted Special ileeds Resource Inventory or Cards on each of the following
terms by circling the appropriate number in the three-point scaZe. ExpandOr revise tl:e. Resource Inventory or Corr7 In(lex as needed following this
evcluation if you rated your product below a 3 on any of the items.

1. Poorly organized

2. Incomplete information for 1

the identified school
resources

3. Incomplete information for
the identified community
resources

4. Unclear descriptions of
resources/services

5. Incomplete inventory-of--
available school,resources'

6. Incomplete inventory of
available community
resources

3 Well organized

3 Complete information pro-
vided for the identified
school resources

2 Complete information pro-
vided for the identified
community resources

Clear descriptions o

resources/services

Comprehensive inclusion of
all available school
resources

1 2 3 Comprehensive incIasion of
all available community
resources

Comments:

Suggestions for modification of the Special Needs Resource Inventory:
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE 111.2:'

ESTABLISHING AND/OR USING A SPECIAL NEEDS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Advisory committees or councils play a functional and highly important

role in identifying resources as well as overall program operation. For a

number of years, industry-education committees have been productive and

beneficial in serving the needs of teachers, administrators, and students

in occupational programs. Citizens' advisory committees have also been

effectively used in other school programs, as well as governmental and

community agencies serving individuals with special needs.

With the onset of career education, the use of educational advisory

committees has become increasingly popular. Advisory committees can be

effectively used to support the cooperative instructional team in any or

all of the following functions:

1. Identify and coordinate the use of various community
resources for the instructional program.

2. Provide advice on the appropriateness of instructional
content.

3. Review and provide recommendations on instructional
materials, facilities, and equipment.

4. Assist with placement of students in cooperative work
experience and full-time employment positions.

5. Develop and sponsor community public relations programs.

6. Coordinate manpower need, and follow-up surveys to
collect pertinent information.

7. Review and evaluate the total special needs program
periodically.

A number of different types of advisory committees can be used.

Depending upon the local situation, it may be appropriate to consider:
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1. Uging existing carder, occupational, or special education
_

advisory councils, or subcommittees of these councils.

2. Forming a joint advisory committee from existing career,
occupational, pr special education advisory councils.

3. Forming a new advisory council representing the interests
of the special needs instructional team, employers, agencies
(governmental and community), students, parents, and repre-
sentatives of the special needs community.

4. Expanding the role of child study teams (individual student
planning committees) to include advisement relative to
planning a special needs learners' program of occupational
education.

( Guidelines and Suggestions

The following general guidelines and suggestions will be helpful in

determining the specific need for, and establishing a functional program

advisory committee.

1. Determine the type of advisory committee needed in your local
program situation. Specifically, what role, function, and
purpose can an advisory committee provide in your program?

2. Assess any existing advisory committees to determine whether
or not they can fulfill the role, function, and purpose you
previonsly identified.

3. Decide whether to: (1) initiate a new advisory comnlittee, or
(2) request a joint advisory committee using representatives
from existing committees, or (3) utilize an existing advisory
committee in the ateas of occupational and/or special educa-
tion.

4. If necessary,.work with administrative personnel and other
members of the cooperative team to formulate a proposed
school board endorsement for the new or joint advisory committee.

if7ESOURCE NATERIAL: Sample School Board Endorsement for A
Special Needs Advisory Committee,
Form
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Form 111.2.1

Sample School Board Endorsement for a

Special Needs Advisory Committee*

The Board of Education of T on

this th day of , 19 , authorizes the

establishment of a continuing committee to be known as "The Special

Needs Advisory Council." This council is to be organized and conducted

under procedures to be proposed by the superintendent of schools after

receiving advice from the school staff and other suitable consultants

and upon approval by the Board of Education.

The advisory council is not regarded as a substitute for any

other form of citizen participation in school affairs. It is intended

to supplement and stimulate other types of citizen participation.

The purpose of the special needs advisory council will be to

serve as an arm of the Board of Education by providing advice and assist-

ance tO the board, as well as to the administrators, teachers, and

students in the program.

The Board of Education reserves the right to dissolve the citizens

advisory council at any time and for any reason.

In authorizing the development of this advisory council, the Board

of Education pledges complete cooperation in the council's work. The

citizens advisory council will be expected to operate within the guide-

lines set forth.

*Adapted from Hofstrand, R. K. and Phipps, L. J. "AdVisory Councils for
Education: A Handbook," Urbana: Rurban Educational Development
Laboratory, College of Education, University of Illinois, 1971. p. 33.
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5. Once administrative and school board endorsement is obtained
for the proposed committee,.several planning tasks need to be
completed:

Identify and select prospective advisory committee
members to serve on the committee using some
objective selection criteria, such as: expressed
interest in serving, relevant professional back-
ground, other relevant background experiences,
involvement in or relationship to occupational
or special education.

Select a diverse and comprehensive advisory committee
membership composed of representatives from the
following groups:

a. teachers serving on the cooperative instruc-
tional team

b. supportive service personnel, e.g., counselors,
diagnosticians, or social workers

c. employers or prospective employers or special
needs learners

d. personnel from state and federal agencies
serving the special needs population

e. personnel from community agencies serving the
special needs population

f. parents of special needs learnerS

g. past or present students

Prepare and distribUte a letter of invitation to serve on
the advisory committee similar to the one illustrated on
Form 111.2.2.

iii.E.SOURCE MATERIAL: Sample Advisory Committee Appointment
Letter, Form 111.2.27

Once.the committee membership is.finalized, prepare and,
distribute an agenda for the initial organizational mee,ting
along with a roster.of the committee,members.

IWESOURCE MATERIAL:

MESOURCE MATERIAL:

Initiai Advisory CoMmittee Meeting
Agenda, Form 111.2.31

Sample Roster of A Special Needs
Advisory Committee, Form 111.2.47
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6. If an advisory committee is to be helpful and productive it
-should outline a program of work which covers a substantial
period of time. Those advisory committees which tend to be
most effective, map out the areas of the program they feel
need to be examined, and develop a coordinated pl.an for their
advisement activities. 'An annUal.prOgram bf wOrk is a helpful
technique for developing a long-range plan.

IT'ESOURCE MATERIAL: AnnuaZ Program of Work, Form

1 1 6
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Dear

SAMPLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE APPOINTMENT LETTER

Form 111.2.2

The Board of Education of takes great
pleasure in welcoming you as a member of our working team. Your willing-
ness to serve a two year term on the Special Needs Advisory Committee is
greatly appreciated.

Your active interest and participation in this committee's activities
will undoubtedly be of great benefit to the current and future students
served in this program. Your background and experience will be influential
in helping us to improve and expand our special needs program and services.

The enclosed agenda will provide you with the date, time, and location
of the next committee meeting. Please review the proposed agenda and
become acquainted with the roster of committee members. If you cannot
attend or have any questions please contact the committee secretary.

Phone

Once again, thank you for your interest in our special needs program.

7

Cordially,

Superintendent

Enclosures

CC: , Secretary
Special Needs Advisory Committee
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Form 111.2.3

Id.ITIAL ADVISORY .COITTEE iiELTLIC AGLJD

AC.JDA

Special 14eeds Advisory-Committee Neeting

Date
Location

Time

7:30 p.m. Introductions of all members (administrator or teacher
serves as temporary chairman)

Uelcome and the special..needs advisory committee charge
(Superintendent or Chairman of School Board)

OVerview of the program (temporary chairman)

Discussion of the advisory committee concept, operational
guidelines and development of the program of work

Annual program of work form distributed and discussion
of tentative area of concern (see Form 1.36)

Discuss agenda for next meeting

Set date, time, and location for next meeting

Adjournment
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SAMPLE ROSTER OF A

SPECIAL NEEDS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Branch and CaZhoun Area VocationaZ Centers
BattZe Creek, Michigan

David Lockwood
Special Education Teacher
Bronson High School .

Bronson, MI 49028

Donald MacKenzie
Assistant Principal
Legg Junior High School
Coldwater, MI 49036

Mattie J. Spruill Parent
173 Homecrest
Battle Creek, MI 49017

Herb Adams
L.E.A.P.
Community Services Bldg.
Battle Creek, MI 49017
962-5139

Anna Busick - Parent
174 E. North
Battle Creek, MI 49017
965-8053

Margaret Roderick
EMH Counselor
Battle Creek Central High School
100 W. Van Buren Street
Battle Creek, MI 49017
962-5581

Richard Powell, Counselor
Albion High School
225 Watson Street
Albion, MI 49224
1-517-629-9421

111
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Delores Diggs
Manpower Programs
County Building
Marshall, MI 49068
781-9811

.Mr. Dave Sootsman
Chairman of Committee
Michigan Employment
Security Commission
171 W. Van Buren
Battle Creek, MI 49017

Vanessa Baklund - Parent
18504 - 23 Mile Road
Marshall, MI 49068
781-4658

Don Lacey - Student
Calhoun Area Vocational Center
Building Maintenance Program

John Dygert
Director of Vocational Education
Branch Area Career Center
Coldwater, MI 49036

Ken Strong
Director of Special Needs Program
Branch Area Career Center
Coldwater, MI 49036

Jack Faulkner
Branch Area Career Center
Coldwater, MI 49036



Dates for Committee

Area of Concern Review/Discussion

Employment oppor-

tunities.for

graduates

Fall meeting

Status of Drop-outs Winter meeting

Availability and Early Spring

coordination of meeting

community services

Appropriateness of Late Spring

instructional meeting

objectives

12,0

ANNUAL PROGRAM OF WORK, 197.2_

Special Needs Advisory Committee

Sandman Community Schools

Committee Activities

Reviewed a recent

regional manpower

survey

Interviewed local

employment agency

representative at

meeting

Discussed employment

outlook with other

area employers

Interviewed 2 recent

drop-outs at meeting

Discussed problem with

parents of drop-outs

Met with juvenile pro-

bation officer

Discussed available

services with VRS

& Employment 'Service

representative at

meeting

Reviewed instructional

goal statements for

all programs before

meeting

Reviewed instructional

objectives from state

office of education

Recommendations & Suggested Solutions

Recommend opening the nurse aide program

to more special needs students

Possibility of part-time work for some

students at the sheltered worhhop

should be examined

Closer communication with parents of

potential drop-outs is recommended.

Overall, however, the program does an

excellent job of encouraging special

needs students to stay in school

Counselors and administrators should keep

in closer touch with community service

agencies by exchanging information such

as memos, brochures, placement information,

etc. on a regular, monthly basis

Specific recommendations made to individual

instructors that certain goals shou1d be

deleted and others added. Also suggested

a greater overall emphasis on daveloping

basic skills in special needs students.

Instructors need released time to modify

and improve their,instructional
objectives



2)
Self-Check Evaluation

Inservice Experience 111.2: Establishing and/or Using a Special Needs
Advisory Committee

Directions: In the spaces below, check or circle the appropriate responses
describing your actions for this inservice experience. If you can respond
positively to questions 2-9, you have successfully completed this experience.

1. Type of Advisory Council used/formed in the inservice experience:
(check one response)

1. Existing career, occupational, or special education
advisory committee

2. joint committee formed from existing committees

3. New occupational-special or special needs advisory
committee

4. Expanded child study team

Circle one response

2. Advisory committee members selected or designated? yes no

3. Advisory committee representative of the appropriate yes no
groups (educators, businessmen, agency personnel,
parents and students)?

4. 'Appropriate endorsement for advisory committee yes no
obtained?

5. -Agenda-prepared and distributed prior to initial yes no
meeting?

6. All committee members appointed by letter or yes no
informed of their proposed involvement?

'

7. Roster of committee members prepared and yes no
distributed prior to initial meeting?

8. Initial meeting of special needs advisory yes no
-1,-,

committee held?

9. Summarize below the outcomes, actions taken, or
recommendations formulated at,the meeting. Also
list any plans for additional meetings?
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( Resource Bibliography )

The following are specific references of reading materials which can be

reviewed along with each inservice experience activity. The materials fotind

in these readings expand upon the ideas, guidelines, and suggestions provided

for each of the inservice experiences.

.

Inservice EXperience 111.1: Developsng a Special Needs Resource Inventory

Phipps, L. J., et al. CRU System: A Manual for Community Resource
Utilization. Urbana: University of Illinois, 1974.

State of Illinois. "Occupational Education for Disadvantaged and
Handicapped Persons." Springfield: Division of Vocational and
Technical Education, 1973. Bulletin No. 40-1273.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfar.e. Suggested Utilization
of Resources and Guide for Expenditures. Washington, D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1972.

Vocational Education/Special Education Project. "Program Guide:"
Mt. Pleasant: Central Michigan University, 1973.

Inservice Experience 111.2: Establishing and/or Using a SpeciaZ Needs
Advisory Committee

American Vocational Association. The Advisory Committee and Vocational
Education. Washington, D. C.: American Vocational Association, 1969.

Burt, S. M. Industry and Vocational-Technical Education. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967.

Cochran, L. H., Phelps, L. A., and Skupin, J. F. Guide for Effective
Utilization of Advisory Committees. Mt. Pleasant: Central Michigan
University, 1974.

Hofstrand, R. K. and Phipps, L. J. "Advisory Councils for Education: A
Handbook." Urbana: Rurban Educational Development Laboratory, College
of Education, 'University of Illinois, 1971.

State of Illinois. "-Advisory Committee Member." Springfield: Division
of Vocational and Technical Education, Illinois Office of Education,
BUlletin No. 29-672 (undated).
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MODULE 4:

CLUSTER AND CONTkiT ANALYSIS

The instructional content in-occupational prograuI ts ganerall Y based

on the competencies needed to explore occupations or PrePare for employment.

Exploration competencies (such as recognizing the varietY of occupations in

the allied health fields) are usually emphasized at the jUnior high or middle

school level. Specific preparation competencies (such a charting a patient's

vital signs) are usually taught at the high School or post_secondery level.

4At both levels teachers must ddcide what instructional c°tent is aPPropriate

and essential for preparing students so they will make a succesful transi-a

tion from school to work.

This module will present and discuss several techni qlaes for analyzing

clusters of occupations to determine instructional content which is appro-

priate for special-needs. learners..
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( Overview

In the past educators have used a variety of processes to make decisions

about the need for new occupational programs or the need for improvements

and changes in course content. Recently, the career education movement has

suggested that clusters of occupations can be used to develop educational

programs which will have immediate relevancy for the world of work. Clusters

of occupations used in this curriculum development approach usually reflect

the major industries found within our society, such as manufacturing,

health, or public service.

Curriculum and instructional development is focusing closely on the

use of occupatiorial clusters because it reflects several emerging educational

needs. These needs include:

1. The need to provide a greater range of occupational
choices.

2. The need to provide individuals with occupational
versatility and mobility in occupations.

3. The need to more adequately meet the needs of those
youth who will not become college graduates.

4. The need for individuals to adapt easily to the
on-going occupational, technological, social,
cultural, psychological, and economic changes in the
workplace and society.

The cluster-based curriculum approach offers several positive alter-

natives for both the instructor and the learner. Four benefits to be

derived by using the cluster-based approach include:

1. The common elements of learning experiences which are
provided in a cluster curriculum prepares the learner
for a cluster of related occupations, thus insuring
some mobility among occupations within the cluster.

1 2 5
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2. A curriculum which is based on the cluster concept has
more relevance for learners interested in not just one,
but a variety of occupations. Occupational choice can
be postponed until the time of entry into the world
of work.

3. When students are involved in studying common job
skills such as measuring or reading specification
charts, the distinctions between occupational skills
and academic instruction in math or reading become
meaningful.

4. The study of clusters of occupations provides a basis
for examining several other aspects of work. The
social, managerial, and other human relations/interactions
aspects of work can be studied on a cluster basis as well.

This module includes two inservice experiences related to occupations for

special needs learners: identifying career clucters and conducting a career

cluster analysis. The occupations identified in the first experience are

then analyzed in the second experience. By completing both inservice

experiences, you will identify occupations for which eventual employment is

feasible, as well as identify the knowledges, skills, and basic competencies

needed to obtain employment.

C
-s\

Ron and Sylvia: A Case Study, ,/

Ron and Sylvia teach at Farmington High School which is located in
-''''

a city of approxim.gtely 100,000 population in the midwest. Ron teaches

the horticulture program while Sylvia is a teacher of the educable mentally

handicapped (EMH). In the past year three EMH students were placed in Ron!s

class, hich was a new experience for Ron who is a second year teacher.

This year the curriculum committee at Farmington High School has been

charged with the task of reviewing and updating the courses in several

departments. Both Ron and Sylvia represent their departments on the committee

and are,vitally interested in revision of their curriculum.
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Since they have worked together before and feel that both of their

programs can be improved to more effectively serve special needs students,

they decided to work as a team. They felt strongly that job and indepen-

dent living skills should be the basis for the curriculum in their programs.

The 'Farmington school board hadrecently adopted a policy statement__-
endorsing career education, and asked the curriCulum committees in all

schools in the district to consider adopting the career cluster concept when

they were re-designing their curricula and courses.

Initially, Ron and Sylvia reviewed the different occupational clusters

which had been developed and published by their state office of education,

..aswell as other school districts. -Because-Ron-teaches-all-of the horti

culture classes, they decided to identify and analyze the occupations related

to the field of horticulture. Although they focused their efforts on the

horticulture cluster, they considered this cluster as part of a larger

cluster entitled Agri-Business and Natural Resources Occupations. This

larger cluster.includes the agricultural mechanics and forestry P"rograms

which are also taught at other buildings in the school district.

They began their work by identifying all of the occupationg which are

included in the horticulture program. They completed a review on the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles to identify job titles in such areas as

landscaping, floriculture, and nursery work. After a couple of hours they

identified about 25 occupations which are unskilled, entry-level jobs as

well as skilled occupations. When.selecting the job titles they were

primarily concerned about: (1) the employment outlook, (2) identifying

specialized occupations that would be uniquely appropriate for certain

special needs learners (such as blind or deaf persons), and (3) the areer

interests of -their students.
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Once they had identified the occupations, they proceeded to analyze

several of them to identify the specific knowledges, skills, and compe-

tencies required. By reviewing the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and

other curriculum guides they were able to develop a list of job tasks which

are performed by workers in the horticulture cluster. Once the list of tasks

was compiled they asked the advisory committee for the agriculture program,

which was

committee

which job

inservice

composed of employers, to review the list.

meetings the employers were able to provide

During one of the

feedback indicating

tasks were most important for employment. -Also, during their two

days they visited several local floral shops, nurseries, and

landscaping businesses to observe workers in the horticulture occupations

they were analyzing. (This procedure for identifying clusters and occupa-

tions is outlined in Inservice Experience IV.1).

Their final list of tasks included 35 major tasks such as preparing

soil mixtures, recognizing plants, and applying soil mixtures. For each

task they listed the knowledges, skills, and basic competencies that were

needed. As they worked on this task analysis they soon realized that the

skills and knowledges required for employment are generally the same for

all learners. Their discussions with employers and their work observations

made it clear that a person with special needs must have a saleable job

skill to be employed. As they got further into analyzing each task they

were able to identify a number of basic skills and concepts (such as reading

a rule or telephone skills) that also were essential. Sylvia recognized

these as skills and concepts which should be emphasized in her curriculum.

When they were finished they had outlined the skills, knowledges, and basic

skills and concepts included in each of the 35 tasks. (Inservice Experience

IV.2 includes several procedures, suggestions, and forms for conducting

this type of an analysis).
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Although this whole process took nearly nine months to complete, Ron

and Sylvia felt quite satisfied with it. As one of them commented, "This

has been a very useful project. Not only will our curriculum be more

relevant, but I am more familiar with the jobs which are available and

the job interests my students have."

C Goals

Condition: Given the responsibility to initiate and develop career-
oriented educational experiences for special needs
learners, upon completion of this module the inservice
participant will:

Performance
Competencies: 1. Identify career clusters and related instructional

programs.

2. Conduct a career cluster analysis to determine the
knowledges, skills, and basic competencies required
for employment.

Onservice Experience Descriptions

As indicated earlier, two inservice experiences are included in this
module.

The following paragraphs describe more completely the inservice experi-
ences. Under the direction of your inservice director, you should complete
both of these experiences in a manner which will make them relevant and
pertinent to "your" program.

Inservice Experience IV.1
IDENTIFYING CAREER CLUSTERS

The first step in curriculum analysis is identifying the career cluster
or clusters for which instruction will be provided. This experience will
systematically identify those career clusters which are appropriate for
existing or needed instructional programs. The product of this experience

1 2 9
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will be the identification of at least one cluster of occupations which is
consistent with an existing or planned instructional program. This cluster
of occupations will provide a framework for analyzing the tasks required
for employment.

Inservice Experience IV.2
CONDUCTING A CAREER CLUSTER ANALYSIS

A career cluster analysis is similar to a job or task analysis. The
only difference is that it examines the common elements of a cluster of
occupations, as opposed to a single occupation or task. It is essentially
an analysis to determine the appropriate instructional content for a
cluster-based program or course. The skills, knowledges, and basic com-
petencies which are identified are incorporated in individualized instruc-
tional plans for special needs learners. The product of this experience
is a detailed instructional analysis listing the essential knowledges,
skills, and competencies required for entry employment in the cluster.

CInservice Experience Selector

Following consultation with the inservice director, I (we) will com-
plete both of the inservice experiences in Module 4: Cluster and Content
Analysis:

Inservice Experiences IV.1 Date:
and IV.2:

Identifying Career Clusters School:
Conducting a Career Cluster
Analysis Inservice Director:

Participant Name(s):
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE IV.1:

IDENTIFYING CAREER CLUSTERS

The concept of clustering occupations into families or groups has been

around for a good many years. It's popularity has increased considerably,

however, with the advent of the career education movement in the public

schools of our nation.

Career education has suggested the use of career clusters as a basic

framework for curriculum development at both the elementary and secondary

level. Clusters.or families of closely related occupations serve as a basis

for deriving curricula which are oriented toward providing career awareness,

exploration, and preparation. The normal progression of career development

suggests that learning experiences focused on career awareness occur at the

elementary level, and that exploration and preparation experiences take place

at the junior and senior high school levels. Evans (1975) has noted that

career development is a dynamic process with awareness and exploration

experiences continuing to reoccur at the junior and senior high school levels.

The need to articulate and coordinate career education at several levels

has brought about a renewed interest in using the career cluster approach

(Kenneke, et al., 1973).

A variety of different schemes for clustering have been developed and

introduced in recent years. Some of these schemes have been developed to

facilitate curriculum development while others have been oriented toward

serving a career counseling or guidance purpose. Most of the clustering

schemes utilized for curriculum development have used the major industries

as the criteria for clustering. That is, clusters which represent the dif-

ferent major industries found in our economic system, such as construction,
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health, and manufacturing. In recent years the most widely-used clustering

scheme has been the one proposed by the U.S. Office of Education. The U.S.O.E.

Career Clusters and an analysis of the Business and Office Occupations cluster

is presented on Form IV.1.1 on the following page.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: U.S. Office of Eoatcation Career
CZusters, Form IV.2.1]

Specificity of Career CZusters

The specificity or breadth of an industry-based career cluster is an

important consideration in curriculum development. Career clusters are

more broad in scope (include a greater variety of occupations) at the

elementary school level than they do at the secondary level. Transporta-

tion is an appropriate cluster for serving the career awareness function at

the elementary level. At the secondary level, however, where the focus is

exploration and preparation for a career, the broad cluster of transpor-

tation has to be subdivided into a number of more specific clusters such

as ground transportation occupations, air transportation occupations, and

so on.

It is fairly easy to recognize that clusters become increasingly more

specific (focusing on fewer occupations) as the curriculum objective moves

away from career awareness and toward preparing students for career entry.

At the late secondary level (grades 11 and 12) most clusters are represented

as occupational education programs such as auto mechanics, small engine

repair, and auto body repair -- all of which are part of the transportation

cluster discussed earlier.
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Cluster Identification Format

It is possible to use a number of different approachus in identifying

and arranging occupations in one or more career clusters. The approach used

here is similar to an approach developed at Ohio State (Frantz, 1973). The

format for specifying clusters using this approach is presented in the form

of a matrix, and is displayed in Form IV.1.2.

This format can be used to identify clusters of occupations for either

career exploration or career preparation programs at the secondary level.

The major difference is that the number of occupational or job titles which

are identified on the form is usually greater in a career exploration cluster.

The level occupations identified (from unskilled to highly skilled) i

usually greater in a career exploration cluster also. More occupations are

usually listed in an exploration cluster, since the instructional goals are

prevocational or exploratory in nature. Fewer occupations are identified

for a career preparation cluster since the instructional objective here is

to prepare the individual for job entry. It should also be noted that the

titles of career preparation clusters are more specific than titles of

career exploration clusters. Form IV.1.3 illustrates the specificity of

several different career exploration and preparation cluster titles.

Guidelines and Suggestions')

The following guidelines and suggestions should be followed in com-

pleting the task of identifying career clusters using'the proposed format.

1. The suggested Cluster Identification Form (Form IV.1.2)
is used to specify or identify one career cluster. If
the cooperative instructional team with whom you are work-
ing is focusing on mere than'one area of occupational
instruction, multiple Cluster Identification Forms will
have to be used.

[RESOURCE AMTERIAL: Cluster Identification Form
Form IV.1.2]
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CLUSTER IDENTIFICATION FORM

Porin I'M 2

Check:

iExploration Cluster

Preparation Cluster

Cluster-Related

Instructional Areas

(Course titles and/or major

instructional zits)

CAREER

CLUSTER: Ornmental Horticulture Occupations

Ladscaping Groundakeeper Lomdscape Gardner

Landscape Designer
Landscape Architect

Floral Designer Florist
Floriculture Plover Oxver

Abroricultura Tree-Surgeon Helper

Tree-Tricring Foreman

Tree Surgeon Arborist

Turf Managemnt Grecnsworker

Greenskeepr

Irrigation Controller

Superintendent, Greens

Sod Grower

Turf Suppl ea Salesman

Agronomist

Nursery

,

Laborer, Nursery

Noss Handler

Bagger-and Burlap Man

Salesman .Salesperson Garden Center Manager

Nursery Superintendent

Greenhouse Greenhouse Worker Salesperson Greenhouse Cperator/Mana-

ger

---------1

Laborer Sorter/Packer

Assistant Loader

Level: Helper Attendant

Uorker Tender

Operator Clerk

Driver Installer

ASsembler Aide

Craftsman Supervisor

Technician Inspector

Complex Operator

Middle Manager

Foreman

Official
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COI,DION CLUSTER TITLES

Career Exploration Clusters

Transportation Occupations

Office and Business Occupations

Health Occupations

Construction Occupations

Agri-business and Natural
Resources Occupations

Personal and Public Service
Occupations

137

130

pot--; rv.1., 3

_g2I22.11_12-IEga.119,tion_Slusters

Automotive Service ations
Auto-Body Repair C'cupat

OccuP
ions

Recreational Vehicle Service Occupations
Service Station Ocupations

-Atcounting OCCupatlous
General Office C lerk Occupations
Mail and Postal Oupations
Secretarial Occaat ions
Office Machine Occup ations

Dental Occupations
Environmental Heal th OccuPations
Nursing Occupatinn4

Residential cons crtiz t ion Occupations

Building Maintenanee oecuP ations

Agricultural Mec "tilos Occupations
Ornamental Horticulture Occupations
Forestry Occupaticuas

Food Production and Service
Occupations

Clothing Productin4 and Service
Occupations



2. IdentifYiiig the Cluster. As suggested earlier, the specific
title(s) of the career clusters which are identified will depend
upon the objectives of the instructional program. Broad cluster
titles, such as Transportation Occupations or Construction
Occupations, are appropriate for junior high, exploratory programs;
while more specific titles, such as auto service occupations or
building maintenance occupations, are suited to senior high,
career preparation programs.

The initially-selected title should be considered a tenta-
tive selection. After the instructional areas are specified and
the occupational/job titles identified, the cluster title can
be modified to accurately reflect the group of occupations for
which career exploration or preparation instruction will be pro-
vided.

In several states, specific clustering schemes are used by
the State Office of Education. Such schemes are frequently
designed to reflect the manpower needs of the state. They are
generally used to classify,occupational education programs across
the state for purposes of supervision and reimbursement. The
clustering system used in Illinois is presented in Form IV.1.4
on the following page. Before proceeding further, you should be
aware of any state or locp1 curriculum clustering models that
may already be in use. You may find that the existing schemes
may or may not fit your specific instructional development needs.

[RESOURCEMATERIAL: Illinois Cluster System, Form IV.1.4]

3. Identifying Instructional Areas. The second task in identifying a
career cluster involves identifying the related instructional areas.
The existing career-related courses or major units of a course
should be listed in the left column of the Cluster Identification
Form. Form IV.1.2 provides an example of the major instructional
units in the Ornamental Horticulture Occupations cluster.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: CZuster Identification Form, Form IV.1.2]

4. Selecting Occupations. The third task is the identification and
selection of occupations making up the cluster(s). Each of the
boxes on the Cluster Identification Form provides a space for one
or more occupational (job) titles to be listed. The most compre-
hensive and accessible source of job titles is the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (D.O.T.) which has been published by the U.S.
Department of Labor. The two volumes of the Third Edition of the
D.O.T. provide a great deal of descriptive information for some
22,000 occupations. Occupations which may be particularly appro-
priate for special needs learners can be classified at four levels:
unskilled, semiskilled, skilled, and highly skilled. General job
title descriptors such as laborer, operator, and foreman are pro-
vided for each level along the bottom margin of the Cluster Identi-
fication Form. These descriptors can be used as general guides in
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F'orrn Iv. 1. 4

Illinois Cluster System
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duturninio the level of each occupaaon to be included in the
cluster. These levels can be determined by using the D.O.T. to
identify the degree of involvement the occupation requires
relative to using data, interacting with people, or manipulating
things (physical objects). Ratings of the data, people, and
things involvement for each occupation are given in the code
number (4th, 5th, and 6th digit positions) of each occupation
found in the D.O.T. An index of each of these ratings is pro-
vided by Form IV.1.5 on the following page.

[RESOURCE M4TERIAL: Data, People, Things Hierarchies,
Form IV.1.5]

5. Specific Conciclerations in Selecting Occupational TitZes. Tradi-
tionally, a number of-criteria have been used in selecting occupa-
tions for which instructional programs are to be developed.

Employment Outlook. The present as well as anticipated future
demand for workers trained in the cluster is a major consideration.
Training people for jobs that do not exist haS been a criticism,of
many occupational programs, and does little to improve the outlook
for persons with special needs who often have employment problems
even with vocational training. Recent local or regional manpower
surveys, vocational program advisory committees, state departments
of labor, and federal publications such as the Occupational Outlook
Handbook can be helpful sources of information. Information and
data describing the current supply of trained workers looking for
employment in the cluster area snould also be obtained..

It is unlikely that in most districts occupational and special
education teachers will have the responsibility of collecting and
organizing information on the employment outlook for career clusters.
They should, however, carefully review the available manpower infor-
mation, or request additional information from the director of
occupational education or other program planning personnel, before
selecting occupations which are to be analyzed for the purpose of
developing instruction.

Specialized Occupations. It is important to keep in mind that
often the physically handicapped are uniquely capable of entering
selected specialized occupations. Specialized occupations, such
as Volkswagen auto mechanics, are frequently overlooked or disre-
garded in manpower surveys because of the traditionally small demand
for trained workers in highly specialized occupations. Even though
the demand for workers may be small, it may be sufficient to absorb
a few well-trained individuals with infrequently occurring handicaps
such as blindness or deafness.

The Michigan School for the Blind in Lansing offers a vocational
program for training Volkswagen mechanics. Because of the standard-
ization of parts and design of the basic VW model over a number of
years, blind individuals have the unique opportunity in this instance
to develop and use a rather sophisticated mechanical skill. The 2-5
students whd graduate from the program each year are placed in
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Form IV. 1. 5

DATA, PEOPLE, THINGS HIERARCHIES

from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

1; Every job requires the worker to function in relation to Data, People, and Things, in varying degree,
2. The relationships specific to Data, People, and Things can be arranged in each case from the simple t,

the complex in the form of a hierarchy so that, generally, each successive function can include tilt
simpler ones and exclude the more complex functions.8

3. It is possible to express a job's relationship to Data, People; and Things by identifying the highes
appropriate function in each hierarchy to which the job requires the worker to have a significao:
rel a tionship.

4. Together, thelast three digits of the code number can 'express the total level of complexity at which
the job requires the worker to function."

DATA (4th digit) PEOPLE (5th digit) THINGS (6thdigit)
0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring 0 Setting-Up
1 Coordinating 1 Negotiating 1 Precision Working
2 Analyzing 2 Instructing 2- Operating-Controlling
3 Compiling 3 Supervising 3 Driving-Operating
4 Computing 4 Diverting 4 Manipulating
5 Copying 5 Persuading 5 Tending
6 Comparing 6 Speaking-Signaling 6 Feeding-Offbearing
71

sf No significant relationship 1" 7
8

Serving
No significant relationship

7

8
Handling
No significant relationship "



dealerships throughout the state. Such successful programs for
the physically handicapped do much more than fill a need for
trained manpower. They contribute significantly to raising the
public's expectancy and attitudes regarding the potentials of
handicapped individuals.

Student Career Interests. The specific career interests of
the prospective students are sometimes overlooked in planning
occupational curricula. Student career interests, as well as
parent career aspirations for their children have to be considered.
It does little good to select occupations which do not reflect
a high degree of student interest. Even though there may be a
large demand for trained workers in an occupational field such
as watch-making and repair, there is no guarantee that students
will be interested in seeking training in that particular field.
In selecting occupations for a cluster, and the clusier itself
for that matter, be sure to select occupations which are appealing
to the students for the purposes of both imploring different
career options and preparing for career entry.

Characteristics of Special Needs Learners. In a preceding
module you were required to assess and analyze the "special needs"
of the learners to be served in the instructional program. Such
characteristics as social skills, perceptual skills, and physical
skills were examined. The learner analysis profiles completed on
each of the special needs learners should be carefully reviewed
and general trends noted. If, for instance, a number of special
needs learners to be served in this* cluster program have multiple
physical impairments and are in wheelchairs, all of the occupa-
tions included in the cluster should not involve frequent
physical activities such as kneeling; stooping, or walking.

One of the dangers in using the D.O.T. or any standardized job
description for the purpose of identifying clusters of occupations
is the lack of specific situational information. Similarly
described jobs are often performed differently in different
factories or businesses. It may be that one employer would be
willing to re-engineer or modify a job for a physically handicapped
person so that it would not involve the physical activities included
in a standardized job description..

While generally the learner's mental, physical, and emotional
characteristics should be considered in selecting occupations, it
is equally important to be familiar with and consider the specific
occupational placement possibilities for individual special needs
learners in the community.

Available Programs and Resources. Clusters and the occupations
therein must reflect the basic content of existing educational
programs. For purposes of immediate application of this process,
the resulting instruction will likely have to take place in existing.
programs. While cluster identification can serve to identify the
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need for new occupational programs, that is not the major purpose
of the activity described here. Thus, the clusters of occupations
which are selected should reflect the curriculum content of those
vocational or practical arts courses which are presently a part of
the regular occupational program offering.

6. Career Preparation vs. Career Exploration: A FinaZ Note. If the
intended tocus ot the instructional program is career preparation,
certain of these previously-mentioned considerations are more
important than others. Usually the primary consideration in a
career preparation cluster is the employment outlook. A cluster-
based program which provides training and preparation for existing
job opportunities represents a major objective of vocational
education.

If, however, the instructional focus is career exploration,
the major consideration will probably be student interest. The
interests of students in exploring the use and potential applica-
tion of different tools, materials or processes in different occupa-
tions becomes a major consideration in selecting occupations to be
included in the cluster. Since exploration is the major goal, a
much broader range (unskilled to highly skilled) occupations can
be included, and less emphasis is placed on finding and including
occupations that are particularly appropriate for certain special
needs learners. An underlying objective of the career exploration
program should be that the special needs learner, as well as all
learners, find careers that are suited to their interests and
potentials.
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Checki

0Explorat1on Cluster

Preparation Cluster

Cluster-Related

Instructinnal Areas

(Cor .! tities and/or najor

lev:tn1

CLUSTER IDENTIFICATION FORM Form N.1,2

Pepro6ction

CAREER

CLUSTE R;

Laborer.

Assistant

Uciper

orker

Sorter/Packer

Loader

Attendant

Tender

Operator._

Driver

Assembler

Clerk

'Installer

Ale

Craftsman Supervisor

TeChnician InSpeCtor

Complex Operator

Middle Manager

Foreman

Official



cSelf-Check Evaluation )

Inservice Experience IV.1: Identifying Career Clusters

Directions: Now that you have completed this inservice experience it is
time to evaluate your progress. Rate your completed CZuster Identifica-
tion Form on each of the following items. CircZe the appropriate number
on each 3-point evaluation scale. When you have completed the evaluation,
be sure to expand or revise the CZuster Identification Form as suggested
by the resuZts of this evaluation.

1. Does not define the instruc- 1 2

tional purpose of the cluster
arrangement

2. Cluster-related instruction-
al areas are not identified

3. Occupational titles used do
not appear to be consistent
in definition and description

4. Occupational titles are
identified at only one level

5. The identified occupational
titles are not consistently
classified by level

The occupational titles
which are identified do not
reflect current job openings

7. Occupations identified are
general in nature and appro-
priate for all types of
learners

8. Occupations identified are
inconsistent with learner
career interests

1 2 3

2

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Appropriate only fbr a career preparation cluster

143

Clearly defines the cluster
as either an exploration or
preparation cluster

Cluster-related instructional
areas are listed and identi-
fied as either course titles
or major instructional units

Occupational titles included
are chosen from a comprehen-
sive source, e.g., Dictionary
of Occupational Titles

Occupational titles are in-
cluded at a variety of levels

The identified occupational
titles are appropriately
classified by level

The occupations which are
identified reflect occupations
in which employment is currently
available

Some of the occupations identi-
fied include specialized occupa-
tions which may be uniquely
appropriate for certain special
needs learners

Occupations identified are in
line with career interestssof
the learners

4f,



9. Occupations identified are
not observable in nor
relevant to the community

Comments:

2 Occupations identified are
observable in and relevant
for the community

Suggestions for modification of the completed Cluster Identification form:
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE IV.2

CONDUCTING A CAREER CLUSTER ANALYSIS

A career cluster analysis is a process of determining instructional

content. Instructional content for the previously identified career

exploration or preparation cluster(s) will be identified in this inservice

experience.

A number of different systematic analysis procedures have been

introduced for use in vocational and practical arts (occupational) educa-

tion programs. Trade, job, and task analyses have been commonly used in

vocational education, while subject field content analyses have ,been

employed by the national curriculum projects in the practical arts areas.

A career cluster analysis can be designed to draw upon the basic curriculum

anal3this procedures used by both fields.

The information gathered by career cluster analysis procedures can

be used for a number of purposes:

1) To determine the task content of different occupations.

2) To determine differences and relationships among occupations

useful for structuring occupations into career fields and career

ladders.

3) To determine training programs that can be reduced, or eliminated,

or that need to be created.

To determine the critical tasks (instructional content) that

should be taught in a practical arts or vocational education

program.

5) To determine the critical tasks to be included in occupational

competency and certification tests.
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To-prOVide career-counseling information-to assist-learners-in---

obaining realistic perceptions of occupations (Melching and

Borcher, 1973).

The career cluster analysis process described here will focus on the

purposes of identifying and analyzing relevant instructional content in

a specified cluster of occupations.

The four-step career cluster analysis process described here is

useful in determining curriculum.content for both."regular" and special

needs learners. The identification of instructional content leading to

entry employment will result from the cluster analysis. Since many of

the occupations performed by non-special needs individuals can be per-

formed by special needs learners, the instructional content which is

identified will be nearly the same. It will differ in one respect, however.

The cluster analysis for an occupational program which will serve special

needs learners should also identify the basic competencies (such as

measuring or communication skills).that are required for employment in the

cluster.

(Guidelines and Suggestions

The guidelines and suggestions for this inservice experience are

divided into four major areas--one each for the steps i _the cluster

analysis process:

1. Establishing a cluster analysis hierarchy.

2. Developing a task inventory.

3. Conducting an external reviewof the task inventory.

4. Completing a detailed instructional analysis.
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[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Cluster AnalYsis Process, Forin_IY,2.1,1.

Step 1. Establishing-a-Cluster AnalySis 1Pierdreiiy

In order to analyze and define the instructional content for a
cluster, a set of defined analysis levels is needed. This
arrangement of different analysis levels can be referred to as
a "hierarchy."

Form IV.2.2 on the following page presents an illustration of
a hierarChy used in defining instructional content from a
cluster of occupations. The hierarchy has three levels: cluster,
task, and task elements. The_previously-identified cluster of
occupations (Inservice Experience IV.1) can be broken down into
a number of different tasks. The tasks can be further divided
into the task elements of knowledges, skills, and basic skills/
concepts..

As will be demonstrated in the following steps of this analysis,
the unique aspect of this analysis format is that the tasks
specified as instructional content will be common to two or more
occupations within the cluster. Once the tasks are identified and
listed (step 2), they will be validated by an external review
source (step 3). Such external review sources as occupational
advisory committees or employers can be used to review and validate
the inventory of identified tasks.

Three specific task elements (knowledges, skills, and basic skills/
concepts) are identified in the detailed instructional analysis
to be completed as the fourth and final step in the process.

[RESO&T1fE MATERIAL: CZuster AnaZysis 271.erarchy, Form ,IV.2.2]

Ste 2, DeA3Zoncl a Task Inventory_

The first step in initiating a career cluster analysis involves
developing a list or inventory of tasks. When developing a listing
of the tasks performed in a career cluster, several considerations
must be made. Among the important considerations ;re: what types
of task statements can be written, what existing ,:ources of task
statements can be used, and now are task statements to be written?

a. Types of Tasks: Several different types of task statements
can be identified. The types of task statements identified at this
step in the proce.ss dill depend largely upon the goals of the occupa-
tional or practical arts education program. Developers of career
exploration programs will likely select task statements which are
exploratory in nature, and emphasize the recognition of tools,
materials, and equipment, safe practices, mathematical, and scien-
tific application, and general occupational information. Those
individuals developing career preparation instruction, on the other
hand, will emphasize the types of tasks directly required for job
entry.
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS PROCESS

Conducting

an External

Review of the

Task Inventory

Completing

a Detailed

Instructiona

Analysis

Form IV,2,1

Task

Knowledges

Basic Skills/



Task Elements: Task Elements:

CLUSTER ANALYSIS HIERARCHY

Definitions

Cluster: A group of
closelyrelated (by
industry) occupations

Task: A unit of worker
activity that can be
divided into task ele
ments for instruction

Task Elements: The three
instructional components
into which a task may be
analyzed

Knowledges Knowledges Basid cognitive concepts
the individual must
understand and comprehend
to successfully perform
the task

Skills Skills Basic psychomotor manip
ulations, movements, or
complex operations _the
individual must demon
strate to successfully
perform the task

Basic Skills/ Basic Skills/ Specific capacities and
Concepts toncepts abilities required of an

individual in order to
learn or adequately
perform a task (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1965)
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Illustration: Career
Preparation CZuster

Auto Service Occupa-
tions

Maintain and replace
headZamps

Recognize headlamp
identification
numbers

Install headlampe

Demonstrate fine motor
coordination of eyes,
hands, and fingers



It is possible to develop task statements which will focus on
nine.different.areas.- .The-illustration-below-lists-the-nine-
different types of task statements and provides an illustration
of each type. As you will notice, a wide variety of different
types of tasks may be developed and included in a task inventory.
This diversity in type of task statements permitted will accom-
modate a broad range of curriculum objectives in career exploration
and preparation programs.

Type of Task Statement

Job operation or duty

Safe practices

Equipment, tools, and materials

Mathematical applications

Science application

Specification interpretations.

Occupational terminology

Occupational information

Work habits and attitudes

Illustration

Take pulse, respiration, and
blood pressure

Recognize saftty, coZor designations

Identify different grades of
pZywood

Calculate revolutions per minute

Recognize physical principles
associated with torque

Interpret a Zubrication service
manual

Recognize medical abbreviations

Locate and use the want ads to
find work

Dress appropriately fOr work

b. Sources of Task. Statements: The most difficult and time con-
:cming part of_this activity is developing the initial listing of
tasks. To insure an adequate and comprehensive analysis, the
inventory of task statements should be as complete as possible.
Therefore, it is possible that a number of different sources can
be used to locate task.statements. Sources which may be most
helpful include:

o Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Volume 1)
o l'reviously constructed job analy0es or task listings
o Curriculum or instructional guides
o Procedure, service, or process- manuals.prepared by

business and industry
Occupational Outlook Handbook

Here again, the goals or objectives of the czreer exploration or
preparation program will likely determine which of these sources
is most useful.
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c. Writing Task Statements: Several important points should be
kept in mind when writing task statements. First, task statements
should be written at a consistent level of specificity, so that
they can be readily converted into units or modules of instruction.
This, of course, is much easier said than done. As one begins the
process of writing task statements, you will note that some task
statements which you develop are too specific and will need to be
combined with others. You will also probably write a number of
statements which will need to be broken down into smaller tasks.

Some of the sources of task statements mentioned in the preceding
section provide excellent examples_of tasks statements containing
different specificity levels.--"Disassembling an automobile engine"
can be considered a much larger task in terms of complexity than
"changing spark plugs."

In developing task inventories for training programs for the Air
Force, Fruchter, Morin, and Archer (1963), found that "what" and
"how" phrases should not be combined in a task statement. Below
is an example of both "combined" and "separated" "what" and "how"
statements.

Combined Separated

Conduct a credit card sales
transaction using a press-
type credit card imprinter.

Conduct a credit card sales
transaction (what)

Operate a press-type credit
card imprinter (how)

Even though more complete information may be provided by the
combined statement, the number of meaningful combinations of
"what" and "how" statements could lead to a list of tasks which
is of unmanageable length.

It is impractical to expect all task statements to be written at
precisely the same level of specificity. However, a consistent
and comfortable "range of specificity" should emerge as the task
statements are developed. It is important to remember also that
different teachers or curriculum developers will write at dif-
ferent levels of specificitg:The important point is that each
person should refine and use statements which are similar in their
degree of specificity.
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Other general guidelines to be .kept mind .vben writirK; task.__ _

statements are listed below.

T:e sure the task statements are grammatically consistent.

Q Eliminate unnecessary modifying phrases as much as possible.
For example, in the task, "Interpret measuring rules
accurately"; "accurately" need not be included in the state-
ment, it can be assumed.

Use multiple verbs like "remove and replace" only when it
is anticipated that both operations will be covered in the
same unit of instruction.

o Avoid using vague or ambiguous verbs such as coordinate,
substantiate, operationalize, discuss, or verify.

o Make the task statements as short and concise as possible.

After the initial task inventory is developed it may be helpful
to identify each statement with an identification number. If
task inventories for more than one cluster are being developed
it may also be helpful to use letter abbreviations to identify
the different clusters. If data are to be collected and tabulated
on each task statement, the use of code letters and numbers will
make the process more efficient. A sample coding system is pre-
sented in the example inventories on the following pages.

Forms IV.2.3 and IV.2.4 present two task inventories. One inven-
tory was designed for a career preparation cluster in auto
mechanics occupations, and the other for a career exploration
cluster entitled construction occupations.

[RESOURCE M4TERIALS: Task Inventory- -Auto Mechanics Occupations,
Form IV.2.3

Task Inventory- -Construction Occupations,
Form IV.2.4]

You shouZd now proceed with develcping a task inventory for your
cZuster.

Conducting an External Review of the Task Inventory

Once a preliminary list of tasks has been identified for the
clusters, it is important that they be reviewed and validated
as essential instructional content. When seeking curriculum
validation information on a list of task statements, a variety
of questions can be asked. The information requested from a
particular validation source, such aa an occupational advisory
committee, will depend upon the ability of the source to provide
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TASK INVENTORY

Cluster: Auto Mechanics Occupations

__Porm 1V.2.3_

Check One

E:3 Career Exploration Cluster

Eti Career Preparation Cluster

Id. Code Task

AMO1 Service the components of the mechanical system.

AMO2 Service cooling systems.

AMO3 Service lubrication systems.

AMO4 Service fuel and carburetion system.

AMOS Service ignition systems.

A06 Service exhaust systems.

AMO7 Service electrical systems.

Service cranking motor systems.

AMO9 Service charging systems.

.AM10 Service standard transmissions.

AM11 Service clutches.

A/112 Service differentials.

AM13 Service driveshafts.

AM14 Service brake systems.

AM15 Service suspension systems.

AM16 Service hydraulic system components.
.

AM17 Service air conditioning systems.

AM18 Service emission control systems.

AM19 Service front end alignment.

AM20 Lubricate vehicle chassis and change engine oil and filter.

AM21 Mount, balance, and rotate tires.
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TASK INVENTORY

Cluster: Construction Occupations!,

Id. Code Task

CON01

CON 02

CON 03

CON 04

CON Os

CON 06

CON 37

CON

CON 09

CON 1J

CON 11

CON 12

CON 13

CON 15

CON 16

CON 17

CON IS

CON 19

Form IV. 2. 4

:,zrccv Ixr1orczfo,.:

I C,7WCP .'n.r,:zratfon C:Awtcr

Writing specifications

Selecting a site

Surveying and mapping

Soil testing

Preparing working drawings

Selecting and purchasing a lot

Planning the living space

Financing and contracting

Building the substructure

Building walls

Building floors and ceilings

. Enclosing exteriors

Roughing in utilities

Completing the house

Landscaping,homesite

Planning community services

City and regional planning considerations

Planning business facilities

Managing community development

*Adapted from Lux, D.C. and Ray, W.E. The !%'orld of Construction: Industrial
Arts Curriculum Project. Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1970.
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. the information. For instance4-screw-machine-operators are
considered an expert validation source when attempting to
determine the specific job skills needed to be a screw-machine
operator. However, supervisors and employers of screw-machine
operators may be better able to describe the basic skills and
attitudes which screw-machine operators should have in order to
be "successful" at their jobs.

a. Validation Information: A variety of different types of
validation information can be obtained from different sources.
Let's look first at what information employees or job incumbents
can provide. The most critical information an employee can
provide is identification of the tasks he is required to perform
on his iob. Once this initial question of actual job performance
is carefully analyzed, a number of other pieces of information
can be obtained from the job incumbent.

Frequency of task performance

o Whether or not the task should be performed as part of their
present job

o The learning difficulty associated with the task

The prerequisite skills needed before the task can be
performed effectively

o The complexity of the task

The minimum level of acceptable task performance

Employers or supervisors can provide more specific feedback with
regard to:

o Importance of the task to the job as a whole

o The basic skills, aptitudes, and attitudes required to
perform the task

o The commonality of tasks across more than one job

o The life-expectancy of the job or task. Will it become
technologically obsolete in the foreseeable future?

from those listed above, two pieces of information are critical
for instructional planners. First, which tasks in the inventory
are essential or desirable for entry employment in each of the
occupations in the cluster. Second, which tasks are common to
more than one occupation within the cluster. The first piece
of information dictates which tasks should be included in the
cluster-based instructional program. While the second can
suggest a general sequence for the instruction.
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b. Types of External Reviaw: in occupational programs a number
of different sources hav been used to review and validate cur-
riculum content. Questionnaires, interview forms, and task
analysis inventories have been used with advisory committees,
employer organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce, employee
organizations such as unions, or individual employers and
employees, and graduates currently enrolled in post-secondary
training institutions.

Melching and Borcher (1973) have prepared an excellent set of
procedures for selecting and locating worker samples. The proce-
dures they suggest are designed for using mail surveys, but also
outline some general considerations for conducting telephone and
interview surveys. The procedure they have developed is presented
in Form IV.2.5.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Process for Locating and Using Worker Samples,
Form IV.2.5]

c. Format Considerations: The specific format selected for
presenting the task statements inventory for external review will
depend upon the information desired from the reviewers. As sug-
gested earlier, the information of most importance in a cluster-
based instructional program is: (1) which of the identified
tasks are essential, desirable, or unnecessary for entry employ-
ment in the identified occupations, and (2) which of the identi-
fied tasks are commonly performed in more than one occupation
within the cluster.

The cluster analysis survey (Form IV.2.6) cu back of the
following page presents an example survey f,z.o-t . which will provide
both kinds of information. Depending upon the size of the
business, this form can be used with employers, supervisors, or
employees. It has been used as a data gathering instrument in
either an interview situation or a mailed survey questionnaire.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Cluster Analysis Survey--Auto Body Maintenance
C:luster, Form IV.2.6]

After having modified the CZuster Analysis Survey form to include
the occupations in your cluster and the tasks from your inventory,
you should proceed with the survey to validate the task listing.

4. Completing a Detailed InstructionaZ Analysis

The final step in the career cluster analysis process is to con-
duct a detailed instructional analysis of each of the tasks.
Once the task inventory has been reviewed and evaluated by an
advisory committee, employers, employeea, or other possible
external validation sources, an appropriate decision can be made
as to whether or not to include the task in the proposed curriculum.
If a decision is made to-include the task(s), a-detailed instruc-
tional analysis will need to be completed.
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Form IV. 2. 6

:lame of Respondent: /23 1
Place of Er:plo/iment:
Occupation:

of Years in OccUvation:

CLUSTER ANALYSIS SURVEY'

Cluster: Zfe.7-24-eef

-

rections: Listed i'elow are a series of tasks nerTh-ried in one or r;011V of
the selected entr7i occupations identified for this clus',.-r. For each ta:.7-
that is "essential or critical" for successful, entr:, ;.:rformance in the
identified occunation, place an 1/x" in the appropriate box. For each ta:-='

t;:at is a "desirable" competena:f in a ziorker enterinr: the identified
occuration, place an "0" in the asnroprate box. Add any tasks which are
essential (x) or desirahle (o) to successfl occupational performanc,7
:,hich are not Eizted.

SELECTED

'ENTRY.

OCCUPATIONS

'Id. Code TASKS

ABN 01 Remove, overhaul, and-replace trim and hardware

ABN 02 Perform bumping operations

ABM 03 Remove and replace body components

ABM 04 Prepares surface for painting

ABM 05 Apply masking tape and paper

ABN 06 Operate spray paint equipment
.

ABM 07 Perform lacquer refinishing

ABM 08 Perform enamel re!nishing-

ABM 09 ReMove and install glass

ABM 10 Preparing vehicle for delivery.

ABM 11 Estimating damage repairs

ABM 12 Select and use appropriate materials and supplies

/
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Occupatioaai and :decial educators saould be equaliy involved in
this stage of the career cluster analysis process. Tais stage
essentially pulls together all of the data and information from
employers, supervisors, employees, and graduates, and forms a
basis for instructional planning. "Both formal and informal
feedback from the reviewers should be carefully analyzed and
considered during this phase. General teacher knowledge of
student interests and aptitudes, as well as the occupational
teacher's knowledge and experience regarding employment and
work practices in the cluster will also be important in develop
ing the detailed instructional analysis.

The detailed instructional analysis will focus on identifying
the instructional elements of each task. Knowledges, skills,
and basic skills/concepts were defined earlier as the three
components of a task wnich are critical to planning and
providing specific career preparation or career exploration
experiences.

a. Detailed Instructional Analysis Format: A format for the
detailed instructional analysis is presented on the following
pages. A onepage format is used to analyze each task separately.
As illuated in the examples, task knowledges and task skills
are identified for each task. The basic. skills/concepts (such
as measuring or sequencing) which are required for eaca knowledge
and skill are also identified.

[RESOURCE AMTERIALS: Detailed InstructionaZ Analyses, Form IV.2.7]

b. Task Knowledges: For each task it would be possible to list
a number of discrete knowledge elements. It is helpful, however,
to consider identifying task knowledges at different levels. The
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives for the Cognitive Domain
developed by Bloom and others (1956) is a helpful reference.
Form IV.2.8 illustrates the five different types and levels of
task knowledge statements. Within each of the five levels a
number of different types of task knowledge statements can be
developed. From IV.2.8 also provides an example task knowledge
statement for each level which is oriented to occupational
instruction.

When analyzing each task it is important to review the different
types and levels of possible task knowledge statements, and
attempt to identify the essential task knowledges for a task
at different levels.

[RESOURCE filTERIAL: Levels and Types of TaskKnowledges,
Form IV.2.8]

c. Task Skills: Task skills are the pilysical, manipulative
components or operations of the, task. une of the difficulties
in identifying and listing task skills is the lack of an
appropriate _classifi:cation scheme .for.vocational-,skills. The
existing taxonomies provide a conceptual anaiysis of psychomotor
skills which is much too specific for curriculum .development in
occupational or practical arts education.
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Form IV. 2. 7

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TASK:

Id. Code:

Task Know ledges: Basic Skills/Concepts:

ce,41,744,e-e461Z.. -4e1

a
/4-60-,e

a,

C, 42.4re,ae:4/4-4&/,4ex-cor,

a ,
e,.

-c.ecq/

CI? , /:g.z.ee-76t4/44,Cd/

I. eg&fe.{ .-Lrid,e,o,e8e2tec

,eze,04,

eziev0/.e-e,e.e

eZeetz.e.avZ2-

Task Skills: Basic Skills/Concepts:

/eeeled,z,

4,42-Gitie2-eGe-z-eet-e-&

ae'el e-=e-oe1;,C

,
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Form IV. 2. 7

DETAILED INSTRUcTIONAL ANALYSIS

Id. Code : rie?

Task Knowledges: Basic Skills/Concepts:

1.
.2>e-oretei-e-fe

-6->ye-e-491 (4.4.76 .1 4 fzec.e-e4r/ cc e?

jaezio,e-
c,
0/_

e ced-ri

2/`

G-le041.74

pex:14e-7/.2asle.-44t--

Task Skills: Basic Skills/Concepts:

,
76z- ..,ZreZ

b.
oltae-;E-

Aze-e-e>drizsa,60/./aW

e.5

0 4.0!,74

e ,
6a-40/
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-sdee-e-e ./?f

/e..-dee-9
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I
, e. ..e..40;,e.e-Ze--e

ea-ea'"
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LEVELS AND TYPES OF TASK KNOWLEDGES

Level and Type
1

1.00 KNOWLEDGE of:

Terminology
Specific facts
Conventions
Trends and sequences
Classifications & categories
Criteria

Methodology
Principles and generalizations
Theories and structures

2.00 COMPREHENSION by:

TraTslation
Interpretation
Extrapolation

3.00 APPLICATION by:

Analysis of elements
Analysis of relationships

Analysis of organizational
principles

4.00 SYNTHESIS by:

Production of a unique
communication

Production of a plan, proposed
set of operations

Derivation of a set of abstract
relations

5.00 EVALUATION by:

Judgments--internal evidence
judgmentsexternal criteria

FOY'll .6

Task Knowledge Statements: Illustrations

Define the concept of torque
Identify the normal human pulse rate
Recognize rules for dividing words (in typing)
Recognize current casual wear fashions
Identify a specific range of type sizes
Recognize the standards for licensing

beauticians
Identify a basic troubleshooting procedure
Recognize Ohm's law
Identify the theory of electronic covalence

Read a set of blueprint specifications
Interpret an elevation view
Estimate the tolerance required in a slip fit

Analyze the design elements in a floor plan
Analyze the mechanicaZ system of a hydraulic

pump

Analyze the organizational pattern of a labor
union

Draft an interoffice memo

Design a residentiaZ wiring.plan

Classify the advantages/disadvantages of a
specified floor plan

Assess the accuracy'Ofa..thread pitch
Evaluate the costs and benefits of using
different types of floor co9ernings

.1Bloom,.A.S,,-et-al.-,. A Taxonomy of Educational-Obtectives: Coi,aitive Domain.'
New York: Longmans, Green, Co., 1956.



For purposes of the detaiii?.d In-3tructional analysis, it is impor
tant to list rhe basic procedures, operations, or processes whicn
are included.in the task. This will define the skills needed in
a procedural or develormental context Which is useful in instruc
tional plann-:ng.'

d. Skills/Concepts: The format presented in the tWo
examples provides for the identification of basic skills/
conct,pts for both the task knoledges and task s1ills. Basic
skills/concepts are the specitic abilities required of an
individual in order tO learn or adequately perform the task.
This part of the analysis makes it particularly appropriate for
special needs 'learners. The basic skills/concepts identify the
areas of the job in which persons with perceptual, mental,
learning behavioral, or physical problems may encounter difficulty.

The basic skills/concepts provide another level of analysis
which is more specific than the knowledges and skills involved
in the task. They provide a more specific description of the
functional abilities required to perform the task.

Prior to identifying the basic skills/concepts, it is helpful to
review the bagic skills/concepts listed on the Learner Analysis
Profile in ilodule 1. You will recall that severar-basic com
petencies were listed in eight major areas:

Quantitative/numerical skills
Verbal skills
Cognitive skills
Perceptual skills
Language skills
Psychomotor/physicakskills
Social skills
Occupational aptitudes4t

Reviewing the skills/concepts in each of these areas will help
to identify a "comprehensiVe" list of basic competencies
required for, employment in a particular task(s) and cluster.
By using a common set'of basic skills/concepts, it will facilltatil
the matching of learners to prospective jobs, when an individuaJ's
Learner Analysis Profile (from Module 1) is matched against an
instructional analysis for a particular task.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Learner Analysis Profile, Form 1.2.1 (in
Module 1)]

You shouZd now proceed with conducting a detailed instructional
analysis.
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TASI:

rd. Code:. Task.

For
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Career LLIorcition CLusterI I

1---1 Career Preparation C"Guster



Cluster:

Farm IV.2,
Reproduction Master

Name of Respondent:
PZace of Emoloyment:
Occupation.:

:le. of Years in nccunation:

CLUSTER ANALYSIS SURVEY

7.irpatns: Linte are 7 series of tasks performed in one or more of

t;:ir? celected (!nti74 occu[atiens irientified for this cluster. For each task
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(x) sr c4r.7irable (o) tr successfla occupational Performance

.77:ich aro net

Tcf. Code TASKS

SELECTED
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Form
Renroduction "aster

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TASK:

. rode:

Task KnowledRes: Dasic Skills/Concepts:

Task Skills: Basic Skills/Concepts:

1 7 1



Self-Check Evaluatidd

Inservice Experience IV.2: Conducting a Career Cluster Analysis

Directions:

/'.

This evaluation form will assist you in determining
the adequacy of: (1) the Task Inventory and (2)
the CZuster Analysis Survey, and (3) the Detailed
Instructional Analysis forms which you have com-
pleted. . When the evaluation of each form is
completed, be sure to revise or expand the infbr-
mation on the fbrm, as suggested by the evaluation.

Task Inventory Evaluation (Check the appropriate box, or circle appropriate
number on each scale)

1. Name of cluster from which tasks
are drawn is identified?

2. Type of cluster (exploration or
preparation) is identified?

3. Task statements tend to
combine "whae_and-"how"
phrases

4. Inconsistent range of
specificity in task
statements is obvious

5. Task statements reflect
grammatical inconsistencies

6. Task statements are vague

7. Task statements are ambiguous

Cluster Analysis Survey Evaluation

1. Identification information
describing respondents is
incomplete

2. Small, limited sample
respondents used

yes

yes

no

no

1 2 3 "What" and "how" phrases are
not combined in single task
statements

1 2 3 Consistent range of specificity
in task statements is maintaine,i

1 2 3 Task statements are grammatically
consistent

1 2 3 Task statements are clear

1 2 3 Task statements are concise

(Circle an appropriate nuMber on each scale)

1 2 3 Identification information de-
scribing respondents is
complete

of 1 2 3 Adequate, representative sample
of respondents used

3. Space is not permitted for
.adding tasks

4. Space is not permitted for
adding entry occupations

1 2 3 Space is provided for the
respondent to add tasks

1 2 3 Spaces are provided for the
respondent to add entry occupa-
tions to the survey form.
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Detailed Instructional Analysis Evaluation (Circle an appropriate number on
each scale)

1. Identified task knowledges 1 2 3 Identified task knowledges pro-
are incomplete vide an accurate and compre-

hensive description of the task

2. Identified task skills 1 2 3 Identified task skills provide
are incomplete an accurate and comprehensive

description of the task

3. Identified basic skills/ 1 2 3 Identified basic skills/concepts
concepts are incomplete provide an accurate and compre-

hensive description of the task

Comments:

Suggestions for Modification of:

1) the Task Inventory

2) the Cluster Analysis Survey

3) the Detailed Instructional Analysis

1 7 3
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MODULE 5:

qRSTRUCTIONAL PLAAUING

Instructional planning involves the developing and sequencing of

specific modules or units of instruction. Planning is the step in which"'

the information gathered from the previous activities is incorporated in

a series of instructional units designed for a special needs learner.

here the learner assessment information (Module 1), the available

resources (Module 3), and the job analysis information (Module 4) are

all combined to develop and appropriately sequence a series of units

that will lead to the attainment of entry employment and independent

adult living skills.
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'The two inseivica enperiences in this module emphasize the cooperative

invoiveMent of occupational and special educators in plannin;; specific

units or modules of instruction. the first inservice experience outlines

a procedure andformat for developing instructional modules for the

learner, while the second outlines a number of alternatives for sequencing

modules and instruction for special needs learners.

Overview

Written instructional plans developed by occupational an:I special

educators are important for several reasons:

1. They enable the teacher to systematically write and develop
instructional activities which make optimum use of the teaching
reseurcesavailable from occupational and special educators.

9. Well developed instructional plans aid the teacher and other
instructional staff in monitoring learner progress throughout

the instruction.

3. ritten plans are alsO essential iu evaluaLion and revision of
the instructional unit or module for future use.

A nuMber of different advantages have been cited by educators who use

written iastructional plans. In workin_ with special needs learners,

written plans are especially critical because they:

1. Provide a forinat for specifying the related instructional con-
tent to be presented by both occupational and special educators.

2. ,,ssist,the instructional. team .in.clarifying _instructional

objectives for an individual Student.

3. 'i2rovide a sense of stability for the overall instructional

process.

4. ,ssist the instructional team in .selecting appropriate and
relevant activities for the learner.

5. provide a built-in progress evaluation system.
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Lead.to efficient use o.i] instuctional time.

7. Provide a basis for evaluatilv the unit of instruction.

8. Reduce the amount of trial-,ad-error in instruction.

9. Insure continuity of content within and between instructional
modules.

10. Aid substitutes and assisting _ Ictional staff.

Instructional modules will be use _he basic format and vehicle

for instructional planning. An instructional module for a special needs

learner is qt :ii.fferent in format and content than the inservice modules

you have beeh g and using. It is important that you do not confuse

the two.

An instructional module is similar to what other instruCtional

developers have traditionally called lesson plans or instructional units.

Vor cn. nurposes, the instructional module will focus on planning instruc-

tion for one of the tasks identified within a cluster of occupations. You

will recall from dodule 4 that a task is defined as: a unit of worker

activity that can be divided into task elements for instruction. Task

statements such as "recognize safety color designations," or "servicing

automotive brake systems" will become the title and overall focus of the

instructional module.

In order to effectively develop a plan for teaching a task to a

special needs learner, several specific planning considerations have to be

made. These considerations are made by spelling out several different

items to be included in your instructional module or unit. The critical

components of an instructional module for a special needs learner will

include:
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1. Performance objective which specify the occupational concepts,
sk;l1s, and competencies to be learned.

2. Basic skills/concepts which specify the basic competencies tO
,2 developed by the learner prior to or during the instruction.

3. Basic skill/concepts content identifies the specific basic skills
and concepts involved in the task, which can bc taught by the
special educatiou or basic academic instructional staff.

4. Instructional activities, rhich describe the specific experiences
the teachers and learners will undertake in both occupational
and basic or special instructional situations.

5. Instructional resource matzials which will be used as a part
of the instructional ac. ivities.

6. A checklist system for monitoring student attainment of the
performance objectives and basic skills/concepts in the module.

Sequencing the presentation of modules anu concepts to be learned is

also an important aspect of instructional planning. Several sequencing

principles are presented and discussed in the second inservice experience

in this module, while the first experience will focus exclusively on

developing instructional modules.

Cathy: A Case Study

Cath. 3 enrolled in the Ornamental horticulture program at an area

vocational center located in a suburb of a large midwestern city. Through-

out her junior and senior high school years she has continued to encounter

reading problems, even though she has been in the remedial reading program

since the fifth grade. This year she has developed a keen interest in

horticulture, and working with flowers in particular. During the first

quarter she and the other students conducted a series of experiments which

will give them an understanding of plant theory. Mr. Bergston, the

horticulture teacher, and Ms. oson, an instructor in the Learning Skills
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Lab at the Center, together developed an instructional module for each

experirent similar to the one presented in Form V.1.2(a) in Inservice

Experience V.1 in this module.

The first experiment, whichfis pregented in ,he example module,

focused on: recognizing the effect of temperature on germination and

growth. A number of performance objectives were identified which Cathy

and other learners were to have attained at the conclusion of the experi-

ment. The basic skills/concepts (such as measuring with a rule and

reading a thermometer) involved in each of the objectives were also

described. On the revers side of the module, a number of instructional

activities describing how the Horticulture and Learning Skillr, Lab

instruction were coordinated were listed. During the 15-day experirnt

Ms. Roson worked with Cathy on: (1) understanding the key technical

vocabulary terms such as "vermiculite" and "germination," (2) measuring

the heights of the plants, and (3) reading and recording the temperature

on the thermometers. As the experiment progressed, Ms. Roson and Mr..

Bergston talked frequently about the enthusiasm and intr;:rest Cathy was

exhibiting as a result of their team effort.

Matt: A Case Study )

Matt is 25 years old'and has never attended a public school-. Since

the age of five-he has lived in a state hospital for the severely handi-

capped. While his hearing and vision are impaired to some extent, he

has excellent finL iilotor coordination and manual dexterity.

L33
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Some time ago three of the staff members at the sheltered workshop in

che itate hospital where datt resides became interested in new training

techniques. Prior to this, Dick Atkin, one of the staff members, had been

in contact with the oimer of a small shop that :rens and services motorcycles

and other recreational vehicles. The owner noted that they frequently

,tcuniirlated a large supply of spark plugs that could be re-sold if they

were cle,ned and adjusted. After considerable discussion, and, a demonstra-

tion of the cleaning and adjusting process, the manager provided Dick with

several dozen used spark plugs and the tools and materials needed for

cleaning and adjusting them.

Dick and his two associates began thoroughly learning the task themselves

and searching for numerous, alternative ways in which it could be performed.

They eventually outlined a task procedure and several possible ways of

teaching it to Matt. The procedure which they developed is presented in

Form V.1.2(b) in Inservice Experience V.1. The procedure and task breakdown

is outlined cn the front of the form, while the instructional procedures

and materials used are outlined on the back.

This task, when taught by an.auto mechanics teacher to non-special
. ......

needs learners in a school setting, is generally considered quite simple.

-Dr Matt, however, the task had to be divided into and presented in much

smaller segments for learning to-occur. It took approximately 10 1/2

hours to train Matt to perform the task t criterion level. Criterion

leyel Tias defined as cleaning and adjusting 15 plugS per hour to the

manw:aeturer's ,3pecification. In the five four hour work days that

ollowed, Matt's production reached 659 .93, 106, 110, and 115 spark plugs

per day. During this period he earned $101.80.
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The ::rocess of detailed task analysis as demonstrated by Dick Atkin

and his colleagues has proven to be highly succesful in teaching and

training severely handicapped persons like Matt to perform vocational

tasks. Until recently, society has chosen to believe that there was

very little that severely handicapped people could.do. By choosing to

look for alternate ways of performing and teaching the task instead of

the limitations of the learne. , Dick Atkin and others have unCovered a

valuable and sizable manpower resource.

(caude: A Case StudyTh

Mr. Bingham, Ms. Logan, and Mr. Cattington have been planning and

coordinating Claude's cooperative education work experience this year.
9

Mr. Bingham teaches in the LearninglResource program at Addison High

School while Ms. Logan is a teacher-coordinator in the distributive

education (retailing) program. Jeff Cattington is one of the three

auto and power mechanics teachers at Addison, which is located in an

urban setting and attended by predominantly black and Spanish-speaking

students.

Ciaude is 18 and lives with his mother and five brothers and sisters

in a low income housing-apartment complex. At the beginning of the tenth

grade his reading and m7th achievement scores were 3-4 grade leyels below

those of his peerS. he was subsequently referred for reedial assistanoe

and as been in the Learning Resource program for 2 1/2 years.

In eptember Mr. Cattinton was able .o locte a part-time job for

Clhude in a neighborhood gas station. Ii addition to pumping gas and

working in the driveway, he has learned to change tires and replace

I 8 2
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exhaust systems. Recently, he has been working with the owner-mechanic,

learning how to use the electronic diagnosis scope. In more than six

months he has missed only four days of work and received two pay raises.

He currently makes $3.85 per hour.

Claude's mother feels he has excelled in.his school work primarily

because of the intense interest shown by his teachers,this year. When

(Jaude first went to work Ms. Logan and Mr. Bingham met frequently to .

plan a series of modules that were coordil,ated with his job activities..

One of the first modules was "Handling credit card transactions" [see

Form V.1.2(c)]. In this module Ms. Logan emphasized techniques for

operating the credit card machine, verifying credit, and greeting the

customer, while Mr. BingLam reinforced the math and writing skills involved

in filling out credit card receipts.

Later in the semester, the emphasis was directed toward job seeking

and maintenance skills such as filling out job applications, joining a

union, and applying for a social security number. The social security

modulo, which was developed by the team, is presented in Form V.1.2(d).

hle, Claude will have co: :leted all of the courses for graduation

except one. His grades and school attendance have improved considerably

this year. As soon as school is out he will go to work full-time at the

station and has assured everyone that he will enroll in the adult evening

program in the Fall to complete his graduation requirements.
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Goals

Condition: Given the responsibility to initiate and develop career-
oriented educational experiences for special needs learners,
upon completion of this module the inservice participant
will:

Performance
Competencies: 1. Develop a detailed instructional module which

will include:

a. performance objectives
b. basic skills/concepts
c. basic skill/concept content
d. instructional activities
e. instructional resource materials
f. progress monitoring system

2. Sequence instructional modules and concepts in
accordance with the needs of individual learners.

Inservice Expet.i.,mce Descriptions-

Two inservice experiences are included in this Module on instructional

(

planning. Each is described ingreater detail below.

InserviceExperience V.1:
DEVELOPI7:3 INSTRUCTIONAL NODULES

This inservice experience will describe the components and processesinvolved in developing an instructional module. In this experience you,
as a member of the instructilnal team of occupational and special educators,will work collectLvely In specifying objectives and planning !caching
techniques to be used. The outcome of this expe ience will be at least
one completed module for one or more special needs learners.

rvice Experience V.2:
SEUENCING INSTRUCTION

This Inservice experier w: ' . .:qunint you with a variety of specific
considerations which should be made when planning the sequence of instruc-
tion for one or more special needs learners. Condrations related to
overall sequencing of modules, as well as spcif:Ic considerations dealing
with the pre:,entation of concepts, skills, etc. within a module will be
discusseu. The product of this experience will be.a. priority sequence of
at least ten instructional modules for one or more special needs learners.
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laservice Lxp(:!rience Seiector

Following Consultation with the inservice director, I (we) have
decided to undertake and complete the Inservice Experience checked (i)
below for Module 5.

Inservice Experience V.1: Date:
Developing Instructional
Modules School:

Iuservice Experience V.2: Inservice Director:
Sequencing Instruction

Participant aame(s):

o1.(:)1



1,,S.RVICE EXPERIENCE V.1:

DEVELOPILIG INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES

The first phase of instructional planning involves developing instruc-

tional modules. As suggested earlier, an instructional module can also be

thought of as a lesson plan or a unit plan for teaching. Typically, an

instructional module will focus on one of the tasks listed in an inventory

of tasks for a career cluster (Module 4). A number of instructional

modules then will be included in a course or instructional program.

An instructional module for a special needs learner should include

the following:

1. Performance cbjectives

2. Basic skills/concepts

3. Basic skill/concept content

4. Instructional activities

5. Instructional resource materials

6. System for monitoring learner progress

The most important consideration when developing an instructional

module is the content of the module, rather than'the arrangement of head-

ings on the page. It ia essential that an instructional module for most

special needs learners enrolled in occupational and special education

programs include the six components listed above. A format for planning

which is functional and easy-to-use is also important in making efficient

use of time which occupational and special educators have for joint

planning. Form V.1.1 on page 191 presents an instructional module format

that has been field tested and adopted by a sizable number of occupational
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-dnd special educators. This is tot to suggest that all of thes :! teachers

and coordinators currently use the two-pa,te form exactly as it is presented

here. Some teachers have developed slightly different column or section

headings, and rearranged some of the sections on the sheet. However, the

consensus feeling among those who have developed and used this format is

that the form identifies the critical information needed to effectively

plan an educational experience for a special needs learner.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Instructional Abdule Format,
i.'orm V.1.1]

; Guidelines and Suggestions
_ -

The following sections will discuss each of the instructional module

components, examining the purpose and intended use of the information, and

listing several guidelines to follow in'writing that segmen of the module.

1. Four example modules are presented on the following pages
for reference purposes. The four examples, taken from the
case studies presented earlier, can be referred to for
clarification and illustrations throughout the guidelines
and suggestions which follow.

1iIE50b.z:CE MATERIALS: Example Instructional Nodules--
J2thj - Pecognizing the effects of temperature on

yerr.ination and plant growth, Form V.1.2(a)
"tz. - Clean and adjust spar;,: piugs, Form V.1.2(o)

- Handling credit cara' transactions, Form V.1.2(c)
Applying for a soilzi: security card, Form V.1.2(d)]

Cluster/Program. This heading at the top of the module (on
both sides of the sheer) should identify the cluster and/or
instructional program in which this instructional module
will be used. ::odule 4 focused on identifying clusters and
related instructional programs and should be used as a
reference in completing this section of the module.

I 8 7
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USTER/PROGR&M;

Trtsk:

Progress
upational Performance Objectives

tot;-; mterialav
) J

- -'.., ' ''''4

t;) cp:mmt, an2 requLa12 knviudge,

'77., ;c.,' ti1C leIrner W.: 11.:
7, p'. 1 0

't c Ci,

N, t7
. , 4

1

Learner:

Porn 41.1

_

Basic Skills/

concepts
Basic Skill/Concept Content Pro-

saess..

Z.

C 'rl Q

0 Ts1

4.s

E,

0

_....:

,
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.
Id. No.:

CLUSTU/PROGRAM:

Task:

OCCUPATIONAL INSTRUCTION BASIC SULL/CONCEPT INSTRECTION

Teacher Activites:

Learner 4ctivities:

Teacher Activities:

Ismer Activities:

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Nare/Title Media Source ilaneTi tie Media Source



Id.

CLUsTEA/PMGRAM; Ornamental horticulture

Recognizing the effects of temperature

Io,
Insk:

, on germination

Progress
Occupa;nal performance Objectives

Given the )leee6oarY tools, materials,
r4

equiPine°3 and requisite knooledge,

,t o the learlel,oazo
4.1

4i 61. Observe ti)e length of time for seeds to
;

gerMinilt at two temperatures

a. Obtain oaterials

b. Satrate verluienlite with water

c. 5014 five seeds in vermiculite
1/411 deeP

ec°rd dace of planting on tapeit
Oil the pot

while

Fla4:110irg P:theirnilinotrobo:x

, Record tliq rate of grnlith

3. geaq and record the temperature in

th room and hot
box

obstwe oen seeda
have germinated

cCptd
(14st appear

above vermiculite)
ge the date,

room temperature,
hut box temperature, and height

ea P
lant daily on a worksheet

c) ch

3 Scate3c1uSi0n regarding the effect
of terApetturc On germination

Form 11,1,2(a)

Basic Skills/

Concepts
......a..........-..,

Basic Skill/Concept Content Pro-

nress

ti t4 f)
Z '45

'li Z Z

0
Z t IQ

0

I

Record

information

Date of planting

Date of germination

,......-.--;

Read a

thermometer

To within plus or minus one';or two degree

Measurement Read a ruler to within plus or minus

1/16" accuracy

Generalization Plant in warmer environment

germinated and grew faster than plant

in the loom temperature environment

.....
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OCCUPATIONAL INSTRUCTION

,CLUSTER/PROGRAM: Ornamental Horticulture

Task: Recognizing the effects of teMperature

Teacher Activites:

Assist student in collecting materials and

preparing vermiculite

Plant seeds on a Friday so observation can

occur the following week.

Review and discuss purpose of experiment.

Ask student to describe the results of his/her

experiment to rlassmates

Learner Activities:

INSTRUCTIONAL

BASIC SKILL/CONCEPT INSTRUCTION

Teacher Activities:

Reinforce key terminology and spelling

Vermiculite Enviroament

Marigold see.ds Seedling

Saturate Thermometer

,Germination

have students measure and record heights of

various plants for practice exercise

Have student take and recortemperatures

outdoors and indoors for practice exercise

Learner Activities:

Water plants daily under supervision of teacher

(1/4 cup for '4" potted plant)

Measure temperatures daily and record

Measure plant height daily and record

RESOURCE 'MATERIALS

Name/Title Media Source

Vermiculite,in container

2 containers

Seeds (marigold)

Worksheet

Hot box

Two thermometers

Ruler

flame/Title

2 wooden markers

Nedia Source



CLUSTER/PROGRAM: Work Training

Taskt Clean.and adjilst spark plus.

.---------------------------

Progress
Occupational Performance Objectives

"

c)

Q

0

AMOMMIMMMIMMI.

Given the necessary tools, materials,

equipment, and requisite knoutedge,

the learner will:

I, . Pick up and place plug in edivent solution

ki ' 4J 2. Remove and place plug in plug holder jig

with bottom up

3. Wire brush until clean (use cleaned condi-

tion picture for comparison)

. Determine plug gap by using different

sized guages and placing them between

the gap until appropriate size is locate

a

A

. 0etermine whether plug gap is correct by

comparing guage size with the master

size on the poster attached to the

bench

. If necessary, close gap by tapping the

ground of the plug lightly with a soft-

face hammer unitl the gap guage is

moveable within the gap, but both the

electrode and ground are touching the

surface of the gap guage

. Remove plug from jig and place in

inspection basket

Learner.
'

Form V.1.2(b)

BaSic Shills/

Concepts
Basic Skill/Concept Content

1rPss

e
T.,

sl p.

cD ti

Finger dexterity Grasp and hold spark plug
ki 1:

Form discrimina.

tion

Recognize electrode (top) and ground

(bottom) ends of spark plug

Hand-eye

coordination

limber recogni-

tion

Drushing strokes

..025, .030, .035, .040 (sizes on the .

various guages)

Number recogni-

tion and

matching

Grasping

,

Match 3 digit numbers shown above with

those on a wall chart

hammer handle

Fine motor

coordination

Light tapping of hammer on metal

Manual dexterity

Touch Iliscrimina-

tion

Grasp and remove

Feeling the distances between metal

surfaces by placing a metal plug

between the surfaces

,

,



i(I 11C),;-, ',Leda IIU dUJUSG NparK plugs

.....--....--,.......

OCCUPATIONAL INSTRUCTION BASIC SKILL/CONCEPT INSTRUCTION

Teacher Activites:

Design and build a spark plug holding jig that will hold

plug in stationary, inverted position'

Provide individual demonstrations of each step in

procedure

Instructor places hands on learner's hands and manipulates

fingers for various steps

Drill the learner on recognition'of single numbers, then

multiple numbers
,

Continuous reinforcement

,

Learner Activities:

,

Teacher Activities:

Learner Activities:

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Media

0.-----....

Source

.

Name/Title Media Source Name/Title

Spark plug holding jig

Spark plug gap guage

Number charts

Wire brush

Spark blug cleaning solvent

Soft-face hammer



Id.. No,: 1 7

CLUSTER/PROGRAM:
Marketing and Distribution/Retailing

Task: Handle credit card'transactions

1

Progr s

.

Occupational Performance Objectives

'trz

o a

"

t t

o

Given the neoessarj tools, materials,

equipment, and requisite knooledge,

the learner will:

1. Identify and describe the information

required on a credit card transaction

a. product description

b. quantity

c. customer number

d, customer signature

e. cost

f. tax

2. Demonstrate the procedure for handling

credit card transactions

a, obtain card from customer

b. itemize purchases and tax on receipt

form

c, set cost digits on machine

d, place card in roller machine

e. place receipt in machine

f. roll head over card

g. remove receipt and card for purchaser

to siir. .

h, return:Card to,purchaser

1, place storecopy of receipt in

predetermined location

3. 'Describe and demonstrate the methods/

procedures for checking credit card

validity

a, check signature on card

b, check expiration date on card

c. call telephone number to verify

credit rating

,.

&earner:

Porn 11.1.2(c)

gill, OZ.'
-------''"------------'--,
Basic Skills/

Concepts
..---,....----........-----

Basic Skill/Concept Content

'ti 0

u
z

o
c...0

o

4nQ

(1)

Reading/reten*

,

Information commonly found on credit cardl4
2 r

tion sales receipts 'I-

Verbal communi.

cation

Orally describe the different sections

of the receipt

Verbal commun. Communicate with purchaser

Written'commun. Pill out a credit card receipt form

Record numbers Prom pump meter, cash register, or adding

machine

Addition Itemized purchases (gas, oil; parts, tax)

Multiplication Computing tax on purchases or reading tax

chart

Verbal coon. Commun icate with purchaser

General number

use

Read and interpret expiration dates on

credit cards (12/76)

Telephone

communicAtin

Request verification for specific credit

card (e.g., card no. 560 226 7)



Id. Uo.

OCCUPATIONAL INSTRUCTIO

CLUSTERMOORAfl: marketing and Distribution Retailing-

H.rask: handle credit card'transactions

BASIC1KILL/CONCEPT INSTRUCTION

Teacher-Activitesr

Designand orient 'students (in a small group). to a role

Tlaying Activity to teach them about sales trans-

actions involving-credit-cards
, , .

Learner Activities;

Role play credit sales purchase with classmates

Review illustrated pamphlets on "sales talk"

CoMplete Exercise 6 in workbook

Teacher 'Activities:

Discuss with retailing teacher the procedures and

content of the .task

Preview pamphlets and workbook exercise students

will use

Prepare a worksheet on identification of the sections

of a credit card sales form

Learner Actimties;

Practice filling-out a creditlales slip

Practice using credit card machine

INSTRUCTICIAL RESOURCE MATERIALS'

iTame/Titie Ne iia

".Basic Retail Credit"

"Customer Credit Series"

Workbook

Booklet

Source

U of Texas

Scholastic

Magazine

kme/Titte Nedia
0
Joura

Sample credit cards

Demonstration machine "L:nher
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Id. NO: 16

CLUSTER/PROGRAM: All clusters/Cooperative Work Experience

Task: Apply for a social security card

Progress
, Qccupational PerformanCe Ob'jectives

:z

'''

4;
2
P.,

N

EL

rta

Given the necev;ary background informa-
_ .

tiOn-and applibation forms)

the learner will:

1. Choose to:apply for a:social security

'card if he/she does not currently

posSess one.

2. Complete an application for Social

Security Number (or replacement if lost

card) by providing accurate and com-

plete information.

,

Fon V.1.2(d)

Learner:
chyle

Basic Skills/

Concepts

.

Basic Skill/Concept Content

I.MIMENNI

Pro

gress

rt e.+1

r.VJ QI C )

1 4

i

0

Form completion Full name, Name giVen.at birth,

Place of birth (city, county, state),

Age on last birthday, Mother's full name

at'birth, Father's full name, applied

before? Sex, color or race, Mailing

address, Date, Signature.

Accuracy Verify and double check information

provided

Written

communication

Print information clearly

Technical

vocabulary

Mother's maiden name

Previous federal applications for:

.social security number

railroad number

tax account number

Color or race

' white

Negro

other

Treasury Department, Internal Revenue

Service -



d, ,16.

CLUSTER/PROGRAM: All clusters/Cooperative'Work Experience

Task: Apply for a social seCurity card

OCCUPATION.At TCT BASIC SKILL/CONCEPT INSTRUCTION

Teacher Activites: Teacher Activities:

P*P4 th.e p0P0e-CIE flot.Ol-eq4t.ityl 4educted

from payoll6k, et in small groups

Organize a field tfii)'for 9111'14 group to the social

security adm1ui5tation of fices

Invite a coop.91°N to visit t4 class and discuss

hOw,social i.eooriy 'deductions are computed & sub-

mitte(to J.RS.

Arrange for class to fill out

Learner 1ivitio5:

application form.

Students fill Put °Niacin forrn5 using personal

information she?,

Student's cheo aac" other's cOmpkted forms.

Interview an eMploYq regarding social security

deductions,

Obtain or prepare several copies_of_Application for_

Social Security number form.

Develop role play situations where students has to:

1. request and complete a replacement application form

2. request and complete a request for change in

Social Security Records.

Have application form information brailled or translated

to primary language it needed.

Learner...Activities:

Have students list on paper all of the information required

on the application.

Practice stating information in the briefest form

(e.g., dates: 1/1/70.

Students check each other's information sheets.

Students take completedlorms to Post'Office and submit

individually, or in teams.

Practice printing required information clearly.

/NSTRD TIONAL RESOuRCE MATERIALS

llam/Titie Media Source ilame/Title Media

0

Application for Social Security Number Post Office

2 0 7



Learner Identification. The intractional mudulc, you are about
to develop is an individualized instruntional plan. Tnus, the
name of the special needs learner for whom this plan is being
developed. Should be placed in the blank in the upper richt
corner of the module.

To aid the instructional team in developing tnis module, the
learner analysis profile and learning prescription whic were
developed in Module 1 for this learner.S:lould be revieweu prior
to developing the module. It ill be helpful-to-kave these
documents available during the writing of this and subsequent
modules.

4. Task Title. As described in Module 4, the basis for occupa
tional curricula can be viewed as a cluster of occupations.
The specific competencies required for employment in one or
more of the occupations can be identified as "tasks." These
commonly performed, occupational tasks become the basic unit
for curriculum development. Each module then is focused on
one particular task which either familiarizes, or prepares
the learner for the occupations in which that task is performed.

At the top of the form on both sides, the cluster and task
from which it comes should be Clearly identified. These head
ings are similar to such designations as "course" and "unit
or lesson," which are commonly found in other instructional
plans.

A task is a general behavioral description of the performance
the learner will demonstrate when the instructional module has
been completed. As noted in Module 4, several different types
of task statements can be used. An example of each is provided
below:

Type of Task Statement Illustration

Job operation or duty Take puZse, respiration, and blood
pressure

Safe practices

Equipment, tools, & materials

Mathematical applications

Science application

Specification interpretations

Occupational terminology

.sOccupational information

Recognize safety color designations

Identify different grades Of plywood

Calculate revolUtions per minute-

Recognize physical principles asso-
ciated with torque

Interpret a Zubrication service manual

Recognize medical abbreviations

Locate-and use the want ads to
find work.

Mork habits and attitudes Dress appropriately for work

201



5.. At this _point you...should habe filled in'the cluster/Program...
title.). the learner's name, and the task title on:bothisides.
of the module forth. A blank form is included in front of the
self-,check evaluation section of this inservice-experience.

6. Occupational Performance Obiectives. A performance objective
is an observable, behavioral description of what-the learner
will be able to do at the 'completion of the instruction.

Performance objectives will specify-the iin'dividual behaviors
which, when collectively demonstrated, enable the learner
to perform the task. Usually included in a performance
objective are:

o the situation or conditions under which the
performance will be demonstrated

o a concise description of the performance

the criterion or level of successful per-
formance to be attained

Several examples of objectives and a general format for
developing performance objectiveS are presented in the
example modules. Specific criterion or performance levels
are not included in the objective itself, but.are incorporated
in the monitoring and evaluation system to be described
later. A general condition statement is provided at the top
of the column. More specific condition statements can be-
written for individual modules if necessary.

As suggested earlier.the tasks identified in the Career
Cluster Analysis (Experience No. IV.2, Module 4) should serve
as the task titles for each module. That is, for each task
that was identified in the Career Cluster.Analysis, an
instructional module should be developed. Performance
objectives for the module then should focus on the task
knowledges and task skills which were identified as the
major elements of the task in the Detailed Instructional
Analysis.

7. At thi,..point, you shouZd stop and Zist the specific occupational
perfbrmance objectives the learner wiZZ attain. The objectives
should represent the skiZZs and knowZedges needed toTerform
the task.

8. Basic Skills/Concepts. Once the task is identified and the
perforwance objectives stated, the basic skillS associated
with the task can be identified. The basic skills or concepts
are an extremely critical part of the instructional plan for
a special needs learner. They identify the basic competencies
or abilities that the learner will need in order to learn and/or
perform the task. Thus, they indicate areas of basic competency.
that need to be "developed," either during or before the instruc-
tional experience, in order for the learner to successfully
perform the task.
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Baeic Skillsas Prerequisite SkiZZs: In one sense basic skills
can be viewed as those skills which learners must have before
they can undertake the learning of a task. This view suggests
that certain developmental levels must be reached before
learners can be expected to successfully undertake and complete
A.earn,ing experiences which require higher levels of-ability.
-Certainly this is reasonable and logical in situations uhere
there'are gross differences between the developmental levels
in question. For example, it is obvious that auditory acuity
-(hearing) is a needed 'competency or basic prerequisite if one
expects to learn to take a patient's.blood pressure (given
the current medical technology for this procedure).

The problem with this notion of prerequisite competencies is
that, in most instances, it is extremely difficult to determine
which competencies are really prerequisite to learning a given
task or concept. General patterns of motor development,
socialization, and language development have been noted by child
psychologists and others who have studied human development.
Within any of these "general" patterns of development, however,
certain sequential stages may not occur in the same sequence nor
at the same age for all individuals. For example, some children
learn to walk at ten months )others walk at 16 or 20 months.

It is difficult to predict with precision exactly what level
of basic skill competency one needs to have attained in order
to successfu;ly learn a given task. Therefore, there is room
to suggest that if the prospective special needs learner has
attained certain minimal competencies which are important. for
task performance, that should be sufficient to permit the
learner to inieiate the instructional module. In all likelihood,
if the special needs 1..earner is recommended for placement in an
occupational program, the specialists and professionals who are
suggesting this placement can substantiate that he has attained
at least minimum levels of competence in the areas critical .to
vocational education.

Basic Skill Enhancement or Refinement: Basic skills and
concepts can also be viewed as abilities which are to be further
developed and refined through occupational experiences. Per-
ceptive teachers and coordinators will view occupational
instruction, such as "tuning-up a two-cycle gasoline engine,"
as an opportunity to also increase the learner's basic skill in
reading comprehension. It has been demonStrated in many
instances that many special needs learners have poor reading
comprehension, and they find.traditional methods of reading
instruction to be uninteresting. lf, however, a.learner is
enthusiastically involved in servicing a lawn mower engine, he
may be motivated to read when he realizes the information he
needs to complete his project must be obtained by reading and
comprehending accurately the information in a service manual.
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Categories of Basic Skills/Concepts: Form V.1.3 on the following
pages presents the Basic Skill and Concept Index., The Index is
divided into eight major areas of basic skills and concepts that
can be readily learned or reinforced through occupational instruc-
tion. Within the eight major areas, a total of 76 specific con-
ceptsand skillS are identified. Although the Index is extensive,
it is not necessarily complete. You may find it necessary to add
basic skills and concepts as you develop modules for your special
needs learners or_new occupational programs.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Basic SkiZZ and Concept
Index, Form V.1.3]

The Index is designed to be used as a reference or resource. Once
the occupational performance objectives have been specified, they
should be closely reviewed to determine the basic skills/concepts
required in each performance. As the objectives are reviewed,
certain skills and concepts will appear obvious. Measuring
distance and si::e can readily be seen as a basic skill for laying
carpet, for example. Other skills and concepts can be identified
by referring to the Index.

The specific skills and concepts for each objective should be
listed opposite the objective in the center column on the front
of the module form.

It is important to note that not all objectives will have basic
skills/concepts. For example, in the example module, "Apply for
a social security card," (Form V.1.2(d)) there are no basic
skills/concepts listed for the first objective which says the
learner will "choose to apply for 'social security card." This
objective emphasizes an attitude that.the instructional team
is attempting to convey. While affective (attitude) objectives
are highly important, they usually do not require basic skills/
concepts similar to those listed in the Index.

9 After having read Guideline No. 8 you shouZd now be ready to
list the basic skills/concepts for your moduZe. Remember,
review each objecti,)e closely for the basic skills/concepts
which are included, then write the name(s) of the basic
skill(s)/concept(s) opposite each objective in the center
column.

" 14.,
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Form V.1.3
(1 of 5)

BASIC SKILLS AND CONCEPTS INDEX

Major Areas of the Index

Maior Area Definition

Quantitative/Numerical Skills Involves the ability to count, record,
perform basic arithmetic processes,
measure and otherwise use or manipulate
numerical information.

Verbal Skills Involves the ability to communicate
in written and spoken forms.

Cognitive Skills

Perceptual Skills

Language Skills

Psychomotor/Physical Skills

Social Skills

OcCupational Interests
and Aptitudes

"L. 1. 2
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Involves the ability to follow instruc-
tions, remember, sequence information,
plan, organize, and make decisions.

Involves the ability to accurately
perceive colors, forms, space, sounds,
and odors.

Involves the ability to listen, under-
stand, and express oneself using
written and oral forms of language.

Involves the ability to coordinate
and perform physical movements.

Involves the ability to interact with
others and act independently in an
acceptable manner.

Involves the ability to determine one's
Occupatimial likes and dislikes and to
adjust to changing work situations.



WIC S.KILL'ANICONC.11 INDEX'

Area: Ouantitative/5mca1 S!'.i11t

01 Countin and Recording

02 Cardinal r,umbers.

, 03 Ordinal Number:,

04 AddiriziSubtraction

05 M:dtiplization/Divisinn

06 Measuremat

07 Coutal ::uur!aal naa

08 Itractien

39 Monq

10 Rozzl. ::mmera16

J. Ap?roximtion$

12 Configuration

1

.',dapted from: Ucenway, R.

CorVtOn00.

Editicn, Iashington D.C.:

ar4/T., No:T2c

numor.ioai iY:forTat'..en conracZy,

intervet;7, c%2 ',Tito:: cardinal 14 Spelling

nupers ur, to fnr

15Reeordins Information

13 Rez.din

intororctz, and x::e.1-ordinal

fpui

Perla= :Lrro/c addition ad md;tractiGn

...cor::utatiou =um:4y

itrforgs sirple rultiplication and

duiccn corputc,tiorc accurately

?erfo:',77.or in..1r1r2t,3 the folloing

rcci 2t1 :md accurately

n.

.b.

d. Ti73

e. rcTol=e-rwesure-hrig'..dity.

f.
(;. Electrical v.its

h.

i; Tooreen oia oar

Recoc..2 r;:6..3 .74 zip

codes, ocia: r,owit? ot:vot

addrcoca, ctn.

ReadF, idcr.n:J an:1 colzn fmc.

c.,

3coor...,,:r.cc cc= dc4Olatix: of

eoin and r524 c;;:nge

. amt.:tell/

R:a,d, i4tc:Tr:to, and oi to:. =mon

nva

1:$ti74tc: ad ;:a.e:33 height,

weicht, cr

Discririnates.dirnrenccs in shape, form,

te:ture, and

Area:. Verbal'FUs.

16 Ver'oal Com=ication

17 ilritten Comrunication

18 Match and Differentiate

19. Port Cc71ation

20 Teier,hou Communication

21 Accurgay

Pc:dz v,ith Corpnhension at he

Svh oth evel or cthsee

,14474 COUT4 Wora aCCUrately
1

kai4tlins accurlte record: of

perfomInce on ppodw:tion

Ucs Lord: effect',se:.2 2king

cr r.;,pading to sion:

.trttes a :Iris: of sontenecs on

a 2iva subjN:

Discr,i!Tinat:s acc4rati;:y 'atJedn

ar,2 sirtilar ch.!

T.midet. cr,liets on

oorrca a.2. ,x:4rity

card aIoliccrig.

to otrmi

Cho Ac4. nacuse.*, L'e sure

tat :::: pCP:0: CCaCtOiy

, et al Learner-Ro;:avicr-Tzk Tating :icale. Illinois State University, January, 1975; Reyno1do, ct al.,

Central Michigan University, 1,174; and U.S. De9artment of Labor..,DictiOnarv of Occratiolal Titles, Third

Covernment Printing pffia,
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22 Reteation

23 Sequencinl

24 Attenti7eless

25 .Plannin?,

26 Organization Approaches tro:;lers in a e!Istematic

27 Decision-making Sciccts fronemc:a alternatives

indencnently

28 Follow Verhal Instrations Und,rrstands .,:nativotionr; 38 Touch Discrimination

lre, o;:,1 ea

29 Follow '..iriten Instructioa.; !;14.%) inctruc:iona

as c6i,mniaated.:dj (:iiir1, safety 39 'Perceptual Information

labels, pPocedure lal...uais etc,

Area: Cognitive Skills

Perro critical infmtion such

Lar=, iccations, procedures, etc,

Processes information acnrately

for detormn;n:1 cn 7,rorliate

order or sequence for objects

('Doentmtes en 1 task and is not

easily listractei

?Ian ahead fbr comoletion of a

tqs;:

33 Auditory Discrimination

34 ?am Perception

35 Form Di4cri1inati3n

36 Space Pe:ception

30 Xechanl1., :,ptitude

31 'Perseverezu

32 Transfer

Derstratoo a ::nr;;;T: knowledge

of mchanical princies (a,g.

levors, inertia, r!,7tion, etc,)

Sees the task tlirou, to ocrrletion.

Um': inform.,*nj^c.:nefl from

. rrcoiously leaned sk:Is to a

new tack

37 Color Discrimination

40 Olfactory Discrivination

FM V11,3

(3 of 5)

Area: Perceptual Skills

Alkes fine .distinctions from

sound,cues, and..recognizes normal

andabi:ormal.sOunds.

Sees dtai1s ofobjects, craphs,

piotu:ies and can corilare 'difterence

in size ad shape

Recognizes differences 1,etween a

vzia* of fbrro (1;14, egsional),

solid ohapcs, sizes, and vatures.

Pacozes lb= and o.jato in their

sva,,ift:. relationship accurately,

Recoes prinarj colcro, sees

di",..v:.naes and :,,iri/arities beween

shcdk

r Octernes siU'j te5erature,

rreistuTo contut, or texture by

nano of touc%

Obtain: informion through sight,

shap, size, 6,:stance, T.otion, cotor,

and other unique characteristics

Differontiates a var!;ety of rells
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CO

41 listening

42 Grammar

....Area:language Skills..

Listens attentive/y and for the

,purpose of reMeMbering when others

are talking

43 Technical vocabulary

.44 Nonverbal expression

45 Generalizing

46 Classification

2.1g

Uses anpropriate prnatical

evessions in scntoloc for,m,

Reco;,nizes and corprehends technival

vocabulary words at a level sufficient

for educational and social omnication

Reacts ro voice too, inflection,

facial eqresson, c::oice of words,

and gestures, and recognizes emotions

and feeling:.

PATA conclusion: ma!'e;! accurate

assrtions fro-, recq.tive Language

Clasoi!ies rganingful langLage

symbols, e.g, prinicipal and

bosses are authorities

Fori 11.1.3

(4 of 5)

Area Psychomotor/Physical Skint

47 Physical strength
.

,

Uscs pylon/ strength to lift, can
(check the appropriate

push, or pUll objects in a variety of
level)

48 Hand-eye Coordination

49 Eye-hand-foot Coordination

50 Bi-nanual CoOrdination

.51 Manual !exterity

52 Reaching, Grasping.

53 Finger. dexterity

54 Mobility

55 Equilibrium

56 Kneeling, Climbing, Crawling

Work situations:

a, Sedenti2r.,) WOA (irstly sitting

and required to lif: a minim

of 10 poulds)

b. Light work (considerable standing

or walk cr work movements while

sitting and required to 10 lep

to 20 voundS)

c. ,'4odium work (rany IJor movements

while sitting a,:d rquired to

lift up to 0 no:cds)

d, &Ivy yors; (rluired to lift up

to 120 C6AdJ and/or carry up to

80 po4nds)

e. You heavy work (required to lift

over 100 pounds)

Coordinates movements of oyes and hands,

and finm,rs pdif -rd

Coordinates feet and hands in response

to visual or auditory Oues,

Coordinate: the Ms of 1.oth hands

efficl:ently

Ibves .:nd coordinates h.rds with skill

and ease in placing an-1 tuminrj

r.otions; uses mon haul tools.

Reaeha and graoTz Objects, adequately

using. upper Jzmnutics,

2,nirulates sYall objec:s with fIngus

rapidly and accurately

Us or 7023 to appropriatelocatilna

with Uttie Or no problcm.

Paint4ins c?4i2i!,r:o.,m to prevent

falling or scr.1,ling whv, u:lking,

star.ding, /wing or cnuching

Demonstrates good :.se of lower

e:tremeties and 1...ody muscle:

in body =anent

) C



Area: Social Skills

37 Sccial acceptance

53 Sociability

39 Sensitivity

60 Social invisibility

61 Cocperativeness

62 Appro.priate behavior

.63 Character

N 64 Punctuality

.C)

4D

65 Se1f7initiation

66 RespOnsibility

67 Attentiveness

68 Conformity

69 Seeks r,elp

70 ' Distractibility

71 Loyalty

72 Appearkce

73. Absenceof supervision .

74 Safety

2 9

Likes and is sought out by peers

Forticpates actively in group

actiuitics; oeeko out friends

E..mmuces fecl..ings of wart% toJard

ot:lers; io =WA.. to. ;Celina:, and

70eds of c'thers

erd in with groups and acties

000thly; behavior appropriate

to the eircrotances

Ccoperaes with Nero and others for

thc accomplishment :f a gro'.? took

DoeS nct.exhibit inappropriate 6estures, , .

vorbalisationo, actions, mannerisms, etc.....

).

f:onsiderea aerienaaNe by peers and Otners.

Is Or. 'ire rcyuiari'for activit!,es and

cvcnto; accoptslesponsibility for tardiness

Inates work cn, cask promptly and with-

out being directec,l, to

I'm= and carries out tasks in a

responci:;1? manner

Listens ta4irections;follows instructions;

,attendo to task ai.rquired

Accept: mite: and replations whether or not

he/she alms oith them

Repests assistance from others and/or peers

when encountering difficutty

Ste!,e on tatk when onkcrs are nearby..or

aftei expericncinr, non-work related prob:tems.

never or.r:raiy corlaine-about peers,

tcachers,..others,. OP .tdsks

Dresses appropmatc_to the situation;

wel grooaed

Works at a consistent rate when umpervised;

works wolli)ithous direct, continious supervision

.Deaorstratc s. a zonem for andakes appropriate"'

'action to:. maintain safe conditions
.

For? V.1.3

(5 of 5)

Arca: Occunationalinterests and A7titudes

75 Work adjustrent capability

76 Occupational interests

Adjusts to and perivas taJk:

mder thc pllowiq conditions:

,; . , .
a. frequent 04VVe.ln..cutes

b. assinment ofspeo0c. tasks

which seldom req%i:e independent

astlon or .;;onv

c. workintz (2.,ern:Psn others

d. stmesful, unoapected or risk

taking Situations

e. making jud(yaents:and.decisions

on subjectivacritcrio, e.g..

feeling, coM7on.sense.

phreaftm invo!vcrent in activities.

a. Involve thinss and 6;jects

b. Are ro:4tincand Sourote

.c.-In.Jolve-peop4,aniirter-personal-

co?..nnica..ion

d. ls ocientific,er teer.nical

c. , Arc aistract or creative in nature'

f: Involve processes-and a:chines

g. Result in tangible, productive

. satisfaction



.10. Basic Skill/Concept Content. The third major component of the
module outlines the specific instructional content which is
related to the basic skills/concepts that have been specified.
This section of the module will identify specifically those
things that the special or basic education instructor can
directly focus on when providing supportive instruction.

The best way to describe this section of the module is to dis-
'cuss an example. Form V.1.3(c) (page 197-198), which is 9ne
of the example modules developed for Claude, focuses on the
task of "handling credit card transactions." The final per-
formance objective requires the basic'skills of numerical use
and telephone communciation in order to verify credit ratings.
In the Basic Skill/Concept Content column the specific numerical
and telephone skills for this task are clearly identified. In
order for the supportive teacher to remediate the basic skills
and concepts, It is necessary for additional information (such
as knowing that the learner must interpret calendar dates in
numerical form) be provided.

Identifying the specific content for the basic skills/concepts
helps the instructional team become fully aware of the scope
and nature of the task. This leads to a clearer understanding
of what the occupational task actually involves, and provides
some meaningful, relatable content for all members of the
instructional team to teach.

As a rule, if a basic skill/concept is identified for a given
occupational performance objective, there should be at least
one phrase or statement which provides specific instructional
content for teaching or remediating the basic skill/concept.

11. You should now refer back to the instructional moduZe which you
are developing and list the basic skill/concept content for each
basic skill/concept.

12. Instructional Activities. .Now we are ready to examine the back
or reverse side of ,the mdoule format. Instructional activities
represent the major component of the Instructional module format
on this side. An instrutional activity, as the term wiZZ be
used, here, describes the learner and teacher activities which
will be used in conveying the instructional content outlined by
the performance objectives and basic skilZ/concept content.

The teacher and learner activities which. focus on the occupational.
instruction (performance .objecti3iies),aredentified on the left
side of the form, while the.teacher and leaxner activities
focusing on the basic skill/concept content are listed on the
right side of the form. These teacher and learner activities
describe the iaturaction which will occur during instruction
between the teachers, learner, other learners, and instructional
media and materials.
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Thu instructional activity outlines a varietj of learning events
which might be appropriate for the special needs learner and
his occupational and special education teachers. It is important
that special-and occupational personnel be collectively involved
in selecting and planning the instructional. activities. Special
educators can .provide numerous trips and suggestions for teaching
the special needs learner which occupational.edncators will find
helpful when implementing specific instructional actiyities.

Types of Instructional Activities: This inservice module has
pointed out the vast individual differences that special needs
learners exhibit. They vary tremendously in the nature of their
learning characteristics and learning styles. Therefore, one of
the basic principles in designing instructional actiivities is to
utilize activities and methods which are multi-sensory. A

battery of different multi-sensory techniques should be used to
take advantage of individually-unique learning styles.

Effective teachers use an arsenal of different instructional
activities which employ the multi-media, multi-sensory approach
to learning. Johnson and Johnson (1970) have identified 25
general types of instructional methods or teacher/learner
activities. Form V.1.4 on the following page lists and provides
a brief description of each of these methods as they are referred
to by Johnson and Johnson.

[RESOURCE MATERIALS: General Methods of Instruction,
Form V.1.41

This list of general instructional methods can be used as a
reference or resource in selecting activities for individual
students. When an instructional activity is sel,ected, however,
it must be tailored to both the instructional content and the
learner. In order to do this, short descriptive statements
have to be written describing the specific teacher-learner-media
instructional involvements.

You will note that the activity statements do not spell out a
specific step-by-step procedure.for instruction. The instructional
activity statements which are developed should be viewed as ten-
tative, suggested teaching strategies. It is of primary importance
that several different activities li)e planned, and that selection
and actual use of one or more of these activities will depend
upon: (1) the interest or motivation of the learner, and (2)
various situational constraints, such as the availability of
instructional materials, etc.

Numerous types of instructional activities which are appropriate
for special needs learners can be found in the example modules
which were presented earlier.
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GENERAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Comparative Analysis A thought process, structured by the teacher,
employing the description, classification, and analysis of more than one
system, group, or the hke so as to ascertain and evaluate similarities
and differences.

Conjerence - A onetoone interaction between teacher and learner
where the individual's needs and problems can be dealt with. Diagnosis,
evaluation, and prescription may all be involved.

Demonstration .An activity in which the teacher or another person
uses examples, experiments, and/or other actual perforrnance to illus
trate a principk or show others how to do something.

Diagnosis The continuous determination of the nature of learning
difficuities and deficiencies, used in teaching as a basis for the selection

day_ by day or .moment by moment of appropriate content and
methods of instructiolt.

Directed Obwrvation Guided observation provided for the purpose of
improving the study, understanding, and evaluation of that which is
observed.

Discussion An activity in which pupils, under teacher and/or pupil
direction, exchange points of view concerning a topic, question, or
problem to arrive at a decision or conclusion.

Drill -- An orderly, repetitive learning activity intended to help develop
or fix a specific skill or aspect of knowledge.

Experimentation An activity involving a planned procedure accom
panied by control of conditions and/or controlled variation of condi
tions together with obsenation of results for the purpose of discovering
relationships and evaluathig the reasonableness of a specific hypothesis.

Field Experwnce Educational work experience, sometimes fully paid,
acquired by pupils in a practical service situation.

Field Trip An educational trip to places where pupils can study the
content or instruction directly in its functional setting, e.g., factory,
newspaper office, or fire department.

Group Work A process in which members of the class, working coop
eratively rather than individually, formulate and work toward common
objectives under the guidance of one or more leaders.

Laboratory Experience Learning activities carried on by pupils in a
laboratory designed for individual or group study of a particular subject-
matter arca, involving the practical application of theory through obser-
vation. experimentation, and research, or, in the case of foreign language
instruction, involving learning through demonstration, drill, and prac
tice. This applies also to the study of art and music although such
activity in this instance may be referred to as a studio experience.
1Johnson, S.R. and Johnson, R.B. , Developing
Individualized Instructional Material.
Palo Alto, Calif.: Westinghouse, 1970.
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Lecture An activity in which the teacher gives an oral presentation c
facts or principles, the class frequently being responsible for note
taking. This activity usually involves little or no pupil participation b:
questionin2 or discussion.

Manipulative and Tactile Activity Activity by which pupils utilL
the movement of various muscles and the sense of touch to develo
manipulative and/or perceptual skills,

Modeling and Imitation An activity frequently used for instructio:
in speech, in which the pupils listen to and observe a model as a bas:
upon which to practice and improve their performance.

Problem-Solving A thought process structured by the teacher an,
employed by the pupils for clearly defining a problem, forming hypo
thetical solutions, and possibly testing the hypothesis.

Programmed Instruction Instruction utilizing a workbook or mechar
ical and/or electronic device which has been "programmed" to hel:
pupils attain a specified level of performance by (a) providing instruc-
tion in small steps, (b) asking one or more questions kout each step 1:
the instruction and providing instant knowledge of whether each answe:
is right or wrong, and (c) enabling pupils to progress at their own pace

Project A signifi:int, practical unit of activity having educational
value, aimed at 07.: or more definite goals of understanding and
involving the invest:go:ion and solution.of problems.

Reading Gathering information from books.. periddicak. encyclo-
pedias, and other p:ed sources of information, includinc oral reading
and iilent reading

Recitation Activ:::es devoted to reporting to a class or other group
about information z.:;aired through individual study or group work.

RolePlay An ac::*.ity in which students and/or teacher take on the
behavior of a t.ypothetical or real personality in order to solve a prob
lem and gain insight Lizo a situation.

Seminar An activity in which a group of pupils; engag.ed in research
or advanced study, meets under the general direction of one or more
staff members for a discussion of probkms of mutual interest.

Sensitivity Training An activity in which a group and a trainer meet
to selfconsciously examine their immediate fedings and perceptions
about themselves and each other in order to gain skill in authentic
communication, leadership. behavioral flexibility, or social sensiriwy.

Shopwork An activity emphasizing skill devdopment through experi
ence in woodwork, metal work, or other industrial processes and
procedures..

Skill Practice Session All activity in which pupils have opportuEity
to put into practice those skills arid understandings previously learned
through other instructional activities.



Special Teaching Activities/Techniques: In recent years a
number cf special instructional techniques have emerged in the
field of special education which are extremely helpful n out-
lining instructional activities. The strategies, techniques,
and procedures listed in Form V.1.5 are abstracted from Smith's
(1974) text on clinical teaching and are most appropriate for
learners who might be traditionally classed as mildly retarded,
emotionally disturbed., or learning disabled.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Special Teaching Activities
and Techniques, Form V.1.5]

13. After reviewing the suggested instructional methods and techniques
presented in Forms V.1.4 and V.1.5, you should now be ready to
Zist the instructionaZ activities to be used in your module.
If possible, both the occupationaZ and speciaZ or basic educa-
tion teachers should bevope.eatively involved in listing the
instructionaZ activities.

14. Instructional Resource Materials. It is extremely difficult to
consider the selection and use of instructional materials
separate and apart from the instructional activities. At times,
the availability ef certain materials will dictate the selection
of a particular activity. More often, however, the selection
of a particular activity will imply the use of certain instruc-
tional materials.

The instructional resource materials section of the module is
designed to-identify the instructional materials which will be
needed to implement the suggested instructional activities.
Three items of information-are required in identifying the
instructional resource materials: title/name of the material,
the media (i.e., film loop, transparency, etc.), and the source
reference which describes where the materials can be obtained.

A variety of different types of instructional media will be
required in implementing different instructional activities.
Here again, the emphasis is on selecting and using instructional
materials of differing types. Form V.1.6 lists several different
types of instructional materials of media, and identifies'the
sensory modes which each materials/media utilizes. With most
special needs learners who are integrated into regular school
programs at the secondary level, experience has shown that those
media which utilize multi-sensory learning modes generally tend
to be the most effective.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Types of Instructional
Media/Materials, Form V.1.6]

2 2 4
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Most of the instructional resource materials taat are identified
will be used by the learner(s). Since many of these instructional
material's will come from the field of occupational education it is
important that they be carefully reviewed by both-the occupational
and special education teachers to examine their appropriateness
for special needs learners. In many instances, the emphasis will
be placed on using materials which communicate very basic concepts
at a level which the learner can readily comprehend. Care should
be taken to select only instructional materials that are available
such as the FOG Index for determining reading level. Inservice
Experience VI.1 in the next module describes the use of the FOG
Index and general considerations for evaluating instructional
materials.

As occupational and special teachers collectively plan the instruc
tional strategies and materials to be used, an interesting inter
action takes place. As the planning discussions continue, the
special/basic education teacher or remediation specialist begins
to learn more and more about the nature of the task which the
stUdent is or will be learning. This happens as a natural out
growth of the occupational teacher's explanation and descrip
tion of how he/she teaches the task, and the materials he/she
generally uses. As this interaction continues, the special or
basic education teacher can begin to identify, and further refine
the basic'skills/concepts needed to perform the task. Through
reviewing the occupational materials and planning discussions
with the occupational teacher, the special or basic education
teacher can readily identify the basic competencies and concepts
which he/she can teach and meaningfully relate to the occupa
tional instruction the learner will be receiving.

Sources of Instructional Materials: Recently, publishers and
teachers have begun to develop vocational materials for special
needs learners. Listed below are three directories which should
be consulted to locate instructional materials in a wide variety
of vocational program areas.

o Vocational Instructional Materials for Students with Special Needs
by D. C. Towne and S. Wallace
Available from: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

700 Lindsay Building
710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

o Vocational Education Resource Materials for Special Education
by a. h. Lambert, L. W. Tindall, and others
Available from: Center for Studies in VocationalTechnical Education

University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

J Learninr; Resource Directory
by Westinghouse Corporation
Available from: Local libraries and instructional materials

centers
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Porto V. 1 . 5

SPECIAL TEACHING ACTIVITIES AND TECHNIQUES

A. Reinforcement of Desired Behavior - providing immediate and appropriate rein-
forcement following a behavior that is to be increased or strengthened.

9 Use a token system, punch card, or green-stamp system to provide
an on-going reward/reinforcement system

When teaching new skills, reinforce the learner!s correct response
on every occasion.

Reinforce reasonable degrees of progress toward the final goal.

To eliminate undesirable behaviors, competing or incompatible
behaviors must be found and introduced. As these contending
behaviors occur, the positive one(s) should be heavily reinforced.

o Certain behaviors can be changed simply by removing certain
negative conditions or inhibitors. It is important to.be aware
of these factors and remove the ones necessary to expand and
strengthen desired behaviors.

After a behavior has become established, changing the reinforce-
ment from a regular to variable-ratio schedule will assure its
stability.

B. Exercise - opportunities to repeat and practice experiences in a variety
of ways.

C. Distributed Practice practice in learning concepts and most other material
should be spread out, or varied according to the characteristics of each
student as well as the nature of the material.

D. Active Participation - active involvement in a task readily facilitates
learning, and has several advantages:

(1) it focuses the learner's attention on the task at hand,

(2) it fosters greater efficiency in learning,

(3) it provides a dynamic source of feedback, and

(4) it gives more opportunities for meaningful reinforcements
for desired behavior.

E. Overlearning - practicing a task beyond the point of initial mastery.
Improvement in learning, retention, transfer, and relearning will be
facilitated by overlearning.

F. Stressing Accuracy stressing accuracy instead of speed will reduce the
chance of learners practicing errors. This is especially important in
learning of new material and basic concept formation.

G. Minimal Change - shifts in concepts and instructional content focus should
be as 'minimal as possible. Retention and continuity of generalization can
be maintained if the progressive steps are small and blended together well.

H. Utilizing the Learner's Strengths - it is important to utilize the learner's
strengths (e.g., manipulative skills)'to enhance development of weaker
areas (e.g., quantitative reasoning).
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TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA/MATERIALS1

MEDIA PROBABLE LEARNING SENSATIONS

Demonstration with real objects/materials

3-0 models - mockups

Games - Simulators

Sound/Slide Programs

Filmstrip - Cassette/Record

TV - Broadcast, Closed Circuit

Video and/or Audio Recorder

Film, 16m - BW/Color, Sound

Film loop, 8mm

Filmstrip

Slides

Overhead transparencies

Books, magazines, texts, booklets

Pamphlets, brochures, manuals, workbooks

Newspapers, cartoons

2-0 Displays, charts, graphs, posters

Drawings, photographs, schematics, maps

Opaque projectuals

Telephone, intercom

Other, specify

Form V. 1. 6

Vis. Aud. Tac. Kin. Ole. Sav.

x x x x

x x x x x x

x x x x x x

x

x

x

,

x
.....,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lteynolds, M.L. et al. Occupational Cluster Guides.
Mt. Pleasant: Vocational Education/Special Education
Project, Central Michigan University, 1973.
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15. As the final step in developing your instructional module, should
now be ready to list the instructional materials you plan to use.
Keep in mind the guidelines and suggestions listed above as you
proceed.

16. Learner Progress Columns. The final component needed in the
instructional module is a means for keeping track of how
individual learners do in learning the task. Some mechanism is
necessary whereby the occupational and special education members
of the instructional team can monitor the learner's progress
toward attainment of the performance objectives and basic skills
in the module.

Module 1 emphasized the need for continuous re-evaluation of the
learner's achievement as well as various aspects of development.
Emphasis has also placed upon developing performance objectives
which would describe in observable, measurable terms what the
learner would be able to do. Both of these concerns can be
easily incorporated in the instructional module we have been
building.

Please refer to the example modules or the blank module fcrm
which you have been filling in. You will notice there are two
narrow columns marked "progress" on opposite ends of the front
side of the form. A four-column format is used on the left
side for the occupational performance objectives, while a three
column arrangement is provided on the right for the basic skill/
concept content. As the learner moves toward attaining the
performance objectives and basic skills, teachers can monitor
his/her progress by placing checks or dots in the appropriate
columns.

Although three and four progress levels are used on the module
format presented here fewer labels could be used if the form
were modified. Different lables for the levels could also__
be developed to suit the instructor's preference.

The levels of progress should be described in behavioral terms
elsewhere. As shown in Form V.1.7, the labels should provide a
qualitative or quantitative indication of how well the objective
or basic skill was attained. This operational definition of
each of the levels is important for communicating among instruc-
tional staff.and with parents and employers regarding the learner's
progress.

(RESOURCE MATERIAL: Larner Progress Level
Descriptoro, Form V.1.7)

A Progress Monitoring System: Finally, it should be pointed out
that the learner progress monitoring columns are part of a
progress monitoring system that is further described in other
modules. You will recall that Module I presented and discussed
the Learner Analysis Profile which assessed the learner's basic
skills in several areas, such as verbal skills and quantitative
skills. The progress information describing the learner's
attainment of the basic skills/concepts should be used to
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revise and update the Learner Analysis Profile on a renular
basis.

Techniques for compiling and reporting the learner's progress
for several modules will be described in Module 7 which
follows. In Module 7 the development of a Learner Performance
Record which compiles data from the monitoring columns of
the instructional module, is outlined. The Performance
Record is u.sed to communicate pertinent information to parents,
employers', and future teachers describing what the student has
learned to date.
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Form V.1.7

LEARNER PROGRESS LEVEL DESCRIPTORS

Occupational Performance

Introduced - the student/Zearner has become acquainted with
the generaZ task, as weZZ as its function and/or purpose
through previous experiences or instruction. However,
the learner has not yet begun to deveZop or demonstrate
any significant, recognizable competency in performing
the task.

Involved - the student/learner has begun to deveZop and/or
demonstrate minimaZ competence in perfbrming a few
seZected parts (subskiZZs) of the task.

Productive - the student/Zearner has deveZoped and/or
demonstrates a minimal ZeveZ of competence in performing
severaZ parts (subskiZZs) of the task. The student/
learner wouZd be empZoyable in speciaZized, entry ZeveZ
occupations requiring onZy minimaZ skiZZs.

Einployable - the student/learner has deveZoped and/or
demonstrates a ZeveZ of competency which wouZd make
him/her employable in a normaZ, competitive work setting.

Basic Skills/Concepts Content

Introduced - the student/Zearner has become acquainted with
the basic skill or concept through previous experience
and/or instruction.

DeveZoping - the student/Zearner has demonstrated some
capacity to perform the basic skiZZ, and/or interpret
and appZy the basic concept.

Competent - the student/learner is capable of accurateZy and
repeatedZy performing the basic skiZZ, or intrpreting and
appZying the basic concept.

`) 0
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Progress

CLUSTER/PROGRAM:

Task:

Occupational PerformanCe Objectives

Given the necessary tools, materials,

equipment; and requisite knowledge,

the learner will:

T,4

Learner:

Form V.1,2

t?eproduction Master

Basic Skills/

Concepts
Basic Skill/Concept Content 'ro.7

Iress

t.
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CLOSTLR/PROGRAM:

14 no.: Task:

OCCUPATIONAL INSTRUCTION. BASIC SKILL/CONCEPT INSTRUCTION

Teacher Activites:

Learner Activities:

Teacher Activities:

Learner Activities:

Name/Title

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

Media Source Name/Title Media Source



Self-Evaluation Checklist

Inservice Experience V.1: Developing Instructional Modules

Directions: Rate each of your completed instructional moduZes (Form V.2.2)
against each of the following items by circling the appropriate number in the
three-point scale, or checking (V) the appropriate bZank. Upon completion
of the checklist, you will want to expand or revise your moduZes as sug-
gested by the evaluation. All responses shouZd be "yes" or "3".

1. Career cluster specified yes no

2. Instructional program specified yes no

3. Name of learner identified yes no

4. All module components completed yes no

5. Task is not stated in
performance terms

6. Performance objectives are
not observable or measurable

7. Performance objectives are 1

overly specific

2 3 A behavioral or performance
"task" statement is provided

8. All basic skills/concepts 1 2

are not identified for the
appropriate objectives

9. Basic skill/concept content 1

is only superficially
identified

10. Basic skill/concept content
is limited to one area (e.g.,
math skills)

11. Instructional activities
reflect only a single method
of instruction

12. Special teaching techniques
are not mentioned

13. Instructional materials
involve single media approach
(e.g., reading only)

1

3 Performance objectives are
observable, measurable

3 Performance objectives are
too general, broad

Basic skills/concepts are
identified for each appro-
priate objective

2 3 Basic skill/concept content
is specific and comprehen-
sive

2
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3 Basic skill/concept content
covers several areas (e.g.,
language, math, etc.)

Instructional activities
are mUlti-media in nature

Specialized teaching techniques
(e.g., overlearning) are
incorporated in the instruc-
tional activities

The listed instructional
materials are multi-media
and multi-sensory



Comments:

Suggestions for Modification of the Instructional Module:



INSERVICE L;APERIENCE V.2:

SEQUENCING INSTRUCTION

Learning occurs over time. The sequence of events through which

learning occurs is "planned" in most educational programs. In some

instances, however, the instructional planner may not always consider or

analyze alternative sequences for providing instruction. Often the

sequence of instruction is established from the teacher's previous experience

in teaching the course or a particular unit. These previous experiences

may or may not reflect several critical principles of sequencing instruc

tion for special needs learners, nor are they likely to reflect a "variety

of different sequences" which may be necessary in instructing selected

special needs learners.

The problem of sequencing instruction can be defined at two levels.

The initial problem is determining which general .sequence of tasks

(instructional modules) included in the course is most appropriate and

effective. Once this question is resolved, the question of how shall

the component skills in each module be presented must be addressed. This

inservice experience will focus, for the mcst part, on the first problem,

that of sequencing modules or units of instruction. However, many of the

principles of instructional sequencing will also apply to the sequencing

of subordinate or component skills within the module.

_

Guidelines and Suggestions __,)

The following general principles for sequencing of occupational

instruction modules are presented by Mager and Beach (1967), and serve

as an excellent framework for considering sequencing problems. Depending
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upon the specific learning styles of selected special needs learners, certain

of these principles may be more important than others.

After reading this set of guidelines you will be asked to identify a

series of sequences you would consider in teaching several different modules.

1. Interest Sequencing: Motivation for learning is a fundamental
problem for many disadvantaged and handicapped learners. Thus,
one of the basic sequencing principles involves selecting
instructional modules the learner is highly interested in when
beginning instruction. The most efficient, and.often the most
effective, means of determining a learner's interests prior to
instruction is to hold a series of short, informal discussions
with the learner and/or the parents. Sequencing of instruction
based specifically on learner interests is essential until the
learner begins to realize. the "spin-off" tasks, conceptS; and
skills which are related in some manner to his major occupational
or.vocational interest. Once a learner's awareness and interest
have broadened to include the related areas of the course, it
is appropriate to consider other criteria for sequencing instruc-
tion. The following is a brief case study describing how the
interest sequencing principle is used.

Illustration: Jami.e approached his welding teacher on the first .

day of class expriSsing'his urgent need to repair the kickstand
on his motorcycle. That afternoon during his planning period
the welding teacher and Jamie met in the Zab. In 20 minutes,
the instructor used the crack in the kickstand bracket to intro-
duce Jamie to the basic principles of arc welding, certain
safety precautions, and seveiial other concepts by repairing the
bracket with Jamie's close supervision. By capitalizing on
Jamie's immediate and intense interest, the instructor was Zater
able to ,introduce Jamie td a variety of skiZZs reZated to arc
welding, many of which also encouraged him to improve his reading
and writing skills.

2. Logical Sequencing: In certain instances the nature of the sub-
ject matter will dictate that one instructional module be taught
before another. For example; one must be able to read a
thermometer prior to charting a patient's temperature. However,
the decision as to which tasks or concepts are absolutely pre-
requisite to others is seldom that simple. Generally, there is
not nearly as much reason for logical sequencing as most teachers
would like to believe. It should be realized that an individual
does not necessarily have to understand the thermo-physical
principles of arc welding before he/she can repair a bracket;
nor does one have to be able to add three column numbers manually
before he can compute a billing if a calculator is used.

n
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Illustration: Tasks that involve trouble-shooting or identifica-
tion and diagnosis of service problems are usually taught by
ZogicaZ sequencing. Jan; a physical handicapped student, was
attempting to follow the basic trouble-shooting procedure out-
Zined in a programmed instructional text fbr her introductory
eZectronics course. The suggested procedure was based on
inductive Zogic. That is, she was attempting to Zocate problems
in the branches of individual circuits befbre testing each of
the major circuits. Her instructor recommended that she use
the alternative trouble-shooting procedure based on deductive
logic which was more appropriate to the task of locating a bad
component in a complex circuit board. This procedure enabled
her to "narrow down" the Zocation of the bad component by testing
the major circuits first.

3. SkiZZ Sequencing: Sequencing instructional units in a skill
development pattern is more appropriate for vocational programs
than practical arts programs. Skill sequencing has been utilized
extensively in programs where singular career ladders have been
viewed as the primary structure for instruction. It is especially
important in short-term training programs that the person be
trained for entry-level employment (e.g., auto mechanic helper)
before additional instruction or training enabling him to be
employable as an auto mechanic is provided.

4. Frequency Sequencing: Frequency sequencing is a principle which
is highly consistent with the concept of career cluster analysis
which was presented in Sodule 4. You will remember that the
cluster analysis approach suggests that those tasks which are
common to several occupations in the cluster should be the
initial focus of the instruction. Similarly, the frequency
sequencing principle suggests that those skills which are used
most frequently on the job should be taught first. The modules
which follow are then sequenced in order of decreasing usefulness
or importance. Here again, if the training period is short, the
learner will at least have those skills which he will use most
frequently on the job. For example, in most service stations
pumping gas is more important for a service station attendant
than being able to repair three-speed transmissions.

5. Graduated Sequencing: There are a number-of simple considerations
related to graduate sequencing which have been noted by developers
of programmed instructional materials. Johnson and Johnson (1970)
haVe identified seven commonly used graduated sequences:

1. Simple to complex
2. Facts of generalizations
3. Concrete to abstract
4. Practical to theoretical
5. Meaningful to unknown
6. Past to present
7. Present to future
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Illustration: Helen was about to open a checking account because
she had just received her first check from the schooZ district
for working as an assistant in afternoon kindergarten cZass.
Ms. Jenkins, her learning resource room teacher, saw this as an
opportunity to reinforce and perhaps further improve HeZen's
matiz skills. Once she had Zearned the practical aspects and
importance of balancing her cheCkbook and keeping accurate
records, the next step was to introduce units on "banking service
charges" and "interest" since she had to be able to interpret
these on her bank statement each month. The next concept was
"borrowing money." and a discussion about how much the bank paid
her in interest fbr keeping her money there, and how much the
bank would charge her for borrowing money. By this time the
sequence, which had begun with the very practicaZ, concrete,
and meaningful task of "maintaining a checking account" had
progressed to the more theoretical and somewhat abstract dis-
cussion of comparing interest rates for Zending and saving.

6. Total Job Practice: One of the potential hazards in using the
modular or unit approach in developing instructional plans is
that learners may never get to practice the entire job. As the
component skills of a task are learned and practiced, it is
important that they be integrated; that is, practiced in con-
juncticn with the previous tasks that have been learned. As
more and more tasks are learned and integrated the resulting
performance becomes involved and closely replicates the more
complex nature of total job performance. Mager and Beach (1967)
recommend that at least 5% of the total instructional time
for occupational instruction should be devoted to total job
practice.

7. The Instructional Sequencing Worksheet, presented in Form V.2.1
on the following page, is designed to assist instructional
personnel in reviewing different sequencing alternatives. As
many as ten modules may be sequenced according to any of the
sequencing criteria described above. By listing several modules
and examining different sequence possibilities, the occupational
and special education team can determine the sequence of modules
which is most appropriate for an individual learner.

[RESOURCE MilTERIAL: Greg's instructional Sequencing
Worksheet,,Form V.2.1]

8. Using the bZank sequencing worksheet which is provided, you
shouZd plan at Zeast two sequences for implementing the moduZes
which you developed in the previous inservice experience.
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Form V. 2. 1

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCING WORKS8EET

Directions: In section I of this worksheet list the tasks or instructional
modules the student is to be taught in the coming weeks. You can list as
many as ten if you care to. Once the tasks or modules are listed, develop
some alternative sequencea fbr presenting thece to the student, using the
three sequencing criteria provided. This can be done readily by writing
the identification numbers fbr-each task/module in tne appropriate boxes.

Learner: Course: Grape:

I. Taska/Modules to be Taught

Module Title/
Id. No. Task Statement Id.

1 al4.4 evecteiZvotre.cy

Li d017

2
4,42474',-

3 1-1e;4II

Module Title/
No. Task Statement

6 a

7

8 .4p-A40.4eeze

4 4,ce.-42.:

5 .,4%.1.,:e"' x-/ecia4",e;ei je,Zed_ze

II. Alternative Instructional Sequences

1. Student Interest Sequence

Name af Learner:

Initial
Task/Module

..&

6

Final
Task/Module

I 2 1 /ei I *7 1

Interest Sequencing RationaZe: 44.(2te.A..e.1-0,/

Z.7ee',e

2. Graduated Sequence

Type:

3. Other types of relevant
sequences (i.e., logical,
skill, frequency, or
total job practice):

e

S' 1 '71 I 3

C) A I
Z-1
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Form V.2.1
Reproduction plaster

INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCING WORKSHEET

Directions.: In section I of this worksheet list .the tasks or instructional
modules the student ia to be taught in the coming weeks. 'You dan .list as
many aa ten if you care to. Once the-tasks or modules are listed,- develop
uome alternativesequencea for presenting these to thestudent, using the
three vequencing criteria provided. Mis.can be done readily by writing
tne identification numbers for each task/Module in tne appropriate. boxes.

Learner: Course: Grade:

I. Tasks/Modules to be Taught

Module Title/
Id. No. Task Statement

Module Title/.
Id. No. Task Statement

1 6

2 7

4 9

5 10

II. Alternative InstruCtional Sequences

I. Student Interest Sequence

Name of Learner:

Interest Sequencing Rationale:

Initial
Task/Module

1 1 1

Final
Task/Module

2. Graduated Sequence

Type:

3. Other types of relevant
sequences (i.e., logical,
skill, frequency, or
total job practice):

_
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(Self-Evaluation Checklist
-
Inservice Experience V.2: Sequencing Instruction

D'rections: Rate your completed Instructional Sequencing Worksheet (Form
1/.2.1) on each of the following items by circling the appropriate number
in the three-point scale or by checking the appropriate blank. After
completing this evaluation, you wiZZ want to modify the pZanned sequences
of instruction as suggested by the evaluation. All responses shouZd be
"yes" or "3".

1. Name of learner identified:

2. Tasks listed are not suffi-
ciently related to permit
sequencing

3. Interest sequencing rationale
statement is unclear

Identified interest sequence
does not reflect consideration
of the student's learning
style (Module 1)

5. Specified sequence is
unrelated to a potential
career interest

6. Specified sequence is not
based on an avocational
interest

yes

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1

1 2 3

no

Tasks listed are related in
content and can be sequenced

Interest sequencing rationale
statement is clear

Specified interest sequence
reflects consideration of
student's learning style
(Module 1)

Specified sequence is related
to a potential career
interest

Specified sequence is based
on an intense avocational
interest

7. The graduate sequence of tasks/modules reflects:

a.

b.

Simple to complex
Facts to generalizations

yes no
-yes no

c. Concrete to abstract yes no
d. Practical to theoretical yes no
e. Meaningful to unknown yes no
f. Past to present yes no
g. Present to Tuture yes no

Comments:

Suggestions for Modification of the Planned Sequences:
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MODULE 6:

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing of instruction refers to those activities which usually

follow the planning of instruction and precede evaluation of learner

progress. When implementing instruction for special needs learners

several considerations are critical. Determining the appropriateness

of instructional materials and establishing techniques for providing

feedback and reinforcement are two essential considerations. -Adjusting

the learning environment for physically handicapped learners and

coordinating work experience programs as an extension of in-school

instruction are other major considerations when implementing instruction.
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; Overview -
\

When implementing instruction, occupational and special education

teachers, as well as prevocational, work-study, and coop coordinators,

should be concerned with: the instructional materials they are using,

strategies for providing optimum feedback and reinforcement for the learners,

and special considerations when placing the learner on the job for training.

In addition, the modification of the learning environment to minimize

the impact of physical problems on the learning process is an important

area of concern.

As suggested in Module 5, utilizing a variety of different types of

instructional materials is often crucial to successful remediation of

learning problems for mildly handicapped students. It goes far beyond

simply selecting a variety of media, however. Instructional personnel

need to carefully analyze each instructional material they intend to use.

Once analyzed, the characteristics of the material (such as the reading

level) should be compared with the learning style characteristics (identi-

fied in Nodule 2) of the special needs learner which were identified in

Module 1. Inservice Experience VI.1 outlines several techniques and

strategies for analyzing instructional materials to be used with special

meeds learners.

Providing reinforcement and feedback to learners is an essential par.t

of all teaching activity. Because special needs learners frequently

exhibit atypical classroom behaviors and response patterns, it is important

that the teacher be skilled in selecting and applying the correct rein-

forcer in special situations. A number of practical behavioral management'

techniques are outlined in Inservice Experience VI.2.
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Special needs learners, especially those with physical problems,

often encounter barriers in their educational experiences. It is impor-

tant that occupational and special educators minimize the impact of

physical disabilities on

needs learners have full

must modify or adapt the

instructional experiences. To insure that special

and equal access to education, often educators

facilities, tools, equipment, and materials they

use. Inservice Experience VI.3 offers a number of suggestions and guide-

lines for modifying the learning environment.

Another critical area of consideration in implementing instruction

is the learner's transition from school to work. Since special needs

learners have historically encountered difficulty in making this transi-

tion, a number of different work experience/work-study programs have been

introduced to provide special needs learners with early and extensive

opportunities to adjust to a work environment prior to their departure

from school. Inservice Experience VI.4 will outline a number of consid-

erations for managing work experience programs for special needs learners.

Rhonda: A Case Study

Rhonda is 15 years old and has been in the eighth grade for two years.

Last year she was retained because her teachers and parent felt she was

not prepared socially to handle high school. Although she has average

abilities in nearly all areas, for the past twO years (since her mother

died) she has been somewhat emotionally insecure. During the first

semester she was removed from two classes because of fighting and other

disruptive acts. Presently, she is placed in Ms. Dooley's health careers
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orientation course, physical education, and in Ms. Jenkins' resource room

for three hours daily. Ms. Jenkins works with her on recognizing and

respecting the rights of others, accepting direction and supervision, and

getting along with others.

Earlier in the year Ms. Dooley asked Ms. Jenkins to help her evaluate

the text, reference materials, and lab manual which Rhonda uses in the

health careers course. After applying a readability formula and another

special education materials checklist which Ms. Jenkins uses, they decided

that supplementary, low-level reading materials would have to be obtained

to replace the main text which contains material approximately three

grade levels above Rhonda's reading level. (Inservice Experience VI.l

describes the instructional materials evaluation process used by Ms. Dooley

and Ms. Jenkins).

Knowing that Rhonda wouldlike to work part,-time to have some personal

spending money and help out with her family's finances, Ms. Jenkins

discussed Rhonda's situation with Mr. Preston, the W.E.C.E.P, coordinator.

After reviewing Rhonda's records, it appears that she will be eligible for

placement in this feder<aly-funded, part-time work experience program for

potential drop-outs during the final quarter. (Inservice Experience VI.4

outlines a series of programs and considerations for planning and coordinating

work experience programs for special needs learners.)

Rhonda's admittance to the W.E.C.E.P, program, however, depends Upon

her continued, improved performance in the health careers class and resource

room. Ms. Jenkins and Ms. Dooley developed a contingency contract (which

was also signed by Rhonda) indicating that before she would be placed in

W.E.C.E.P. during the final quarter, she would: (i) attend all of her
- ... _

classes without an unexcused absence for six weeks, and (2) carry out all
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of her assignments without arguing. (Contingency contracting and other

reinforcement techniques are described in Inservice Experience VI.2.)

4'

Goals )

-/

Condition: Given the responsibility to initiate and develop
career-oriented educational experiences for special
needs learners, upon completion of this module, the
inservice participant will:

Performance
Competencies: 1. Analyze instructional materials as to their

appropriateness for special needs learners.

2. Provide appropriate feedback and reinforcement
for desired performance by special needs
learners.

3. Modify or adapt the learning environment to
minimize barriers to learning for special
needs learners.

4. .Plan and coordinate work experience programs
designed-to serVe 'Special heeds iearners.

( Inservice Experience Descriptions
./

This module includes four inservice experiences that are directed
toward assisting occupational and special educators in implementing instruc-
tional programs. Each of the experiences is described below to assist the
inservice participant in selecting those inservice experiences pertinent
to their inservice needs or situation.

Inservice Experience No. VI.1:
ANALYZING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

This inservice experience focuses on the assessment of one or more
specific instructional materials to be used with a special needs learner.
The product of this experience is a completed evaluation of the instructional
material which will include, among other considerations, an assessment of
the reading level of the material.

2 4 9
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Inservlce Experience No. VI.2: .

PROVIDINC; REINFORCEMENT AND FEEDBACK

This inservice experience will introduce or re-acquaint you with a
series of specific principles of behavioral management in the classroom.
A contingency contract is presented and discussed as a format for operation-
alizing a number of behavioral management principles. In selected instances,
teachers or coordinators may choose to use the contingency contract format
with special needs learners who exhibit extreme behavioral problems in the
school or work setting. The product of this experience is a completed
contingency contract for one or more special needs learners.

Inservice Experience V1.3:
MODIFYING THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Several considerations for modifying the facilities, equipment, tools,
and materials are presented in this experience. The outcome of this
experience is a completed worksheet which identifies the modifications
needed in the educational environment for a special needs learner.

Inservice Experience VI.4:
PLANNING AND COORDINATING WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

This inservice experience presents and discusses_a _number of special
considerations to be made by coordinators and teacher-coordinators in
adapting their work experience programs toaccommodate special needs learners.
The outcome of this experience is a familiarization with these various
unique considerations to be made in managing cooperative work experience
programs for special needs learners. NOTE: This experience is appropriate
for those teachers or teacher-coordinators who either have or will have
responsibility for placement and supervision of special needs learners
on part-time jobs.

2 5 0
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Inservice Experience Selector

./

Following consultation with the inservice director, I (we) have
decided to undertake and complete the Inservice Experiences checked
(I) below for Module 6.

Inservice ExPerience VI.1: Date:
'Analyzing Instructional
Materials -

Inservice Experience VI.2: School:
Providing Reinforcement
and Feedback

Inservice Experience VI.3:
Modifying the Learning
Environment

Inservice Experience VI.4:
Planning and Coordinating
Work Experience Programs

Participant Name(s)

2,4.3

Inservice Director:



INSERVICE EXPERIENCE VI.1:

ANALYZING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Analysis of the specific instructional materials to be used with

special needs learners is critical to effectively implementing individualized

instruction. To be effective, instructional materials, like many of the

other program components, must be individually tailored to the learning

style and level of the special needs student.

Module 1 presented two inservice experiences related to assessment of

learning styles. Experience 1.2 focused on analysis of learning strengths

and weaknesses, while Experience 1.3 incorporated this assessment data in

the development of a learning prescription which outlined different instruc-

tional media appropriate for the learner. As suggested by the learning

prescription, a multitude of different types of instructional materials

can be used with special needs learners.

C
.

Guidelines and Suggestions )

Thd following guidelines and suggestions will be helpful in evaluating

the appropriateness of teacher-made or commercially-produced instruCtional

materials for a special needs learner. Once you have finished reviewing

the following guidelines, you should select an instructional material you

are currently using and evaluate it in accordance with the guidelines.

1. If the material being evaluated includes written narrative
that the learner has to read, it is critical to determine
the readability level of the material. Readability is
defined as the relationship of the reading level of printed
material to the abilities of the learner. Readable, printed
materials, which could include texts, reference materials,
workbooks, worksheets,.classroom tests, or other forms of
instructional materials, are materials which have qualities
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(of format, style, and level) that match the learner's
abilities. Phillips broadly interprets readability to include
such factors as: legibility, interest, and ease of under-
standing.

2. The FOG Index (developed by Robert Gunning) has become
recognized as an efficient and reasonably accurate measure
of reading level of materials for the secondary level.
Three simple steps are required in applying the FOG
Index to determine the reading level of any instructional
material:

a Take several samples of 100 words each, spaced evenly
throughout the material. Count the number of sentences
in each sample. (Stop the sentence count with the
sentence ending nearest the 100 word limit.) Divide
the total number of words in the sample (100) by the
number of sentences. This gives you the average
sentence length. Record this figure.

b. Using the same samples, count the number-of-words that
have three or more syllables. Do not count words that
are:

capitalized
combinations of short, easy words (e.g.i bookkeeper)

o verb forms made into three syllables by adding -ed,
-es (e.g., created)

Record this number directly under the figure obtained in
the first step.

c. The FOG Index is determined by totalling the two factors
just recorded (average sentence length and number of three
syllable words in the sample), and multiplying the total
by .4 (four tenths). This gives you the approximate grade
level of the written material. It should be_noted, however,
that this estimate tends to run somewhat high with more
difficult materials.

3. A worksheet is provided on Form VI.1.1 to assist you with computing
the FOG Index using the previously stated procedures. It is
recommended that a minimum of three 100 word samples be used, and
that an average of the reading levels for each sample be used as
the final estimate of the reading level of the material.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: FCC Readability Index
Worksheet, Form VI.1.1]

4. As suggested earlier, readability formulas can be used for
several purposes in addition to assessing the reading level of
materials. The FOG Index may also be used:

a. To check the readability of worksheets and exercises
given to
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b. To point out lengthy sentence structure that is
likely to inhibit comprehension.

c. To point out words that are likely to be problems
for selected learners.

d. As a tool for rechecking teacher-prepared materials
after they have been rewritten.

5. In addition to reading level, several other factors need to be
considered in selecting text materials to be used by special
needs learners.

a. Double column pages provide for easier eye move-
ment and tend to be more legible.

b. Type face should be 10-12 points in size in order
to be easily read by most learners. Enlarged
print materials have been commonly used with
visually impaired learners.

c. Black printing on dull-finished white paper
tends to provide for optimum legibility.

d. Generous spacing between lines and wider margins
are also conducive to increased reading comprehension.

6. Perhaps the most crucial consideration in selecting reading
material is its compatibility with the learner's interest.
Generally speaking, the reading ability an individual dem7.27.,-
strates can be expected to increase by as much as two
grades if the reader's interest is high.

7. Once these essential characteristics of the instructional
material have been identified, it is imperative that they
be compared with the characteristics of the learner in
question. A review of the learner analysis profile and
learning prescription (from Module 1) should be made before
a final decision on possible use of the material is made.

8. Another consideration in evaluating instructional material
has to do with content validity and format appropriateness.
A series of questions can be addressed on both of these
points. The Instructional Materials Checklist (Form VI.1.2)
on the following pages includes 20 items that focus content
validity and format appropriateness. All instructional
materials used with special needs learners (including audio-
visual materials) should be evaluated with this or a similar
checklist to determine their appropriateness.

[RESOURCE MATERIAL: Instructional Materials
Checklist, Form Vr.2.2]
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Form VI.1.1
Reproduction Naster

FOG READABILITY INDEX WORKSHEET

Title: Type of Material:

(e.g., textbook, test, procedure manual)

Sample 1 (100 words from page no.

a. No. of sentences in the sample

b. Average sentence length (100 divided by a. above)

c. do. of 3 syllable words in the sample

d. Sum of (b) and (c) above

x.4 Multiplication factor

Reading level for Sample 1

Sample 2 (100 words from page no.

a. No. of sentences in the sample

b. Average sentence length (100 divided by a. above)

c. No. p1 3 syilable words in the sample

d. Sum of (b) and (c) above

x.4 Multiplication factor

! Ieading level for Sample 2

Sample 3 (100 words from page no. )

a. No. of sentences in the sample

b. Average sentence length (100 divided by a. above)

c. No. of 3 syllable words in the sample

d. Sum of (b) and (c) above

x.4 Multiplication-factor

Reading level for Sample 3
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Form VI.1.2
Reproduction Naster

(1 of 3)

LISTRUCTIONAL 1,1ATERIALS CHECKLIST

Directions: Commercially-produced or teacher-prepared materials can be
evaluated using t;le review criteria listed below. Both occupational and
special educators should assess the material prior to purchase or final
revision (if teacher prepared).

Title: Evaluators:

Media Type (film, book, etc.:)

Source: Date:

Rating Inappropriate
Lo Hi Criteria (check)

1. Is the instructional material potentially 1 2 3
interesting for the learner(s) for whom
it is intended?

2. Are the skills/knowledges/attitudes it 1 2 3
will develop appropriate for the
learner?

3. Are the skills/knowledges/attitudes it 1 2 3
will develop consistent with the
instructional objectives of the unit?

4. Does the material contain explicitly
stated goals so that students and
teachers alike will be able to evaluate
their performance?

1 2 3

5. To what extent is the material controlled 1 2 3
to provide the appropriate reinforcement
for correct responses and near correct
responses?

6. To what extent can students actively
participate with the instructional
material?

1 2 3

7. To what extent are the materials useful 1 2 3

with both individuals and groups?

8. Are the directions for using the material
too complex for teachers and/or learners
to readily understand?

2,56
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9. To what extent is the material flexible
enough to permit additions, deletions, or
modification of content?

10. To what extent is the material portable
:and readily available from the
distributor or manufacturer?

'Form VI.1.2
Reproduction Master

(2 of 3)

Rating Inappropriate
Lo Hi Criteria (check)

1 2 3

1 2

11. To what extent has the material been pre- 1 2 3
tested, pilot tested, and evaluated with
different special needs populations?

12. To what extent does the material permit 1 2

the teacher to evaluate diagnostica'lv
a student's level of perfOrmance
determine where the learner should
begin?

13. Are there cost-benefit considerations
to be made in using this material?
Will the material produce results that
outweigh the costs?

14. Will the material have to be adapted to
another media form (e.g., braille,
enlarged print, etc.) for visually
handicapped learners?

1 2

1 2 3

15. Will the material have to be adapted to 1
another media or format for orthope-
dically handicapped learners (e.g.; self-
instructional packages for homebound
instruction)?

16. Will the material have to be adapted to
another media (a.g., cassette/audio
tapes tcr print) for hearing impaired
learners?

17 Are the illustrations/pictures appro-
priate for special needs learners?

18. Is the material sufficiently durable for
-classrOOM Or lab uSe?-

19. .Are sufficient and appropriate examples
or applications used to realistically
present the information?
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20. Other considerations/criteria:

21. DISPOSITION (Check one):

2 5 8

Folm VI.1.2
Reproduction Master

(3 of 3)

Do not purchase and/or use

Purchase and/or use "as is"

Purchase and/or use after
modification



9. Finally, it is important that the results from the readability
analysis or instructional materials checklist be-utilized.
If the materials appear to be inappropriate, teachers must
have a commitment to revising the material(s) or locating new
material(s) that are appropriate and usable. Often the
results from these evaluations can be used to convince adminis-
trators of the need to purchase new or modified materials.

/".

Self-Check Evaluation -)
-"/

Inservice Experience VI.1: Analyzing Instructional Materials

Directions: After evaluating at Zeast one instructional materiaZ with
both the FOG Readability Index,and the Instructional Materials Checklist,
you will want to use this self=evaluation to determine the adequacy of
your evaluation of the seZected instructionaZ material(s).

FOC Readability Index

1. Were several samples (at least 3) used in calculating the FOG Index
(reading level)? yes no

2. Were the reading levels accurately computed? yes no

3. Was an average reading level factor computed using all samples?

yes no

4. Was any action taken to modify or replace the material after the
reading level was determined? yes no
If yes, please describe the action taken:

Instructional Materials Checklist

1. Was more than one person involved in evaluation of the instructional
material(s)?

yes no

2. 'Were responses provided for each of the 19 criteria? yes no

Was any action taken to purchase, modify, or replace the material(s)
based on the results of the Instructional Materials Checklist?

yes no

If yes, please describe the action taken:

'2 5 9
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE VI.2:

PROVIDING REINFORCEMENT AND FEEDBACK

Instructional personnel are continuously involved in providing rein-

forcement and feedback to learners in educational settings. The presence

of special needs learners tends to increase the difficulty of this task

for the teacher because of their atypical behavioral or learning style.

Wallace and Kauffman (1973) note that it is unlikely that teachers will

be successful in remediating academic or school learning skills if they

are not skillful in managing classroom behavior.

Although it has been practiced and used informally for a number of

years, recently educators have begun to systematically use behavior

modification in all types of instructional situations. Behavior modifi-

cation refers to any systematic arrangement of environmental events

that produce a 4ecific change in observable behavior (Wallace and

'Kauffman, 973).

Guidelines and Suggestions_,

Listed below are several suggestions and techniques for providing

reinforcement and feedback that can be used by occupational and special

educators. It is important that all teachers working with the special

needs learner be aware of the reinforeement arrangements and scheduling.

Coordination and communication is important in planning, as well as

implementing the use of such reinforcers as the opportunity to go to

the shop during a free hour or study hall. In some instances it Will

be necessary to coordinate reinforcement and feedback plans with parents

and employers.
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Once you have finished reviewing these guidelines and suggestions you

should consider developing a formal plan for providing feedback and rein-

forcement similar to the one presented in the Contingency Contracting

form (Form VI.2.1).

1. The first consideration involves identifying the target
behavior. A decision has to be made as to whether the
target behavior is to be positively reinforced to strengthen
it, or negatively reinforced to eliminate it. Identifica-
tion and specification of the target behavior is an essential
first step. An example of a stated target behavior can be
found on the Contingency Contracting form on the following
page.

(RESOURCE AMTERIAL: Contingency Contracting Form,
Form VI.2.1]

2. Selection of the reinforcer to be provided for the learner
is perhaps the most critical step. To be effective a rein-
forcer or rl,gard must be:

to highly desirable in the learner's eyes
O not obtainable elsewhere

In many instances, the best way to determine the appropriate
reinforcer for a special needs learner is to simply ask what
he or she would enjoy doing most from a range of possible
activities. Special education teachers and counselors are
also excellent sources of this kind of information.

3. Homme (1970) has developed an approach for providing rein-
forcers in the form of an agreement or contract. The learner
benefits from an explicit statement of the relationship
between present behaviors and the consequences of such behavior.
A negotiated contract between the learner and teacher states
that the teacher will provide a desired reinforcer after the
learner demonstrates the desired target behavior. A contin-
gency contract can be either verbal or written, but must be
similar to any good business contract, i.e., fair to both
parties, clear and concise statement of terms, be adhered to,
and provide a positive incentive. The Contingency Con-
tracting Form on the following page presents an illustration
of a written contingency contract that can be developed and
used, in which special and occupational educators are jointly
involved in monitoring the learner's performance.

4. Initially, reinforcement/feedback must be provided immediately
following the behavior on a continuous schedule. At first,
the reinforcement will probably be provided only for a small
bit of demonstrated performance.
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5. Managing the delivery of continuous, immediate reinforcement
in a large class is virtually rnpossible. It is helpful t.o
astablish a secondary system of providing credit points that
th .! learne can accumulate. A token systeui, or green-stamp
program, is also a functicual technique for reinforcing
desired behavior.. Acculation of.points influences the .
learner to act in accordance with the desired outcome or

. goal. Point systems anci.charts have also bee 7. used by both
'occupational and special education tc,achers and can serve
asfunctional secondary reinforcement systems.

6. When you are concerned with the development of new skills
.or behaviors, it is especially important that the learner
be reinforced after every correct performance. Random or
intermittent patterns of reinforcement should be used onlY
after the new skill or behavior has stabilized.

7. Initially it is important to frequently use tangible rein-
forcers (e.g., tokens, or an opportunity to work on a
personal project). These tangible reinforcers should always
be paired with a social stimulus (i.e., positive recognition
by teachers or peers). Gradually the tangible reinforcers
can be removed and shifts made to reinforcers that are less
artf.ficial and more natural.

8. Modifying behavior for many learners involves the principle
of successive approximations. An analysis of the target
behavior can be dune to determine the different components
or natural steps involved in acquiring the target behavior.
Reinforcement is then provided as each of these natural
steps is attained. The initial performance requested of
the learner is a small, easy-to-perform part of the expected
final performance. If the requested performante is too
difficult or beyond the learner's ability or level of com-
prehension, no amount of reinforcement or reward will help.

For example, if you are concerned about getting a learner
to clean up the lab or classroom, have him begin by putting
away the tools, then cleaning the machine, and finally
sweeping the floor; as opposed to simply directing him to
"clean up."

9. To eliminate certain behaviors, it is helpful to find and use
behaviors that either oppose or are incompatible with the
learner's undesired behavior. In a classroom setting, when
another nearby learner is performing the task correctly, 4
heavy dose of reinforcement for the correct performance will
likely diminish the incorrect behavior. Quick elimination
of reinforcing behavior is also effective. If teacher
attention is reinforcing for the learner, such attention
should not be iprovided when a performance is incompatible
with the target behavior.
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Form VI. 2. 1

CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING FORM

iote: Continpenc:, contracting can be done on either a verbal or written
ne form beloo is cm example of the less freauently used

written contract form.

IContingency Con tract

involving

Instructor(s):
tr) -

}y4_/

TAIZGET PERFORMA.NCE:

Learner :

?e.-72/7'.

'Date :

. / .

If the above stated tarrfet performance is successfully demonstrated by
leczrner, the incentives/rewards listed below w ii be provided by the

=rom7ia.:e instructional staff.

I::CE:;TIVES/RETIARDS:

e,e7/z.WP

. ,
4e.._2.7e2 ,Jr% 214-4"-

Learner:
---e2 .

_42 771.2

te :

Signaturvs
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-10. Whenever possible, stimuli that are aversive should be removed
from the learning situation. If, for instance, the learner
encounters difficulty when working in teams with certain class-
mates, it is best to arrange the team assignments so that
problems are avoided and the learner works with team members
that can provide positive reinforcement for desired behaviors."
Removal of aversive stimuli diminishes the negative reinforce-
ment which causes or perpetuates the undesired behavior.

11. Rewards and reinforcers should be keyed to performance and not
obedience. Rewards given for accomplishment of desirable goals
are much better than simply requiring learners to comply with
any standards of the system, which they do not see as desirable
for themselves or the system. Rewarding students for accomplish-
ment will lead to independence, while continuously rewarding
them for obedience will tend to make them dependent.

12. A simple and practical principle of behavioral management was
formulated by Premack. The Premack Principle states that:
anything a learner likes to do more can be used to reinforce

any behavior he likes to do less." Through observation and
getting to know learners, teachers are able to determine their
preferences. highly preferred activities can then be used to
reinforce less preferred activities. 'The greater the dif-
ference in preference between the two activities, the greater
the reinforcing power of the preferred activity. Listed
below are two arrangements that could be used to operationalize
the Premack Principle in occupational programs.

Learner's Preference
.

Learner prefers working on his
motorcycle to completing a
welding exercise.

Learner chooses to sit in the
classroom and read instead
ofengaging in Zab activities.

Reinforct,ment Arrangement

Provide an opportunity to work
on the motbrcycZe contingent
upon successful completion
of the welding exercise.

Make access to the reading
materials contingent upon
observation in the Zab.
Later make.access to the
materials contingent upon
participation.

13. Obviously,,several specific considerations should be made in design-
ing and implementing procedures for providing reinforcement or
feedback. Gold has identified one rule that is critical to pro-
viding feedback to learners as they perform manual tasks. The
Rule of Diminishing Feedback states that:

Each time an instructor cormcts an error that has
e'en made previously, enough information to correct
the error should be provided, Out Zess information
than the time befbre.

2 6 I
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If, for instance, a learner is having trouble setting the
feed and speed on a machine lathe, the instructor might
indicate what the appropriate combination of feed and speed
is for the material being machined. If the learner encounters
trouble with feed and speed settings in a later operation, the
instructor might provide feedback only on the appropriate

speed. Limiting successive feedback in this way provides an
incentive for the learner to internalize feedback when it.is

provided.

14. Another guideline for behavioral management has to do with
the use of group contingencies. In certain situations
teachers will find it useful to manage the providing of
reinforcement on a group basis instead of an individual basis.
In such instances, each member of the group must exhibit the
desired behavior before the reinforcement is provided. This

technique is commonly used by industrial education teachers
who make dismissal of the class contingent upon the completion
of each class member's cleanup responsibilities. In situa
tions like this, peers will give encouragement, or distract
other learners as little as possible in order to obtain the

reinforcement. Care must be taken, however, to insure that
the failure of one learner does not result in punishment for

the entire class.

15. Once desired target behaviors are attained or obtained, there
are several technis that can be used to maintain'them.

These maintenanc,- !:;:Jiniques include:

o gradually reducing the frequency and/or
amount of reinforcement provided

o gradually delaying the reinforcement after
performance

o gradually fading from artificial to natural
reinforcers

o reinforcing selfcontrol behaviors

16. It is imperative that the behavioral management program be
coordinated with all r. .1.earners' teachers, as well as

his parents. If the .
,6et behavior is to increase school

attendance and decrea;e tardiness when the learner is in
school, this will obviously require the cooperation and
participation of school personnel and parents in providing

the necessary reinforcement.
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IContingency Contract

Form VI.2.1

Reproduction Master

CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING FORM

ote: Continaenc:i contracting can be done on either a verbal or orl:tten
basis. The fbrm Liam' is an example of the less freauently used
written contract fbrm.

Instructor(s):

invoZvina

TARGET PERFORMANCE:

Learner:

Date:

If the a!,cve Etated target performance is successfull:, demonStrated
t:u? learner, the incentives/rewards listed below will he rrovcied b:! the
arpropriate instructional staf.

INCENTIVES/REWARDS:

Signatures

Learner: Instructor(s):

Date:
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(..
Self-Check Lvaluation

inservice Lxperience Providing Reinforcement and Feedback-
-

Directions: If jou elected to develop a written contingency contract
(Form VI.2.1), the items.below will help you to evaluate the adequacy of
the contract you have developed. If you can-respond positiVely to each
of the questions, jou have successfully completed the inservice experience.
de: sure to modify the contract as Suggested by tae evaluation, if necessary.

1. Are the instructors and learner who initiated
identified?

the contract clearly
yes no

9. Is the target performance observable? yes no

3. Is the target performance measurable? yes no

4. Is the target performance a reasonable
expectation for this learner? yes no

5. Are the incentives/rewards listed sub-
stantial enough to generate the target
performance? yes no

6. Are the conditions of the contract
clearly stated? yes no

7._ Is the contract fair to both parties? yes no

Are all of the patties affected by the
contrac.t.(counselors, parents, other
teacherS etc.) aware of its existence? yes no

Comments:

Suggestions for Nodification of the Contingency Contract:

2 6 7
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IJSERVICE LXPLIZILOCE VI.3:

HODIFYLIG T:iL LEARi7IiIG EliVI1Wilii.E.7

, In more recent years-educators anu parents alike have become concerned

about the adjustment of facilities, tools, and equipment used-in occupa-

tional programs by special needs learners. In the past, some special

needs learners have not been admitted to or adequately served in occupa-

tional proLrams because of existing, non-adaptive facilities or equipment.

ilowever, recently federal and state legislation has facilitated tne

removal of architectural and other physical barriers which might prohibit

or limit handicapped learners from participating fully in occupational,

as well as other educational programs.

E.

Guidelines and Suggestions

A number of general suggestions can be made for possible adaptations

of equipment and facilities for learners with different physi&al handicaps.

It is important to remember, however, that specific modifications will be

based on the needs of individual learners, and Chat these physical adjust-

ments will vary greatly even among learners having the same disability.

If you currently are teaching learners who require modification of the

learning environment, you should complete the Lnvironmental Nodification

Worksheet (Form VI.3.l) after reviewing the following guidelines and

suggestions.

Nodifying facilities and equipment requires assessment of
the needs of individual learners first of all. Reference
should be made to the Learner Analysis Profile or Learning
PreScription which wag developed in NOdule'l to review the
particular needs of individual learners. Hodification in
facilities, tools, equipment, and materials should only be

made to the extent that permits the learner to engage in a
meaningful and productive learning experiences.
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2. .Whenever possible, regular tools, equipment, and materials
should be used so as to not over coddle special learners.'
Care must be taken so special materials and equipment are
used only when necessary, thereby minimizing the attitude
that special considerations are always necessary for
physically handicapped persons.

3. One of the most important considerations in planning or
adapting an enviriihment for special needs learners is
flexibility. Does the existing environment take into
account that special needs learners will work at different
rates? Does the setting enable the learners to use dif-
ferent materials and different learning methods at the
same time? Does the environment offer different work
surface heights to accommodate learners who prefer to sit,
stand, or lounge? Does the room have different sub-spaces
for reading, lab work, discussion, listening, or viewing
:.,:lf-instructional media? For the environment to be
attractive and stimulating for learners with learning and
behavioral problems, it must be flexible enough to accommo-
date the individual preferences and needs of such learners.

4. Color is another important consideration. Selection of basic
colors and color combinations will depend largely upon the
characteristics of the special needs learners being served.
Darker, depressing tones may be helpful in working with learners
who are hyperactive, while brighter colors (yellows and reds)
may be helpful in stimulating learners who are apathetic and
despondent.

5. Yuker and his co-authors (1967) have identified four general
types of school equipment that can be used to meet the
individual needs of physically handicapped learners.

Stanaa.rd unmodified school equipment
Standard equipment that has been modified
Specially designed, commercially available equipment
Specially adapted equipment for individual learners

6. The Environmental Hodification Worksheet (Form VI.3.l) can be
used by occupational and special education teachers to determine
the mc ifications needed prior to placing a physically handicapped
learner in an occupational program. As shown by the example, in
most cases only one or Ywo sections of the worksheet will need to
be completed--unless the learner is multiply handicapped. Com-
pletion of the worksheet provides both the teachers with a better
understanding of the changes needing to be made.

[REWOURCE MATERIAL: Environmental Modification
Worksheet, Form VI.3.1]
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Form VI. 3. 1

ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION WORKSHEET

Directions: For the special needs learner identified below, list the
modifications which are necessary to accommodate this learner in the
identified occupationaZ program;

Learner:
z

Occupational Instructor:

Special Education Instructor:

1. Modifications

Occupational Program:

'_414:=J2

for Hearing Impairmentl

ere,t1/
Cox

_241.69/,"ete",

2. Modifications for Visual Impairment:

3. Modifications for Orthopedic Impairment:

4. Other Modifications:

" 7 0
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7. Few, if any, modifications are usually .required for deaf or hearing
iMpaired learnerS. 'Two specific modifications are suggested. by
Szoke and Vest (1976) however:

A red light installed next to the switch indicating
when- the machine is in operation

Bells connected to a light that turns on when the
bell rings. This is applicable on typewriters, class
bells, timers, fire alarms, emergency.stop procedures

8. The degree of equipment modification required for visually handi-
capped learners will depend upon the type and extent of vision
loss. An orderly and non-altered environment is important to
the safety and mobility of blind learners in a lab situation.
Some other modificiations such as the'following may also be
needed (Szoke and Vest, 1976):

to Control dials and switches which are easily accessible;
special control dials with the actual rather than visual
markings--for this one can use brailled tape or raised
marks (e.g., dots of Elmer's glue)

Auditory rather than visual warning signals

O Guard plates (where feasible) on power equipmeni

* Specially designed communication and measuring tools
and other devices are available and should be Consid-
ered for the visually impaired student on an individual
basis. These include: Braille shorthand machines and
stenotype devices, adapted calculators, equipment for
preparing raised line drawings, light detectors that emit
a sound stimulus, audible multimeter, audible electronic
ievel, brailled micrometers, calipers and rulers, sound
monitors for indicator lamps, automatic fluid measuring
devices for darkroom work, Braille bevel protractors,
vernier rules, transformer testers, and feed indicators
for lathes

9. SeVeral facility and equipment modificationg,Jaay be necessary
implementing instruction for .orthopedically handicapped learners
(stUdents-in_wheelchairs, on crutches, .or with artificial limbs).
(Szoke.and Vest, 1976):

Facilities:

* Absence of obstructions, ample space 'between aisles and
-around powerequipment,- storage areas for students in-
wheelchairs

,on-skid floor to facilitate handling of crutches
and wheelchairs

(2 7 1
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Alterations in heignt ot work benches, storage cabinets,
etc.--typically these havo to be lood and recessed
to accommodate students in wheelchs

Simple handles rather than knobs on cabinets for amputees
with prostheses

* Mobile demonstration table tnat can i d from student
to student

O Sinks and water controls snould be acL .Lble to students
in wneelchairsbatwing faucets that require minimal
manual deNterftv for manipulation and gooseneck spigots
that allow f:,: -reater ease of operation by providing
ample roo i the sink and the spigot are especially
helpful fof 2 students with upper extremity orthopedic
involvement

Equipment:

Guard plates (where feasible) on power equipment; machine
switches on power equipment may need to be moved for
easier accessibility

O ationary equipment should be .put on variable
height bases

Regular equipment may need to be adapted, e.g., hand
controls added to machines usually operated by foot
controls

* Special light weight hand tools or tools with extra
large handles for easy use by students with weak hands

28



Form VI.3.1
Reproduction Master

ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION WORKSHEET

Directions: For the special needs learner identified below, list the
modifications which are necessary to accommodate this learner in the
identified occupational program.

Learner: Occupational Program:

Occupational Instructor:

Special Education Instructor:

1. Modifications for Hearing Impairment:

2. Modifications for Visual Impairment:

3. Modifications for Orthopedic Impairment:

4. Other Modifications:

`,.1 7 '3



Self-Check Evaluation 9

.Inservice Experience VI.3: Modifying the Learning Envirolment

Directions: If you are currently working with a special needs .learner(s)'
with a physical disabill.:ty of some type, you may find it necessary to use
.the :!-.:nvironmental Modification Worksheet. For each of the items below,
rate your completed Environmental :,!odifcation Worksheet. If you are
unable to rate your worksheet at "3" on each item, modify the worksheet
accordingly.

1. CompleLed by only
one teacher

9. Learner assessment infor-
mation not reviewed

3. Modifications not fully
or adequately described

4. Suggested modifications
may be necessary

Comments:

1 2

1 2 3

1 9 3

1 2 3

Completed by consulting an
appropriate teacher or
specialist

Learner assessment infor-
mation reviewed to gain full
understanding of disability

Appropriate modifications
fully and adequately described

Suggested modifications are
absolutely necessary to
accommodate this learner

Suggestions for Modifica4on of the Environmental Modification Worksheen
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INSLRVICE EXPLRLLaCL Vi.4:

PLANALIG AJD COORDLIATII:G WoRi: EXPLRILL4CL PROGRAMS

110TE: This experience is appropriate for those teachers or teacher-
coordinators ho either have or will have responsibility for placement

znj supervisi of sp-ecial needs learners en part-time jobs at the junier
or senior high school level. .

Much has been written about the uSe of cooperative education or work

study as a meaningful and essential component of a comprehensive occupa-

tional vrogram for special needs learners. Work experience programs will

Le defined here to iuclude all types of programs that involve the learner

in some form of part-time work as part of his or her educational program.

jumerous suggestions and principles for planning and coordinating work

experience programs are provided in several texts. Two of the more com-

plete and popular reference texts are: Mason and Haines, Cooperative

Occupational Education. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers & Publishers,

1972, and Kimbrell and Vineyard, Strategies for Implementing Work ',Ierience

Programs, Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishers, 1972. These texts

a svcral cther manuals provide background information, guidelines and

sestions fcr all facets of planning and coordinating work experience

prcgrams. The reader sho,..ld become familiar with at least one of these

texts, since maay L1-..e principles related to managing work experience

programs are the s;..me irrespective of the type of learner involved.

.Guidelines aud Suggestions
\....__

The sugstions and guidelines provided herein will focus on the special

co.isiucratioas to 1,e made when work experience programs are being planned

.272
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ur implemented with individual special needs learners..

L. Several different types of work experience programs have been..
initiated over the years. Mason (1970) has developed a de7
scriptive table (Form VI.4.l) illustrating three basic approaches
for using the work environment as part of the educational
process. This table describes 'several of the basic differences.
among each type of program.

9

:1,21PERIAL: Comoarioon of Tell". P.lans ising
I.:he Work Envz:ron?'.ent, Form :.4.1]

A number of special work experienee programs have also appeareA
on the scene. Three of the are more fully described in Form
VI.4.2 on the following page. In addition to hose described
here the Vocational Rehabilitation Service also provides a
program involving work experience for special needs learners.

rfL50,:117:Ci:: :;!AIIAL: Selected Cooperative Programs for
aeeds Learners, Form

3. An effective work experience program for special needs learners
requires close coordinat_on among various inschool and outof.
school agencies. Labor unions, the Employment Service and
Vocational Rehabilitation are just three of the community
agencies or groups that the coordinator must deal with effectively
and continuously. A clear understanding of all facets of the
program is needed by all of these groups. The community resource
inventory or resource cards developed in Nodule 3 may be helpful
in locating contact persons for each of these agencies or groups.

4. Vocational Rehabilitation provides a variety of services and
trining opportunities for different individuals with special
needs. Placement, remedial, and diagnostic services are just
a few of the major services provided. Coordinators should be
sure t:iat each learner is registered wit:: the agency as soon
as he/she is eligible. if a community resource inventory was
developed in Module 3, the name of the contact person is
probably listed on the inventory.

5. Effective related instruction For learners placed in parttime
employment reouires a detailed analysis of the social and occupa
tionai components of the job. The requirements of each job under
consideration should be analyzed and related to the students in
the prc ;ram. Smith (.1974) suggests that the major factors for
job analysis should include:

The specitic type oi- job, leAfel of competence required,
and amount of previous exper

1

ence required.

Employment procedures, crederkiais/certificates ,needed,
and degree of involvement wiJh labor uuious required.

" 7 6
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Form VI.4.1

Comparison of Three Plans Using the Work Environment'

Components or Cooperative Work- Work
Ckaractsristics Education Study Experience

1. Established Yes, primary Sometimes yes, No, but
Career objective is established in some sometimes
Objective entry employ- vocational field, has geheral
by Student ment training Program objective education

toward career is usually earning values
power and motiva-
tion for student

Yes Not necessarily No

Yes Not usually No

2. Classroom
instruction
Related to
the Career
Objective

3. Established
Training
Station and
Close Super-
vision by School

4. 01)-the-Job
rra:ning

Yes No No

5. Ptid Employment Yes, usually Yes, fin some Not
by profit-
making
business

plans through
government
subsidy/

necessarily

6. An AchIsory Yes No No
Committee Used

7. Vocational Yes No No
Youth Group
Correlated with
Instruction

8. Certified Yes No No
Teacher-
Coordinator in
Occupational
Field

9. Planned Home Yes No No
Visitations

1. Source: Ralph E. Mason, "The Effective Use of Cooperative Work Experience," Business Education
Forum, May 1970, p. 10.

Cl
ha 1
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Forth VI.4.2

SELECTED COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS

FOR SPECIAL NEEDS LEARNERS

Special Education Work Experience P-:.ograms

Students classified as special education students are placed in remunera-
tive jobs which are usually on-campus under the coordination of a special educa-
tion teacher. The program is considered a transitional bridge to adult living
for students who would benefit from initial work experiences that are semi-
sheltered or sheltered. The basic skills of independent living are taught.

Work Experience Programs for Disadvantaged Youth

This program is designed for students who are late junior or senior high
school age, and are usually classified as slow learners, alienated, or dis-
advantaged. In most of these programs a student spends his entire school day
or a major portion of it in a situation where the teache: serves basically as
a group guidan-e facilitator, and teachcs all of the related curriculum. This
individual usually serves as the coordinator when the student matures to
level of readiness for 'ob placement.

Cooperati,Je Work Training

This is a program designed to provide students with maturing experiences
en, .oyment that will help them become productive, responsible individ-

ua)s. The .part-time work is not necessarily related to the student's occupa-
t: aal objective. The program is-designed specifically to serve disadvantaged
youth and adults who are dropouts and who need social, emotional, maturation,
and career exploration essential for success. All elements of the cooperative
plan are present in the operation of programs, only the level or emplyment is
lower than cooperat;ve occupational education.

Work EXperience and Career EXploration Program (W.E.C.E.P.)

W.E.C.E.P. is a school-supervised and administered program sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Labor that includes part-time work as part of the educa-
tional progra: aimed at motivating potential 14 and 15 year old Jrop-outs. The
minimum age restrictions are waived for learners in j,is ram if the school
district can meet the program approval standards. Students can work a maximum
of three hours a day or 23 hours a week when school is in session, and must
receive credit toward graduation for both 1n-school related instruntion :171d
on-the-job experience. Approval for programs is granted by the
State Office of Education in each state.
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o Extent to which the worker is required to interact
with fellow workers and the general publics

Specific types of requirements needed for job success,
amount of training provided by the employer, and the
type of supervision given to the worker.

o Types of working conditions, potential for being
relo:.ated or moved to another shift.

Types and levels of educational skills needed to
function satisfactorily on the job, including the

ont of reading required, math skills needed, demands
for handling money, and the level of communication
skills required.

o. Uhen matching a special needs learner to a specific job it is
important to identify the essential personal characteristics
demanded by the job. Form V1.4.3 on the following page can be
used to analyze a potential training station for such factors
as: social skills, time factors, tolerance, and performance
skills. Analysis of these factors is uxtremely important for
special needs learners because they tend to nave difficulty in
these a,-os.

'CIRCE NATAWIAL: Occupationca Training Staticn
AnaLi;iio, Form 4.5J

7. The related instruction component of a work experience program
must be broad enough to permit special ne,ds learners to generalize
understandings to other occupations. Since many special needs
learners tend to move from their initial jobs because of their
inability to get along with others, thr.v must be able to recognize
the comm nality of job seeking skills and other basic skills that
are transportable from one job to another.

8. Effective coordination for special %eeds learners icz dependent
upon two areas which require constant attention: (1) maintaining
acceptable performance standards on the part of the student-worker
in terms of quality and accuracy, and (2) complying with safety..
requirements (Smith, 1974).

9 The teacher-coordinator is the central figure in establishing
v:ork experience programs for special needs learners. TUe teacher-
coordinator is an important member of the cooperative instructional
team which was identified in ilodule 2. A successful coordinator
spends a great deal of .time working in the community, as uell as
coordinatil4r, various aspects of the in-school instructional program
for indLvidual learners. Floyd (1973) identified the major
activities of teacher-coordinators who work with si:ecial needs
learners:

(5) Secures jobs for studentJ

o Tenches job-related class
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Prepares training plans

Works with job training supervisors

a Visits students on the job

Prepares reports

Requests or issues work permits and waivers

Keeps student records

Evaluates student performance

Selects or assists in selecting students to participate

Secures services of resource people

Holds individual student conferences

Promotes program

Visits parents of students ,,nd prospective students

Organizes an advisory committee

Develops instructional materials

10. When special needs learners are placed in competitive employment
training stations, the coordinator must encourage the learner tl
deal independently with socialization problems he may encounter.
In order for a student-worker to be accepted by his fellow
employees, he must gain their respect without any direct inter-
ference by the coordinator.

11. Special educators have repeatedly stressed the importance of
careful and prudent management of the school to work transition
for special needs learners. Smith (1974) has identified a series
of six sequential phases which desibe several unique and
individual placement options for learners at the secondary level.

o .in-class activities on an exclusive basis Prior to
any type of work placement, students should receive a
heavy concentration of prevocational information. The
emphasis shou'd be placed on procedures and techniques
for interviewing, completing application forms, recog-
nizing the social demands of work, and other similar
considerations. Whenever possible, these concepts
should be taught in situations that replicate the work
environment, as nearly as possible, in the special
classroom.

" 8 0
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Form VI.4.3
. .....

OCCUPATIONAL TRAINLIC STATION ANALYSIS

Job
Title:

ESSENTIAL PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

,

V
CC
M

CC

,..)J
__I

.,

..j

'LI)"

1. SELF-EXPRESSIOUcommunicate,
aSk fur assistance, question

2. SOCIAGILITYinteract witn otner
employees or public

3 ;4010: fliULPLnDLNCEwork witnout
t/supervision or guidance

4. APPLARANCLcleanliness, good
mannerisms, neatness in appearance

J. TLAMOUperform in close co- Vordination with other jobs

6-
i---

c..)

1. PACLperform at a consistent
1,rate of s cod

'. ATTLNUANCLbe reliaole in at-
V.tendance and punctud ii ty

. SIHULTAHLIIIperferm sevcral
,

1.,/activities at nearsame time

. -TIMINGperform timed, scneduled
activities; be aware of time

,n
_,

.,
E/7)

Li
c.)

'D
1.J._

.r:

--J
c_

. ACCOI:ACYperfondwithin well-
V"defined tolerances

2. ULXTERITYmake fine manipula-
tiois, coordinated movement

. CHOICESselect among alterna- Vtives, make decisions
UIRLCTIONfoliow procedures,
instructions or directions

J. MLiMaremember locations, pro-
cedures, nolA2nc1atures, etc.

() CAUTIONus.; care in activities
V.'which pose personal .10zaro

:..,

L.)

. ajITITIVLNESShave tolerance fer
1.0/-monoton or,repeLition

.:.:

LL4

sO
--.

,.. PESiVi.k/iNLLperform continuously, 7over norm al- reriodl;

. STAMDAnave physical stadiha,
strenctn resist tatiue

Location:

Supervisor:

Address: ---;-==vF.

i
Ad pted from: Peterson, R.O. and Jones, L.N. Guideto Jobs .for Lau
Nentally Retarded.: Wasninton, D.C.; ionican institutes for
7:esearen, P./64.
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LZOtIOLt. ;:,?"-t!! on-carpna,
Tais arrakgement provides an opportunity for-

the learner to relate his classroom instruction to solvint,
practical, job-related problems. 1,i2 .has an opportunity to
try out some of-his sLills in a closely controlled environ-
ment. Po.,,:ible in-scnool training stations could include':

Llementary teacher aide
Lunchroom assistant
Library a-de
ilaintenanze assistant

bus maintenance
Clerical assistant
:arehouse material handler
:lessenger/guide

Audio-visual media assistant

The adults supervising this -ind of placement should be
Eamiliar with the program objectives. Tne work performed
snould not be artificially contrived, but should be useful.
Uinancial remuneration snould be provided. The purpose of
the placement is to enable the learner to evaluate his own
performance, therefore the emphasis should ue on accuracy,
as opposed to speed.

2n-cLaao activitiea in combination wita iwav ;-ca,nu.
LV.P; exparience and aome off-campus, community-based

expericce -- This type of placement provides for the
introduction of new work environments and situations for
the learner. A stadilizing environment is still considered
critical to adjustment in this type of program, however.
The in-class experiences are used to strengthen the student's
deficienc4es in selected areas, and to help him maintain
the basic skills he previously developed. Emphasis in the
on-campus work experience should be placed on appl:cation
of academic skills.

In-cZas wit-a haZf-das off-campus wcrk experience --
here again, a move toward greater independence and respon-
sibility is evident. Tne learner should be closely super-
vised .and shifted from one training station to another to
acquaint him with a variety of occupational experiences.
At this stage it becomes critical that the responsibilite9
of the supervisor and teacher-coordinator become clearly
delineated. Training plans and agr ments such as one
presented in Form VE.4.4 on tne following page should be
deveioped. tWcords of performance and evaluation snould
also be maintaine by both the coordinator and employer.

IAIEIiI'h: /tun:: uP7A2h: and
(th h';',7 1-1.,: VI . 4 I
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w Total off-campuo Jork experience -- By the time the learner
has progressed to tfiis stage he has systematically worked
out and overcome any major weaknesses which might impede
his success in occupational, social, personal or self-
sufficiency functioning. It is the -coordinator's responsi-
bility to see that the learner is placed in a permanent
position when he reaches this level. Vocational rehabili-
tation can also.provide assistance in the placement process.

a FoiloLj-up -- When a learner 1"S placed in a permanent
position, it should be noted that a considerable investment
has been made by the public school, as well as the supportive
service agency(s). To insure that this investment is not
lost, regular and systematic follow-ups snould be made for
at least three years. These assessments should examine the
job performance of the individual, as well as his development
of independent living skills and level of social integration.
if the responses of either the individual or the employer
indicate a problem or potential problem, efforts must be
initiated to provide whatever remedial or rehabilitative
services are necessary.

Inservice Experience VII.2 in Nodule 7 outlines a process
and provides a series of suggestions for conducting follow-
up surveys.
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Form VI.4.3

OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING STATION ANALYSIS
1 Reproduction Master

Job
Title:

ESSENTIAL PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

3
0

.-.1

m
tc
m

;-,

0
`V.

_I
_I

vi

_I

!,11

y)

. SELF-EXPRESSIONcommunicate,
a'sk for assistance, question.

. SOCIALALITYinteract witirutner
employees or public

. wORK INUEPEHDLNGEwork witnuut
supervision ur quiaance

. APPEARANCLcleanl iness, goou
mannerisms, neatness in appearance

j.

.

TEAHwUK--perform in close co-
ordination with other joks

PAGEperform at a consistent

g
1
t..)
...

e:

rate of speed

'. ATTENDAHCLue reliaule in at-
tendance and punctuality

i. SIHULTANLITYperfurm several
activities at near same time

. TIMINGperform timea, scneduled
activities; be aware of time

_I
_I
.

.,
(31-

._,

c..)

g
&-
Le

. AGGUIALYperform witoin well-
eefined tolerances

'. DEXTERITYmake fine manipula-
tiuns, couruinated movement

. CHOICESselect among alturna-
tives, make decisions

- DIRECTION7-fullow procedures,
instructions or directions

'. MLiORYremember locations, pro-
cedures. nomenclatures, etc.

...

U-I
c_.

u. CAUTION--use care in activities
TI-(75-1.7ose persundl ,kizaru

c..)

. REPETITIVENESSnave tolerance for
monotony or repetition

. PEtZSEVeRANCEperform continuously,
over normal _ceriods

_I

1 . STAMINAnave pnysical stamina,
strengtn, resist fatigue

Location:

Supervisor:

Address:

1
Adapted from: Peterson, R.O. and Jones, E.M. Guide to Jobs fur the
Mentally Retarded. i:ashington, D.C.: American Institutes for
tsesearch, 1964.
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Porm VI. 4. 4
TRAINING AGREEMT AND PLAN Reproduction master

:..; hrplor.rtir»t Prn,-mant

;

1' I;7;1 School

Date Fr,,lovr,!rit

Starti:t;. t.to of p.1-

Tota houvq p r .;av

0:copntlonal In.;truotor

Special So rk. icof.. Instructor
Tenchpr-Co,r,livIltor

Grath,

Expveted Col-plmtlon Dnte

Dolly SchLdule

!inxInum how's per

Sex

Zip

M or P

Coumo

Coorse/sc.rvi co

hel.tted Cous.lc

COCIrcro 7P/ir::>1: rito

(In-nchnol)

Addrors Phone

S9pe-vt,or

Jul) 'II rle:
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Self-Check Evaluation

Inservice Experience VI.4: Planning and Coordinating Work Experience Programs

Directions: Once you have compiled an Occupational Training Station Analysis
(Form V.T.4.3) and Training Agreement and PZan (Form V.T.4.4) for a speciaZ
needs Zearner, it is appropriate to evaluate your progress in the inservice
experience. Rate your completed forms against each of the criteria listed
below. After you have completed the evaluation, modify your completed forms
as suggested by the resuZts of the evaluation.

Occupational Training Station Analysis

1. Job title clearly identified? yes no

2. Ratings provided for each of the 18 characteristics? yes no

3. Location/address of the training station listed? yes no

4. Supervisor providing the analysis information
identified? yes no

Training Agreement and Plan

1. All descriptive information provided on learner? yes no

2. All appropriate members of the in-school coopera-
tive instructional team identified? yes no

3. Descriptive information on the training site
provided? yes no

4. Prospective job activities and related instruc-
tional modules listed? yes no

5. Necessary approval signatures obtained? yes no

Comments:

Suggestions for Modification of the Occupational Training Station Analysis:

Suggestior- for Modification of the Training Agreement and Plan:

2 8 7
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The following are specific references which can be reviewed for each

of the inservice experiences in this module. These references will offer
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Inservice Experience VI.1: Analyzing Instructional idaterials
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Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973.

Inservice Experience VI.3: Modifying the Learning Environment

Szoke, C. O. and Vest, S. To Serve Those Who are Handicapped. Springfield:
Division of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education, Illinois Office
of Education, 1976.

Yuker, H. E. et al. Educational and School Equipment for Physically
Disabled Students, Human Resources Study No. 9. Albertson, New York:
Human Resources Center, 1967.

Inservice iXperience VI.4: Planning and..Coordinating Work Experience Programs

Baxter, J. "Labor Laws and Their Application to Special Education-Vocational
Rehabilitation Work Study Program." Lansing: Michigan Department of
Education, 1971,
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MODULE 7:

EVALUATION OF LEARNER PROGRESS

Assessment and evaluation of the educational progress that special needs

learners are making throughout a program is of vital importance. Con-

tinuous monitoring and assessment provides information which is useful

for: (1) refining the learner's program, (2) describing to employers,

parents, and others the learner's occupational competencies, and (3)

revising programs to better meet the needs of future special needs learners.

Module 7 describes the final component in the assessment and evaluation

system for individual learners which is proposed in this series of modules.

Module 1 describes the assessment considerations to be made prior to in-

instructional planning. Module 5, the second component, describes a format

for monitoring progress during instruction. This module presents two

inservice experiences. The first experience describes the development of

a performance profile for the learner. The second experience presents a

process and format for conducting follow-up surveys of special needs

learners who have left or completed instructional programs.
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Overview

Evaluation of learner progress is an extremely critical aspedt of

the process of developing and implementing instruction. It occurs during

both the development and implementation of instructional plans. It also

occurs after the inst'ruction has been delivered when the focus is on

assessing which occupational competencies the learner has attained, and

how well they have been attained by them. This latter context for evalua-

tion will be the major focus of this module.

Information regarding the progress made by special needs learners

during the instructional program can essentially be used for two purposes:

1. To determine what specific performance competencies
the participating learners have obtained.

2. To determine what improvements can be made in the
instructional planning, implementation, and evalua-
tion process.

There are four audiences which will be concerned with evaluative infor-

mation on learner progress. These audiences include: (1) prospective

employers, (2) parents, (3) future teachers, couns, )rs, or work experience

coordinators, and (4) the instructional personnel who are responsible for

the current instructional activities.

Each of these four groups are usually interested in different types

of evaluative information. Employers, for instance, are interested in

what occupational/job competencies the learner has attained. Subsequent

teachers are probably more in.terested in knowing what basic skills are in

need of additional remediation. The information needs of each of the

audiences is extremely broad. The challenge in designing and implementing

a system for evaluating learner progress is to come up with a system which

fulfills as many of the diverse information needs as possible, and yet is

simple and efficient for teachers to use.
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An Eyaluation System

An operational and functional system for planning and developing

instruction must include an evaluation component or subsystem. Throughout

this series of seven inservice modules an evaluation system is outlined.

As noted earlier, Module 1 involves evaluation of the special needs

learner's specific educational needs. Once identified, these needs form a

basis for the individual instructional plan. Module 5, which outlines several

processes involved in the development of the instructional plan, includes

a disucssion of a format and procedure for monitoring learner progress in-

the attainment of occupational competencies and basic skills. Module 7 will

outline several specific evaluation considerations to be made during and

following instruction.

The purpose of the evaluation system is t.hreefold: (1) to compile

pertinent and relevant data describing the educational progress of learners

at various stages of their program, (2) to utilize the data to improve the

instructional and supportive services provided to individual learners,

and (3) to improve instructional and supportive services for future learners.

Key Evaluation Questions and Data Collection. The heart of the evalua-

tion system are the key questions it addresses. Data regarding each of

the questions are collected at various points in the instructional develop-

ment system. It may be helpful to refer to the introductory section of this

Ouide which describes how the seven modules are used in an Instructional

Development System (page 4). This will assist you in identifying the

points at which evaluation/assessment data are collected.

The key questions and data collection points (which modules and

inservice experiences) for the evaluation system are identified on the

following page. (1
;.7 4
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7.

Key Question

What level of occupational
competency 1:as the learner
attained?

2. What basic competencies
(basic skills/concepts)
has the Zearner attained?

Data Collection Point

Module 3: Developing a Learner
Analysis Profile

Module 5: Developing Instructional
Modules

Module 7: Developing a Learner
Performance Profile

Nodule

Module

Module

3. What occupational interests Module
does the learner exhibit?

4. What revisions appear to be
needed in the occupationaZ
program for special needs
learners?

Module

Module

1: Developing a Learner
Analysis Profile

5: Developing Instructional
Modules

7: Developing a Learner
Performance Profile

1: Developing a Learner
Analysis Profile

7: Developing a Learner
Performance Profile

7: Conducting a Learner
Follow-up Survey

Performance Levels. A series of performance criteria/levels have

been established to provide consistent interpretation of evaluation data

throughout the system. Form VII 1.2 on page 307 identifies the specific

performance levels which are commonly used throughout the evaluation system

for recording the learner's level of progress before, during, and following

instruction. In addition to checking,pre-specified progress levels, instruc-

tional personnel can add descriptive statements to further clarify or

describe the learner's level of performance.

Utilization of Evaluation Information. The progress data collected

throughout the evaluation system are used in several ways. The information

feedback loops in the Instructional Development System (page 4) flow

from Module 7. To be effectively utilized, the data collected here are

fed back to each of the instructional development functions for such

purposes as:
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Defining learner profiles and prescriptions (Module 1)

Revising instructional plans (Module 5)

41, Updating community resource inventories (Module 3)

The progress and evaluation data collected here are also used to:

Convey the learner's level ot progress to employers,
parents, counselors, future teachers, and other
appropriate persons.

Suggest general modifications to the occupational
program for special needs learners.

Other uses of the information generated by the evaluation system are

described fully in both of the inservice experiences in this module.

Two inservice activities are included in this module to acquaint you

with two major areas of concern in evaluating learner progress. The fIrst

activity focuses on developing a learner performance profile, and includes

collecting and reporting progress data describing the learner's development

of occupational competencies, and acquisition of basic skills during

instruction.

The second activity or inservice experience outlines a process for

conducting a follow-up survey of special needs learners for the purpose

of collecting information to be used for program modification and improve-

ment.

(. Mike: A Case Study )

Mike is an 18 year old junior with a severe reading problem. He is

currently enrolled in both agricultural mechanics and special education

classes. Near the end of the first semester, Mike's special education

teacher, Ms. Hoxie, and his agricultural mechanics teacher, Mr. Logan, met
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on two consecutive days to review and discuss Mike's achievements for the

semester. They had been meeting informally every other week or so to

evaluate his progress and plan instructional experiences. They felt it

necessary at this point, however, to more closely assess what specific

competencies Mike has attained and share this information with his parents,

Ms. Lotts who will be his co-op coordinator next semester, and other

interested persons, involved with Mike.

As they discussed their intended progress evaluation, they ,saw two

major purposes for it:

1. They, as well as the other persons mentioned
above, would have a more complete and accurate
understanding of what occupational and basic
skills Mike has attained.

2. With this information, Mike's future teachers
and other professionals having involvement
with Mike can better address his learning
problems and other special needs. They also
felt that by carefully assessing Mike's achieve-
ment, they would discover areas of their instruc-
tional programs and services that could be
improved. This was especially important because
they see the likelihood of greater numbers of
special needs enrolling in agricultural mechanics
in the future.

As they began to discuss how they might approach evaluating Mike's

performance, a number of logical steps began to appear. First, they were.

concerned that whatever instruments or techniques they might use be appro-

priate for Mike. That is, they wanted to select or develop and use evalua-

tion methods that assessed Mike's competeucies accurately and reliably.

Because of his reading comprehension problem, they agreed that many of the

paper and pencil tests Mr. Logan uses with his non-handicapped students

would not accurately reflect Mike's understanding of certain concepts

learned this semester. The possibility of using a series of performance

296
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tests, verbal identification quizzes, rating scales, or observation

checklists in both the agricultural mechanics and special education class

was discussed and felt to be more appropriate.

Another concern Mr. Logan and Ms. 'Hoxie addressed in planning the

assessment of Nike's progress was who might receive and use the results

in addition to themselves. More specifically they were concerned with

how the outcomes could he most effectively conveyed to Mike's:

1. Future teachers
2. Parents
3. Work experience supervisors
4. Prospective employers
5. Counselors

In addition to these individuals, ti was anticipated that the results could

be shared with the directors of the special education and occupational

education programs, as well as the building principal and counselors and

case workers from local agencies such as vocational rehabilitation, mental

health, social services, and the employment service.

After considerable discussion it was concluded that the results should

reflect as accurately and explicitly as possible the level of competency

attained by Mike in specific areas. The traditional letter grade system

is not totally appropriate for this purpose because it doesn't describe

Mike's accomplishments or abilities descriptively. After reviewing several

possible formats for presenting progress assessment information, they

decided that a onepage profile, which appeared in a recent journal article

was appropriate. Although it's not exactly what they are looking for,

they.feel it can be adapted and used. The Learner Performance Profile and

how it was adapted and used by Mike's teachers is discussed in Inservice

Experience VIII.1 in this module.

As Mike's teachers sat in the teacher's lounge and discussed evaluation,

several otner high school teachers became interested and involved in the
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discussion. One of the concerns expressed by the teachers suggests a need

for follow-up information on the students after they graduate. One

business education teacher comments "One of the things I would like to

know is where my students, including the special needs students from last

year, are employed. If I knew more about the problem they encountered,

I could improve my course tremendously. Certainly, I get feedback from

a few students who come back to visit, but it's not enough nor is it an

accurate sample of all the students."

As the conversation among the teachers continues, the principal enters

the room. After listening awhile he suggests that those teachers interested

in doing a follow-up of their last year's students, form a committee and

conduct a follow-up survey. Two of the special education teachers indicate

that they would like to have a number of their students from last year

included, and offer to share their experiences from having previously done

follow-up surveys. Procedures and considerations for conducting follow-up

surveys of special needs learners are described in Inservice Experience

VII.2 of this module.

Goa)s

Condition: Given the responsibility to initiate and develop career-
oriented educational experiences for special needs learners,
upon completion of this module, the inservice participant
will:

Performance
:Competencies: 1. Collect, compile and report progress data on

individual special needs learners in an appro-
priate format.

2. Conduct a follow-up survey of special needs learners.

9 7
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(--
Inservice Exnerience Descriptio.1-

-"N

This module on evaluating le%rner progress contains to inservice
experiences which are crucial to evaluation of both learner progress and
the instructional program. Each is described.below in greater detail.

Inservice Experience VII.Z:
DEVELOPING A LEARNER PERFORNANCE PROFILE

This inservice experience will involve collecting, compiling, and
reporting progress information in individual special needs learners. The
development of a Learner Performance Profile is intended to graphically
illustrate the attainment of occupational competencies and basic skills
by the learner throughout instruction. The product of this experience is
a profile which portrays both formative and summative progress data on a
selected special needs learner(s) which will be useful information for
prospective employers, parents, agent:5 personnel, counselors, and subsequent
teachers.

Inservice Experience VII.2:
CONDUCTING A LEARNER FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

This inservice experience will take you through a process for con-
ducting a follow-up survey of previous special needs program participants.
In this experience the cooperative team of occupational and special
educators will: (1) formulate major evaluation questions for the study,
(2) design and develop or adapt an appropriate follow-up instrument,
(3) administer the instrument, and (4) summarize and present the results.
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Inservice Experience Selector

Following consultation with the inservice director, I (we) have
decided to undertake and complete the Inservice Experience(s) checked (I)
below for Module 7.

Inservice Experience VIII.1:
Developing a Learner Per-
formance Profile

Date:

Inservice Experience VII.2: School:
Conducting a Learner
Follow-up Survey Inservice Director:

Participant Name(s)

300
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE VII.J

DEVELOPING A LEARNER PERFORMANCE PROFILE

The purpose of evaluating learner progress is twofold: (1) to provide

feedback to the instructor(s) which allows for verification of learner

attainment of selected competencies, and (2) to assist the instructor(s) in

diagnosing learning difficulties. The latter of these two purposes was

introduced in Module 1: Learner Identification and Analysis. In Module 1

emphasis was given to pre- or early instructional assessment for purposes of

diagnosing learning problems. This module will focus on interim and post-

instructional assessment for the purposes of verifying: (1) which

occupational competencies and basic skills/concepts have been attained by

the learner, (2) how well they have been attained.

Guidelines and Suggestions

A series of guidelines an( :estions follow which will: (1) present

an overview of a format for a learner performance profile, and (2) discuss

....

several techniques and special considerations for collecting learner progress

data.

1. One of the initial considerations when reporting evaluation
results descri5ing learner progress should be developing a format
appropriate for the audience. Generally, there are several
audiences for evaluation results on special needs learners. They
include:

.3 Prospective employers
d Guidance counselors
e Parents
e Outside training agencies
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Special service agencies (e.g., Vocational Rehabilitation
Services)

Teachers and other instructional personnel currently work-
ing with the student
Future teachers and educational personnel

2 In recent years, profiles have emerged as a useful and functional
method of reporting evaluative results for all learners. This
trend has occurred primarily because the traditional grade reports
have often failed to meet our informational needs. Employers, in
particular, have asked for descriptive information on the indivi-
dual's attained level of competency within the occupational program.
Reporting that the learner is competent in operating a specific
type of key punch machine tells an employer much more than simply
reporting a grade oE "C" in a data processing course.

3. A sample Learner Performance Profile is presented on the following
pages (Form VII.1.1). You will note that this profile is divided
into two parts: Part A: Occupational Competency Assessment and
Part B: Basic Skill/Concept Assessment. Form VII.1.2, which
follows the profile form, is a cover sheet containing information
describing the learner. It also provides interpretations for each
of the progress levels mentioned in the form. The following items
will discuss the various sections of Che profile form and cover sheet
and processes for using each.

IPITSOURCE MATERIALS: Learner Performance Profile, Form VII.1.1
Profile Cover Sheet, Form VII.1.21

Learner Performance Profile

1. In keeping with the theme of individualized programming and instruc-
tion that is found throughout this series of modules, the Learner
Performance Profile is considered an individual report card. The
name of the individual is placed in the upper right corner of the
form on both sides.

2. As noted earlier, Part A of the profile focuses on assessment of
specific occupational competencies. On the front side of the form
there are spaces for occupational tasks to be evaluated. A task
is the basic unit/instructional module which was discussed and
developed in Module 5. For each task unit, a descriptive task
statement/title should be placed in the box on the left of the form.
The task units listed for a special needs learner should be identical
to the task units or modules developed for him in Module 5.
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LEARNER PERFORMANCE PROFILE

PART A: Occupational Convetenn Izscscrnent 14arner:
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PART B: Basic gill/Concevt Assessment
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3. Four different levels of learner progress are used in Part A of
the profile. Detailed descriptions of each of these criterion
levels are provided on the cover sheet of the profile. In
assessing the level of learner progress on a given task, an
or check (/) is placed in the appropriate box and the date of the
assessment (rating) is noted in the far right column.

4. To the immediate right of the rating columns, three spaces are
provided. These spaces are designed for the instructional team
to use in describing the specific, operational level of performance
attained by the learner. Ideally, special needs learners should
be evaluated prior to the instruction (preassessment), during
(interim assessment), and at E termination of instruction (post-
assessment). As each level of progress is attained, specific
descriptive criteria should 'be added for each rating.

For instance, suppose :hat at the time of the first rating a
learner is rated as "employable" in a given task. Greater under-
standing of what is meant by the "employable" rating is also
needed. Under "Descriptive Assessments" the instructional team
would provide a brief statement indicating that for the task of
"typing business letters" the learner can already perform this
task at "40 words/minute with less than 2 errors." This latter
phrase would be needed to describe specifically what is meant by
the rating of "employable." Similar descriptive assessments should
be entered on the profile form whenever a rating is made.

5. The back side of the profile (Part B) involves compiling assess-
ment results on the learner's attainment of basic skills/concepts.
Here the basic skills/concepts in which specific remediation or
special instruction is given should be listed. Not all basic
skill areas need to be listed--only those for which specific
instruction was provided.

The three levels of learner progress for Part B are identical to
those identified on the instructional Module form in Module 5.
If, as the example suggests, the occupational instruction focused
on stock handling, one of the basic skills taught by the special
education teacher may have been "reading requisition forms" or
"adding column totals". The leatner's progress in each of these
basic skills is assessed and rated periodically in a manner similar
to that wied in Part A. Check marks or dots can be placed in the
appropriate boxeS when certain levels of progress are achieved. Here
again, brief descriptive assessment statements should also be provided.

6. Reference to the Learner's Analysis Profile (developed in Module 1)
should be made when Part B Is being compiled. The Learner Analysis
Profile outlined the learner's strengths and weaknesses in several
basic skill/concept areas. Based on your team's current assessment
of the learner's basic skill/concept attainment it may be necessary
to modify or update the Learner Analysis Profile.
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Cover Sheet

1. The Learner's name, occupational goal, program, and school should
be clearly identified for parents, employers, and others who will
be referring to the profile.

2. Spaces are also provided for identification of the learner's
instructors. Occupational instructors, special/basic education
instructors, work experience coordinators, or other members of the
instructional team are to be listed here. You will recall that
Module 2 involved the development of a Cooperative Instructional
Arrangement for the special needs learner. This arrangement
specified who the members of the instructional team were, and in
what capacity they were working with the learner.

3. This cooperative instructional team should meet regularly to
evaluate learner progress. Part A of the profile, which relates
to the attainment of occupational competencies, is the primary
responsibility of the occupational instructor or the work
experience coordinator. While it is the occupational instructor
or coordinator who appears to have the major responsibility for
.evaluation, it is important that the special education representa-
tive be involved in discussing and analyzing the ratings for each
occupational task.

Similarly, the occupational instructor or work experience
coordinator must be involved in the basic skill assessment (Part B).
Since many of the basic skills are demonstrated through the perfor-
mance of the occupational tasks, the instructors from both areas
must share a common responsibility in evaluating how well a learner
has attained the basic skills needed for entry employment.

4. Specific definitions for each of the progress levels are also provided
on the cover sheet. This information is essential if the reader is to
determine the level of performance actually attained by the learner.
Different progress levels or definitions could readily be developed
if these are found to be inappropriate. It is important to note,
however, that these progress levels are also used on the instructional
planning module described in Module 5. If changes are made in the
progress level descriptors used here they should also be made on
the instructional planning module.
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Occupational Goal:

Cluster/Program: /e.
School:,Ze Zja-/

A LEARNER PERFORMANCE PROFILE

for

AO.
Instructors:

Form IQ(. 2.

Penrodrtion Master

The above-named student has demonstrated the occupational skills des-

cribed by the atrached form. The criteria described below can be used to

interpret the level of skill development attained by the student.

Occupational Perfornance

Introduced - the student/leanzer has become acquainted
with the general task, as well as its function and/or
purpose through previous experiences or instruction.
However, the 'learner has not vet e:v o develon or
demonstrate any significant, recognizable corTetenc:;
in performing the taz;k.

- the student/learnor ;:an I;(!un to cie:cr
and/or demonstrate min::,77al com7etence in :7e1'forming
a few selected parts (subskills) of the

Pr.oductive - the student/learner has deveieped an.i/or
demonstrates a minimal level of competence in
forrr:in:7 several parts (subskills) of the tf2:71-:. 7;:e

student/learner would be emrioyaNe in opeciaZizef::,
entr!l level occupations requiring only minimal
skills.

EMployable - the student/learner has developed and/or
demonstrates a level of competency which would make
him/her employable in a normal, competitive work
setting.

Basic Skills/Concepts Contrnt

Introduced - the.student/learner hos become acquainted
with the basic or concept through previous
experience and/or instruction.

Developing - the student/learner has demonntrated some capaeitii
to perform the basic skill, 671d/or interrret and arpZp
the basic soncept.

Competent - the student/learner is carable of aecuratel,'

repeatedl:' performing the basic skill, or interrreting and
ai:plying the basic.concept.
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Form VII.1.1

Reproduction Master

LEARNER PERFORMANCE PROFILE

Par A: Occzational Conetency Assessment Learner:
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Form VII.1,1
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A LEARNER PERFORMANCE PROFILE

for

Occupational Goal:

Cluster/Program:

School:

Instructors:

Form VTI.1.2
Rpnradurtion MaRror

The above-named student has demonstrated the occupational skills der-

cribed by the attached fbrm. The criteria described below can be used to

interpret the level of skill development attained by the student.

Occupational Performance

Introduced - the student/learner has become acquainted
with the general task, as well as its function and/or
purpose through previous experiences or instruction.
However, the learner has not yet begun to develop or
demonstrate any significant, recognizable competency
in performing the tack.

Involved - the student/learner has. begun to develop
and/or derwnstrate minimal competence in performing
a few selected parts (subskills) of the task.

Productive - the student/learner has developed and/or
demonstrates a minimal level of competence in per-
forming several parts (subskills) of the task. The

student/learner would be employable in specialized,
entry level occupations requiring only minimal
skills.

Employable - the student/learner has developed and/or
demonstrates a ZeveZ of competency which would make
him/her employable in a normal, competitive work

setting.

Basic Skills/Concepts Content

Introduced - the student/learner has become acquainted
with the basic ()kill or concept through previous
experience and/or'instruction.

Developing - the student/learner has demonstrated some capacity
to perform the basic-skill, and/or interpret and apply
the basic concept.

rorrpo_f,,71.* th .±14,10.r.t/Laarnar, jn car:lc/bg .acezirate Zu and

.
repeatedly performing the basic skill, or interpreting and
applying the basic concept.
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(Self-Check Evaluation

Inservice Experience VII.1: Developing a Learner Performance Profile

Directions: Rate your completed Learner Performance Profi,le (Form VII.1.1)
on each of the following items by circling the appropriate number in the
three-point scale or by checking the appropriate blank. After completing
this evaluation, you will want to adjust or modify your Learner Performance
Profile accordingly. All responses should be affirmative.

1. Learner identified: yes no

2. Occupational program identified: yes

I. School identified:

4. Assessment done by one
teacher

5. Descriptive assessments
for each rating not
provided

yes no

no

1 2 3 Assessment done with input
from all members of the
cooperative instructional
team

1 2 3 Descriptive assessments
included for all ratings

6. Descriptive assessments 1
are vague

7. Progress level ratings
appear to be inconsistent
between tasks

2 3 Descriptive assessments are
concise and specific

2 3 Progress level ratings
appear to be highly consis-
tent between tasks

S. Dates are provided for each descriptive assessment: yes no

Comments:

Suggestions for Modification of Learner Performance Profile for this Learner:

3 1 4
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INSERVICE EXPERIENCE VII.2

CONDUCTING A LEARNER FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

Follow-up services have been recognized for several years as a critical

aspect of successful job placement for special needs learners. One aspect

of providing follow-up services is the conducting of a formal follow-up

survey. The basic purpose of such a survey is to determine what problems,

if any, are encountered by special needs learners in their transition from

school to work, and to utilize this information in modifying and improving

instructional programs and services. Generally, this process leads to fewer

difficulties and barriers for currently enrolled learners when they complete

their school to work transition.

( Guidelines and Suggestions

Several steps need to be taken in designing and conducting a follow-up

survey. The following guidelines and suggestions will map out steps for

planning, instrument development, administration(s), and compiling the

results. Many of the suggested procedures outlined below are drawn from

two publications of the Illinois Division of Adult, Vocational, and Technical

Education's Locally-Directed Evaluation project. Some of the suggestions are

pertinent to the design and conduct of a follow-up activity for all program

graduates; however, many of the suggestions discuss unique aspects or special

considerations to be made in following-up special needs learners.
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Planning

1. Initially, the team of occupational and special education staff
interested in the follow-up activity have to be identified. The
make-up of this team will, to some extent, also determine the
scope of the survey as it is planned.

2. A review of recent follow-up surveys done in your district will be
helpful in determining what the current information needs are
regarding follow-up surveys. It will also help to identify any
existing instruments or procedures that-have been used previously.
A meeting with those personnel who may have conducted similar
student surveys is helpful in recognizing potential problems
and difficulties encountered in earlier surveys.

3. Discuss and determine the anticipated outcomes of the survey.
What major questions do you hope to be able to answer with the
information collected in the survey?

4. Determine the specific scope of the survey. Will you follow-up
last year's learners or will you include graduates from the last
five years? Will you include current students? Will.you attempt
to follow-up the dropouts also? Will you follow-up special needs
learners from all occupational programs or just selected programs?
Each of these are questions that have to be addressed regarding
scope.

5. Once the scope and general purposes of the survey are determined,
the team should attempt to define the major evaluative questions
that will guide the formulating of a follow-up instrument. This
series of questions should attempt to focus on the general objec-
tives of individual courses and instructors or supportive personnel,
e.g., counselors or reading specialists. You may 1:/ant to consider
major evaluative questions such as the following.

O What is the current status of previous special needs learners?

O How do the previous learners feel about the value and benefit
of the supportive, special services they received?

O How do the previous learners perceive the value of the
occupational education program(s) in terms of preparing
them for the world of work?

6. The next task involves selecting a method for conducting the survey
(i.e., personal interview, telephone interview, or mail questionnaire).
Each method has several advantages and disadvantages. Some of the
considerations here should focus on the types of disabilities found
in the population being followed-up. It is obviously impossible to

1 6
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use a telephone follow-up with deaf individuals who rely on lip
reading or signing for communication. Other considerations will
be more involved and include such factors as:

O size of the group to be followed up

O financial resources available for printing, interviewing,
postage, etc.

number of people involved in conducting the survey

Developing an Instrument

1. For each of the major evaluation questions defined earlier (Step 4),
a series of more specific questions should be developed. The
answers to these questions will answer the larger, Major question.
It is easiest for each member of the team to write questions on
separate index cards, with each person working on a different
major evaluative question. After these questions are reviewed and
edited by the group, they then become the questions for the first
draft of the instrument.

FRESOURCE MATERIAL: Major Evaluation Question and ReZated Instru-
ment Questions, Form VII.2.11

2. In preparing the questions and directions for the instrument,
several special considerations will have to be made due to the special
nature of the respondent's style of communication. Form VII.2.2
on the following page identifies several unique considerations that
might have to be made for respondents who have hearing, visual,
motor, or other types of impairments. The suggestions are only the
major concerns. Others can be identified special educators,
reading specialists, social workers, and other members of the team
who are knowledgeable regarding what will facilitate or inhibit
the former learners.

3. Two types of directions are needed on any follow-up instrument.
Overall directions are presented first in the instrument. This
set of directions should emphasize the purpose of the survey and
indicate the desired date by which it is to be returned. Additional
directions should be included where there is a change in format.
This will help the respondent to adapt to a new method of responding.

IRESOURCE MATERIAL: Special Considerations in_Developing Follow-up
Instruments, Form VII.2.21

41
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Form VI1.2.1

MAJOR EVALUATION QUESTION AND RELATED

INSTRUMENT QUESTIONS

What is the current status of previously-enrolled special

needs learners (1971-76)?

o Are you currently employed?

o What is your present occupation?

o How many times have you changed jobs since
leaving school?

o How many hours per week do you work?

o What is your weekly salary before taxes?

317
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Form VII.2.2

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DEVELOPING FOLLOW-UP INSTRUMENTS

-- Preparing the directions, questions, or items

o Keep the vocabulary and language simple and cencise
o Keep the sentence length short
o Attempt to use words/phrases that will not require

finger spelling by interpreters for the deaf
o Test the readability level of the instrument using

an appropriate readability assessment formula
(See inservice Experience VI4 in Module 6)

o Consider alternative forms for the instrument, such
as putting the questions on a cassette tape, brailling
the instrument, large print, or translation of the
instrument to a native language.

-- Selecting the rating or response format

o Consider using nonverbal scales

I z©
positive neutral negative

o Use large response bores for those who have difficulty
with fine motor coordination

o Consider using a tape recorded series of questions
where students can stop the recorder and orally
respond or by brailling their response.
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4. The instrument should be reviewed and pilot tested. It can be
thoroughly field tested on students in school. It should be
reviewed for content by administrators, fellow faculty members,
and advisory committee members.

5. A language analysis of the instrument should also be completed to
be sure that it can be readily understood by special needs learners.
If, for example, an interview instrument was being prepared for
deaf students, it would be critical to use words that could be
translated to sign language.

6. Following these reviews and a pilot test, the appropriate revisions
should be made.

7. The revised instrument is then ready for reproduction in the
appropriate quantity. If the ins rument is to be a mailed
questionnaire, printing on colored paper will improve the
response rate according to some recent research studies.

8. As noted earlier, at least three different types of follow-up
surveys could he used:

Mail survey
O Personal interview

Telephone interview

Each has advantages and disadvantages. The mail survey typically
yields a very low return, partly because the forms are usually
quite lengthy and require considerable time to complete. On the
other hand, interview surveys are much more expensive to conduct
because of the personnel and staff time required. Selecting the
method of survey will depend upon the situation and resources
available. 'Any of the above three types could be appropriate,
however.

9. An example of a mail questionnaire and an interview guide are
presented on the following pages. Both of these instruments were
adopted from ones that have been used by local school personnel in
following-up special needs learners. These example instruments
can be reviewed for:

O Example questions
Sequence of questions
Descriptive information
Format ideas

1TESOURCE MATERIALS: Former Student Survey Questionnaire, Form VII.2.3
Former Student Interview Guide, Form VII.2.41

3 2 0
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Administering the Instrument(s)

1. The first task in this phase is to collect all of the names of
former students who will be contacted. Many schools have this
information available through counseling, placement, or student
services offices. Some schools require students to fill out
information cards prior to graduation that can be used in later
follow-up surveys.

If the mail survey method is used . .

2. Prepare the envelopes, using addresses that are reasonably
current.

3. Prepare a simple and brief cover letter describing the purpose
of the survey, and using the signature of an individual who was
involved with and respected by the special needs learner(s) of
the district. An example cover letter is presented in Form
VII.2.5.

fii:ESOURCE MATERIAL: Sample Cover Letter for a Learner Follow-up
Questionnaire, Form 11II.2.5I

4. Code the instruments in order to determine who responds to the
first mailing and who will receive follow-up letters.

If the interview method is used . .

5. Before finalizing a set of procedures for interviewing, it would
be helpful to review the special considerations listed on Form
VII.2.6 for administering follow-up studies to special needs groups.
These suggestions apply almost exclusively to using the interview
method.

IFTESOURCE MATERIAL: Special Considerations in Administering
Follow-up Instruments, Form VII.2.61

6. Using the interview method will require developing an introductory
statement to be used by the interviewer. The introduction should
be warm, friendly, establish rapport, and convey the purpose of
the interview. The basic purpose of the survey should be
outlined (see Form VII.2.5).

7. Those individuals who will do the interviewing will have to be:
(1) trained in the general principles of interviewing, (2)
oriented to specific features of the instrument, and (3) acquainted
with the standard introductory statement mentioned in item 6.

320
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Form VII. 2. 3

FORMER STUDENT SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Evaluation of Special Needs Services

1. NAdE: Birthuate Age Sex

2. ADDRESS: City Zip Phone

3. Name of High School attended (circle one): Eisenhower Richards

4. Please check your present status:

Part-time student/part-time employed Apprentice training

Employed full-time Housewife

Full-time student Unemployed, looking for work

Armed Forces Unemployed, not looking for work

Other, please describe:

5. If employed, describe the work you are presently doing:

6. How long have you been employed?

7. Please list any previous work:

Employer Dates

8. Which of the courses you took in high school were most helpful to you in your
present job?

Why do you feel these courses were helpful?

LO. What part of your high school vocational program was of least value to you?

Ll. Why?
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Form VII.2.3
(2 of 2)

12. Check the services you received while you were a student at District 218.
If you check a service, please rate its value to you by circling a number
on the right.

Counseling

No
Value

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Some
Value

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Very
Valuable

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Social worker

Nurse

Summer Math and Reading

Interpreter

Reading Lab

Job counseling

13. After having taken the vocational courses I found that:

a) I had the training necessary to get my job yes no

b) I had enough training to advance in my job yes no

c) My job is one that matches my ability yes no

d) I received enough information on how to fill yes no
out a job application ..._

e) I received enough information about how to yes no
prepare for an interview

14. Did you graduate? yes no

15. If no, what grade did you complete? 9 10 11

16. If you left school before graduation, what were your reasons?

17. Do you need additional vocational training? yes no

18. If yes, please describe the type of vocational training you need:

(Adapted from Community H.S. District #218, Worth, Illinois 60482)

3 2 3
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Form VII.2.4

FORMER STUDENT INTERVIEW GUIDE

Respohdent's

Year

1.

Name:

of Graduation: Interviewer: 1 2

What is the name of the place where you work?

2. What kind of work do you do at your job?

3. How many hours per week do you work?

4. Do you feel that you do good work? Yes 1

No 2

Pretty good . . 3

5. Is your work as good as other employees' work? Better . . 1

Yes 2

Not as good . . 3

6. Does your boss like your work? Yes 1

No 2

Somewhat . 3

7a. Do you think ISD had enough vocational courses to
choose from? Yes 1

No 2

7b. What other courses would you have liked that they
did not offer at ISD?

8. Did you have a chance to take courses at ISD that
would help you in your job? Yes 1

No 2

9. What did you like the most about ISD? Classes 1

Counselors 2

Teachers 3

On-the-job training . 4

Other 5

(please specify)

10a. Do you feel your ISD experience prepared you enough
to go to junior college or some other job training
school? Yes 1

No 2
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Form VII.2.4
(2 of 2)

11. Here is a rating scale. How would you rate the quality of the
vocational teachers?

Really good 1
Good 2

Okay 3
Not too good 4

Bad 5

12. What suggestions do you have improving the ISD program?
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Lbria VI1.2.5

SAIIPLE COVER LETTER FOR A LEAR14ER FOLLOW-UP SURVEY QUESTIONOAIRE

(school letterhead)

Dear (first name)

By taking a few minutes of your time you can provide valuable
information which will help us improve our vocational program.

Your responses will not be shared with others, but will become
a part of a summary. The comments you and other students make
will identify areas for improvement and change.

Please complete the attached questionnaire and return it in the
enclosed envelope. We are looking forward to hearing from you.
Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

Sinccxely,

dote: Similar introductory information shouZd be conveyed if a
telephone or personal interview is used for the follow-up.
survey.

(Adapted from Community U.S. District #216, Wortil, Ill. 60432)
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Form VII.2.6

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ADMINISTERING FOLLOW-UP INSTRUMENTS

o Have the questions presented orally so they;can be
simplified and clarified as needed

Administer the survey instrument orally to individuals
or small groups

o Use a total communication approach that includes lip
reading, sigi6mg, and finger spelling when administering
the instrument to a hearing impaired student

o Permit students to respond in a 'brailled or tape
recorded format

o Use bilinguists in interpreting and orally presenting
the follow-up questions for students who use English
as a second language
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8. As the completed questionnaires or interview forms are returned,
they should be tabulated and noted as returned.

9. Those uho fail to respond to the mailed questionnaire by two
weeks after the requested deadline should receive a follow-up
reminder card and another instrument. The follow-up could also
be conducted by telephone.

Compiling and Utilizing the ResuZts

1. Once an acceptable percent of the questionnaires or interview
guides have been returned, the results can be tabulated. This
tabulation work can be done by clerical workers, business educa-
tion students, or, if all else fails, the members of the team.
When large samples are involved (over 200) the computer can be
efficiently utilized to summarize the data.

2. The summary data can be presented in a variety of ways. The
most effective reporting format is to outline the procedures
and provide tallies of each of the individual questionnaire or
interview items. Straight tallies, histograms, bar graphs,
percentages, or averages could be used.

3. The reporting format should be designed to provide for direct
interpretation of the results. The results are of little value
unless they are translated into program improvements. Form
VII.2.7 presents a format for presenting summary information
for each survey question. This example utilizes information from
two sources: an employer survey and a parent survey. In order
to be fully effective, the summary statistics for each question
should be interpreted in the form of a conclusion(s) and a
series of recommended actions to be initiated.

(7RESOURCE MITERIAL: Summary InformationParent and EMployer
Follow-up Study, Form VII.2.71

4. Reporting format used will also depend a great deal upon the
audience of the report. Prospective audiences for a follow-up
study of special needs learners might include:

O all special education staff
O school board
O citizen or occupational advisory committees
O regular instructional staff
O parents
O students
O counselors
O all occupational education staff

c) Q
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5 As the results are tabulated and developed in the first draft
of a report, recommendations should be solicited from a select
group of readers. The instructional team should then synthesize
their interpretations of the data with the initial reactions
of a number of the reviewers. A set of recommendations should
then be added to the report as a concluding section. The recom-
mendations and suggested actions to follow should also outline
who has the responsibility for implementing the recommendations.

6. A follow-up survey and report will only result in program
improvement if the team conducting the follow-up continues
an active interest in seeing the recommendations
implemented. Members of the team have to make themselves
available to review and discuss the findings with school boards,
parents, school staff, and other groups that have an interest
in the special needs program.
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Survey Question

SUMMARY INFORMATIONPARENT AND EMPLOYER FOLLOW-DP STUDY

Summary Data
1

Conclusion

Pam VIT,2,7

Recommended Action

Which special services

(from those received by

the Above-named student)

do you feel needs to be

strengthened?

a. remedial reading

b. remedial math

t.)

70% parents

67% employers

83% parents

90% employers

c, vocational counseling 22% parents

83% employers

d, speech therapy

e. social worker

18% parents
2

15% parents
2

f bilinguists/interpreters 5% parents
2

g. job placement 36% parents

52% employers

Both parents and employeis

appear highly dissatisfied

with the remedial math and

reading programs

Employers appear to be

highly dissatisfied with

counseling services

.6,111

Consider alternatives for improving

and strengthening both programs

Seek more specific information from

selected parents and employers

fold.administrative staff meeting to

review both programs

Devote one advisory committee meeting

to discussion of improvements needed

Interview selected employers to

gather more specifics

Parents appear pleased with Continue to offer and expand these

the services the district services in the future as needed

is providing in these areas

Employers feel that this Assess current job placement services

service needs strengthening. Interview selected employers to

A substantial number of ascertain areas of needed improvement

parents agree.

1

Percentage of parents and/or employers who responded "yes". The total number responding to each question was

different because all students did not receive all services while in school.

2

Only parents were asked to respond to this item.
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( Self-Check Evaluation )._

Inservice Experience VII.2: Conducting a Learner Follow-up Survey

Directions: After having completed a Learner Follow-up Survey, please use
the checklist below to evaluate your activities. The results of this self-
check evaluation will heZp you to see areas in which your procedures or
report could be improved. All responses should be affirmative.

1. Previous follow-up studies were examined:

2. Major evaluation questions identified:

3. Specific questions on instrument developed
from major evaluation questions:

4. Survey format
questionnaire
inappropriate
special needs

(i.e., mail 1 2

or interview)
for the specific

population

5. Cover letter/introductory
statement is confusing
unclear, and inappropriate
for special needs learners

6. Directions for completing
the instrument are confusing
unclear, and inappropriate
for respondent or interviewer

1 2

1 2

7. Questions/items are unclear 1 2

and inappropriate for special
needs learners

8. The format for responding 1

is inappropriate

9. If a mail questionnaire was used, at
least one follow-up was completed:

3

3

3

3

2 3

10.. Tentative recommendations were solicited
from selected decision-makers prior to
development of the report:

11. Report prepared and submitted to the
appropriate decision-making groups,
e.g., school board, advisory committee, etc.:

331
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yes no

yes no

yes no

Survey format appropriate
for the specific special
needs population being
surveyed

Cover letter/introductory
is clear, concise, and
appropriate for special
needs learners

Directions for completing
the instrument are clear,
concise, and appropriate
for respondent or interviewer

Questions/items are appro-
priate and clear

The format for responding
is appropriate and
functional

yes no

yes no

yes no



12. Report contains detailed responses for
each of the key questions identified
when the survey was planned? yes no

13. Report contains the following:

Summary statistics for pertinent
survey items

General and specific conclusions

Recommended improvements or courses
of action

yes no

yes no

yes no

Designation of responsibility for
implementation of program improve-
ments or courses of action yes no

Comments:

Suggestions for modification of survey procedures:

Suggestions for modification of survey format/content:
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